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PREFACE 
In Oct.obar 1947 a theor$t1cal i nvest igat i on of Tisco11a effects 
1.n compressible fluids wa.., start ad at GALC I T• wide r a.n ONR .. contract. 
The present report gives a su~ey of some results obtained during the 
firs t year . I t is in the nat11r~ of a p rog"!'e s s report rather than a 
repo~t on f inished research. The project was conceived aa a long-range 
st11d,.v of t he fundamental princ i ples of v1.scoua compr•sstble fluids. 
The research work discussed in t hi s report rep resents only the initial 
phase. The results praaented shoul ·i be fu.rt ner analyzed. extended, 
and r~vised. Howev~r, because of a g rowi ng i nterest in the subject 
matter it was decided to publish a report a t thi s stage and preaent 
the reatllts for general discussion and criticism. 
Whi le the work under the present cont rac t i s entirely theoretical, 
the project gr8w out of experiment al. inveatl gations carried out at 
GALCIT ~ H. w. Liepmann and M.s co-workers. I n the cours~ of inter-
pr~ting the expertmental results it was fel t that existing theory of 
combined effect s of compressi bility and vtacosity was even qualitatively 
ver;r unsatiafac·tory. The author• of this r t9port are V"lry much indebted 
to Dr. Ll epmann not only for discutJsions of experimental results bnt 
also for ma.n.v theoretical ideas. We also wi sh to thank Drs. H. F. 
Bohnenblust, A. Erdelyi, and q. de Pri~a f or valuable diecusaions of 
the mathemn.tical aspect :-- of t he theory. Tha manuscript was read by M. 
'D. Van Dyke, who gave useful crit icism. 
Duri ng the summer of 1948 Dr. A. v. Plei jel of the Institute for 
Advanced Study, Princeton, acted as a consultant on the project and 
• Guggenheim Aeronautical Labor ato ry, Caltf ornia Inqtit11te of Technology 
**Office of Naval Reaearc:h, U. s. Nn.vy 
ii 
achi ""f ed essential mathematical progress on many questions. In 
particular the construction of the fundamental aolutiona (Appendix 
D) and t he simplified proof of the splitting of the equations are 
entirely due to him. He eJ.ao contributed many valuable Sug€estiona 
about the technique of the Laplace transformation and other mathe-
!Datical details. 
A preliminary summary of some of t._ results included in this 
report was presented at the meeting of t •• e Institute for Fluid 
Mechanics and Heat Transfer in June, 1948, in Pasadena (Ref. 59). 
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l. 
I NTRODUCTION 
The present s t udy was suggested by s eTera.l problems and diffi-
c~ t l ee that had appeared i n p re·vious experimental and theoretical 
investigations of viacoai ty e ffec ts i.n compress i ble fluida. The out-
standing problem was the extension of t he classical (Frandtl) boundary-
l ayer theory to h:i.gh-speed flow, e specially s upersonic flow. In the 
boundary- layer theory the equations of mo t1 ~n a re simplified by aasum-
"l.ng that viscous effects are c onfi ned t o n narr o•.it region close to the 
wall through which changes a re rap id compar ed t o those in the direction 
of the wall. Then the resulting non-lin'3e.r equations are studied with 
t he aim of obtaining the f low field in this narrow region or boauda.ry 
layer. The pressure i s usually ob t ain ed from the potential or non-Tiacous 
fl ow aboiit the body., Several aut hors have s tudied a bounda1'1-18iYer 
theory which has the same basic a s sumptions but whi ch allows for compreas-
ibili ty and heat conduct i on . * However, i n supe rsonic flow several 
phenomena are known whi ch s how t hat the basi c assumpti ons of boundary-
l e.yer t heory do not appl y , a t l east i n certain r egions. 
For example. in the ca se of uniform supersonic flow at infinity 
parallel to a aami-infinit~ f lat plate el ementary considerations indicate 
t hat the Yi9C•=>us effects are not confi ned t o a r egi on close to the plate 
but t hat t he outer or potential f l ow field i s different from. the non-
viscous flow. The slowing down of t he flow near the plate causea the 
• Thi s work was recently summa rized by J . A. Lewis (Ref. 20) who giTea 
a complete list of references . 
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streamlines to turn slightly away from the plate and result$ in a shock 
wav~ standing a.head of the pl a t e followed by an expa~'1sion wave. This 
whole configuration extends i n to the outer flow field. This shock 
should be close to the Mach l ine from the leading edge. In general 
for supersonic flow certain disturbances spread frol'l the body into the flow 
field a.long the Mach lines (cha.ra.ctsristics) but up to now little has been 
said. about how v iscous distnrbances propagate along the Mach lines. This 
leads naturelly to the question of what role is pleyed by the 1"..ach lines 
or hyperbolic characteristics when viscosity is taken into account. 
A consideration of the mathematics of classical boundary-layer 
theory sho\ols that it is an asymptotic theory for high Reynolds num.bere. 
It cennot be expected to apply for low Reynolds numbers. Low locel 
Reynolds nl)Jnbers occur at the nose of an object, where the distances 
inv0lved a.rs smr:.11 , so that the classical result should not hold n...iar 
the nose. Another more important case of low Reynolds numbers occurs 
1/lhen the density is very low. For low densities the overall Reynolds 
numbers may be small, oven if th'3 velocity is high. In such cases it 
seems logical tv inquire whether the Ma.ch number is still as important 
as in non-viscous theo ry, and in what way the supersonic non-viscous 
characteristics enter. 
Another example of a f low in which the boundary-layer assumptions 
fl.re invalid is the flow in a region where e. shock wave and the classi-
cal boundary layer interact. Experimentel results (see Ref. 50, 51) 
show very complicated flow pat.terns in such regions. A theoretical 
conside,.ation leads immediately to the negative result thet neither 
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simple boundary-layer nor simple shock-wave theory can be applied in 
this region, since contradictory simplifying assumptions underlie each. 
Similar difficulties also arise in the theory of the triple shock wave 
or Mach intersection. It is usually assumed that flow in the neighbor-
hood of the point of intersection can be described by the non-viscous 
theory of plane shocks and expansion zones but the agreement with ex-
periments is again not very good. The nt:..__-acted viscous effects P.lay 
actually be very important in the region v: intersection. 
Such considerati ons make it clear that it would be desirable to 
obtain solutions to some problems of viscous flow without a priori 
dividing the flow field into regions where the viscosity is considered 
(as in a bounda.ry layer adjacent to a surface and in a shock wave) and 
regions in which the non-viscous theory is a good approximation. How-
ever due to the complexity of the equations for viscous compressible 
flow, such as the Navier-Stokes equations (see §1.1), such a task seems 
hopeless for the exac-t equations. It seems mandatory that some simpli-
fics.tion be made. The method of simplif:l.cation applied in this report 
consists in first making very general. considerations regarding the prob-
lems mentioned and the exact equations in order to discover the typical 
difficulties and properties associated with them. Then the problems 
are simplified so that the !:le.thematical problems can be solved but in 
such a way that one or more of the typical difficulties are preserved 
or isolated. Or, similarly, we might sta.rt out with the very simplest 
type of viscous wave and g radually increase the complexity of the prob-
l ems, seeing at e~ch step which feature typical of more complicated 
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problems is introduced. 
Following the method of simplification in more detail let us 
consider the Navier-Stokes equations and boundary conditions. The 
equations are a set of one first orQ.er and four second order partial 
differential eq\1ations for five unknowns (three components of velocity, 
pressure, and density) linear• in the second order terms but contain-
ing non-linear terms of first order (See §1.1) . The para.meters which 
enter in the equation are the viscosity)-'-, heat conduction k , and 
ratio of specific heats 'If • A striking feature is that viscosity 
(f-'i:O) intronu.ces second order terms into the momentum equation and 
raises the order of the system. In this respect the viscous term in 
the "!lOmentum eq1rntion differs rfl.clicelly from the conventional first-
order friction or dissipatton term which represents, for example, the 
effect of a dashpot on a vibrating system or string. A comparison of 
conventional friction 1.;ith viscos1.t,y in a fluid is misleadJng in certain 
respects. The fact that viscosity raises the order of the systern has 
two immediate consequences not at ~11 in evidence in the theory of ord-
ino.ry friction; one relates to the characteristics of the system of 
equations end t~e other to the boundary conditions to be prescribed in 
a problem. It is known from the theory of partial differential equ&-
tlons that the essential features of we.ve propagation are determined by 
the characteristics and t hat these characteristic lines or surfaces are 
determined solely by the highest order terms of '.;he equations (see Ref. 1, 
*Strictly, the equations aX"e non-linear even in the second order terms 
due to the dependence of_µ and k on T. In many practical cases, 
however, these variations may be omitted. 
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Vol. II, Chapters 5• 6). Actually the characteristics of the viscous 
equat ions change discontinuously as;'-- o. For small (b.1.t finite))-'-
the characteristics a.re qui to ·~ifferent from those of the non-viscous 
equations. F.".'lwever, if the non-viscous ch.ilracteristics are important 
when ~ = 0 the same 1 in es or surfaces must have some meaning when}-'-.;. O • 
or else the non-viscous theory would give a very poor approximation to 
a real fluid. Si milar remarks apply also ' ? the elliptic structure of 
these equations in the case of stead¥ subs~nic flow and this is con-
nect ed with the question of the significance of the Mach number in vis-
cous flow. The second consequence of the raising of the order of the 
system for ,P =F Oas contrasted to,)-)-= 0 i s the need for imposing one 
more boundary condition or a requirement the.t the solution be contin-
uous. Thus the number of boundary conditions for a problem also 
changes discontinuously as?- o. For example, the condition of no 
slip aii a wall for)-'- .:J= O is usually relaxed when )A-= 0. 
The difficulties are made specific if an attempt is made to re-
late the solution for small p to the solution for fl= 0 by a pe.rtur-
bation procedure. Perturbation methods have been studied in much 
detail and have found very wide applications in mathematical physics. 
However, if, as in our case, the order of the equation is lowered, 
and if one or more boundary or continuity conditions have to be dropped 
when a parameter (such as;~) i s put equal to zero the classical theory 
does not apply and the pert urbation problem is called singular. (See 
§ l.7 foT details). The theory of singular perturbations is very little 
d.eveloped. 
In accordance with our genel:ti.l program. we shall try to make 
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simplifying assumptions in such a way that the difficulties discussed 
above remain, but at the same time, the equations become simple enough 
to make analytical treatmen t possible. The following are the assump-
tions made: 
i) Heat conduction is neglected. 
ii) Disturbances are assumed to be small; the equations are linear-
ized. (However, in Appendices B and C some simple non-linear 
problems are considered.) 
iii) Some simplified-and idealized boundary conditions are considered. 
The omission of the heat conduction must be justified, for it ca.n 
be expected that actually the order of magnitude of heat-conduction ef-
fects is the same as that of viscous effects. However it can also be 
expected that their effects are qualitatively Aimila~ and this has been 
checked in several simple cases, although it might not be true if a 
more exact investigation were wanted. The e~uations are greatly simpli-
fied when the heat conduction is omitted, so that it is felt that a 
difficulty has been eliminated without altering the nature of the prob-
lem. 
The linearization may also be justified by saying that it makes 
mathem~tical treatment possible ~nd. at the same time retains some of 
the typical features of the mo r e exact problems. The signifies.nee of 
the hyperbolic characteristics and the singular perturbation problems 
can still be studied fo r t he linearized equations. The main criticism 
of such a linearization is that in certain regions (for example near a 
wall) there are large velocity changes due to a condition of no slip at 
the wall. The linearized equations would strictly apply only locally 
in cert a.in other regions of the f1 ow. However, if e bowidary value 
problem is to be sol,1ed the li.ne?.rized eq_uations must be te.~en to 
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apply in the large. This l9ads to idealized bonndar:r condH ions, e. g. 
for the flat pl a te a condition of slight slowing down replaces the no 
slip condition near the wall. From another viewpoint this could be 
conside;rP.d a!'3 a study of the interaction of the outer part of the 
boundar.r layer and the flow at large diste."'.Ces from the plate. It 
might "be remarked that the nethods •ised in the prA!'3ent report might 
be of interest for rarified gases because of the ~rescribed slip at 
the boundary., This idea is not pursued in the present report but will 
be the subject of further research. 
To be more specific the program suggested by the above discussion 
is as follows: 
In Chapter I a system oS simplified linearized eq_uationa is de-
rived from a more exact nystem of e~uations. By comparison of the 
two systems. it is verified. as claimed above, that some significant 
properties remain qualitatively unaffected b;,• the linearization. The 
concepts of longitudinal and transversal waves are introduced and it 
is proved that any linearized wave (satisfying the simplified systelll) 
may be split into a longitudinal and !:'. transversal component. 
Che.pter 2 dee.ls with basic wave phenomena, corresponding approxi-
mately to "sources" or "pulses" in non-viscous fluids. These solu-
tions of the simplified syste~ are of interest in themselves and may 
also be used. a.s elements in a superposition procedure. First, non-
stationary one-dimensional.longitudinal waves arfl discussed(11piston 
problems 11 ). Rather detailed analytical investigation is possible 
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(App. A) and from this simple example one may obtain valuable infor-
mation concerning one queation raised above: What role do the non-
viscous (hyperbolic) characteristics play in a viscous wave? It is 
found that they are no longer characteristics in the strict sense of 
the word so that no discontinuitieR are propagated along them. On 
the other hana , under certai~ conditions depending on local Reynolds 
number they ma,y be the loci of rapid but still continuous changes. 
Thus viscosity has the effect of blurring the sharp wave fronts. 
Next, one-dimensional non-stationary transversal waves are studiedo 
They arise when an infinite flat nlate is moved parallel to itselfo 
The solution is independent of compressibility, hence the hyperbolic 
characteristics mentionAd above play no role whatsoever. However, 
thA relevant non-viscous characteristics are instead the stream lines 
(cf. Ref. 1, Volo II, p. 375). Again the effect of viscosity is to 
smear out discontinuities. While for longitudinal waves viscosity 
has little effect on the boundary conditions it is quite essential fo r 
the bound.ary conditions of the transversal waves. Some non-linear 
effects are investigated for one-dimensional waves (App. B and C). 
In the rema.inder of Chapter 2 higher-dimensional waves (station-
ary or non-stationary) al"A stud.ied. The basic higher-dimensional 
longitudinal waves may be thought of as generated by cylindrical or 
spherical pistons or by an irrotational force field concentrated at 
a point. They behave like one-dimensional longitudinal waves. It is 
important to st1.idy their properties since they will occur as components 
in more complicated flow phenomena. Simple two~dimensional tranaversal 
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waves are generated by a rotating cylinder. Such wavea are very similar 
to one-dimensional transversal \!laves. A limiting case is a wave with 
rotational symmetry whose vortici t y spreads like heat from an instant-
aneous heat suurce. Such a wave may also be thought of as generated by 
a solenoidal force field ecting instanteneously at the center. Of part-
icular importance are the waves generated by singular shearing stresses. 
~nese waves have both longitudinal ru1d transversal components. They are 
first discussed from a more intuitive point of view. The singular shear-
ins stress may be thought of as due to an infinitely short flat plate 
with infinitely strong retarding action. The transV<:l!"-,al part is fo•.md 
by considering the vorticity field which turns out to have a dipole 
singularity. If instead the flat plate is tr~ated by methods analogous 
to boundary layer theory, only part of the transversal wave is obtained. 
In either case it is seen that transversal waves ere not sufficient to 
aatisfy all condi tiona of the problem but that lon~i tudine.l waves have 
to be added. These 11 induced11 longitudinal waves will prove to be of 
fundamental imports.nee also for boundary-value problems. They are part 
of what might be ce.lled the interaction of boundary lHyer and outer 
fluid. Finally, the complete solution in any number of dimensions for 
the flow generated by singular shearing force it> deduced by more power-
ful but less intuitive methods (see Appendix D). The resulting solution 
is called the fundamental solQtion of the linearized system of equations. 
This concept is given a precise mathematical meaning. The solution has 
t!'le form of a sum of contour integrals. Much work remains to be done 
in eva lu2tiug these integral~ and interpreting the results. In the pres-
ent report some of thi~ work has been done for the two-dimensional 
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stationary case. The interest in this case lies in its relation to 
stationary :!'low past a flat plate . 
The next step (Chapter 3) is to consider specific boundary-value 
problems. A nati:::.ral problem is that of a finite or half-infinite 
f l at plate at zero angle of attack, with a prescribed tangential vel-
ocity along the plate. Accor d ing to conventional boundary-l~er theo ry 
t he flow is undisturbed except for a transversal wave near the plate 
(boundary layer). This linearized boundary-layer solution is very easy 
t o obtaln and is related tc the splitting of the system of equations. 
Of course it should be compared with the solutio~ of the full lineal'-
i zed equations. t.'hile this problem is not completely solved prelim-
inary work has been done and it seems possible to obta in considerable 
i nformation aboQt it with the methods presented. The analysis is 
partly based on the preceding 3tudy of basic wave phenomena. The pre-
liminary result is that in the supersonic case longitudinal waves ex-
t end into the outer fluid from near the leading edge in accordance 
with the n~tural qualitative guesses. In this example one may use the 
previously obtained knowledge about the role of the hyperbolic 11 aub-
characteristics 11 to see to what extent the disturbances near the pl ate 
sp reed into the ~uter field. 
Since linearized equation$ are studied, there is a still simpler 
and more basic problem, ncmely to find the fundamental solution of 
the equa tions. A f undamental solution gives us the flow field corres-
ponding to a t a ngential force applied impulsively at a point in the 
fluid . In t he stationary case it would correspond to having a flat 
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plate of infinitesimal length but with infinite tangential velocity. 
More complicated flow fields, such as that due to the finite flat 
plate. may then be obtained by superposition. In this report consid-
erable space has been devoted to studying these fundamental solutions. 
They have been given for all important cases and analyzed to a certain 
extent. However, this analysis is far from complete. In particular. 
superpo='li tions of f11ndamental solutions have not been investigated. 
It is to be expected that further research along these lines will 
yield interesting results. 
Actually, the problem of propagation of ~mall dtsturbances in a 
vi sco1.1s fluid, first mentioned by Stokes (Ref. 25) and Kirchhoff 
(Ref. 26) was studied e:x.tensively in France by L. Roy (Ref. 27-33) in 
1913-15 and later by Cagniard (Ref. 38-39) And in Belgium by de Backer 
(Ref. 34-37), (1936-40). In 1942 C. Possio rediscovered the seme re-
sults, apparently independently (Ref. 42). In particular Roy, Cagniard 
and Possio all discovered the asymptotic formula (2.27a) which deseribes 
the behavior of longitudinal waves at large distances from their origin, 
and deduced from it the concept of viscous "quasi-wave11 which becomes 
identified with the hyperbolic (Mach) we.ve in the limit -U-. o. Mean-
while, transversal waves were being investigated in connection with 
classical boundary layer theory (.Ref. 19) and by Lord Rayleigh (Ref. 43), 
Wilson (Ref. 44-45), Roberts (Ref. 47), Mache (Ref. 46). Lucas (Ref. 
40-41-48) without their connection with longitudinal waves being clearly 
brought out. 
A deeper insight into ~he physical nature of the problem was shown 
by P. Duhem (Ref. 22) who firs t showed in 1900 how both longitudinal 
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and transversal waves followed from the equations of motion. This type 
of analysis of the linearized equat ion s led Oseen (Ref. 21) to f ormu-
late a set of fundamental solutions for an incompressible fluid . In 
1928 E. Nordin (23) extended Oseen ' s work to a compressible fluid and 
obtained a fundamental solution equivalent to that derived in Appendix 
D. 
The !!lain part of the present report consists of a study of lin-
earized problems. It is desirable also to see, at least qualitatively, 
•.11hat can happen if non-linearity is considered. It is egain usefnl to 
isolate the various difficulties. For example , non-linearity occurs in 
the second-order term due to the variable speed of sound. The simplest 
case where this may be studied is that of a one-dimensional non-station-
ary longi tudina.l wave. Furthermore it is kr..own thr:tt some essential 
features of non-linee.rity a::.-e retained if t he s o- called t ricnsonic 
approximation is made . Heat conduction i s sttll neglected. Appendix 
B contains a study of such a wave. Another way in which non-linearity 
is fel t is thr ough the quadratic dissipation terms in the energy equa-
tion. The simplest example of this is a one-dimensional transversal 
wave. In the linear ized case such a wave does not give ri se t o any 
pressure field whereas in the non-linear case the dissipation te rm re-
quires the existence of a longitudinal pressure wave. In Appendix C 
it is indicated how this phenomenon may be studied with the aid of ar. 
iteration procedure. These are only the very si~plest examples of non-
linear effects and suggest that non-linearity may not be entirely out. 
of reach. In a way, ad.di t.ion of the viscous term slightly reduces the 
difficulties due to non-linearity at l east if the coefficient of 
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viscosity is considered constant. Non-linearity in lowe r order terms 
is not auite as dangerous as in the highest order terms, since standard 
iteration procedures (such as Pice.rd 1B ) are much less suspect in the 
former case then in the latter. This points to another application of 
thP linearized solutions d1.scnssed in this report as a first step in an 
iterRtion nrocedure. 
The most complicated flow pattern discuss ed in this report is still 
far too idealized compared to even the simplest high speed viscous flow 
pattern thnt can be ~roduced e:iqierimentally. However, the idealized 
flow pattern may still exhibit many of the distinguishing features of 
the real flow patterns and thus contribute to an understanding of them. 
Also, in the course of the present investigat ion many preliminary prob-
lems were encountered whose treatment r.ia.v be of interest. As empha-
sized before, the present research project is meant RS a long ranee 
program and it is hoped th~t the theoretical analysis can be ex tended. 
At the same time refinement of experimental technique may make possible 
expP-rimentnl studios of sl11pler flow pat terns than have been studied 
un ti 1 now. 
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1, GENERAL PROPERTIES OF ~TIONS OF VISCCJJS FLOW 
§1,1 Fundamental Equations 
The fundamental equations of this report are obtained from the 
applica.t ion of the principles of conservation of mass, moment1.lm, and 
energy to the h7~rod.ynamical continuum (Ref. 19) or from certain var-
iationo.l principles (Ref. 19). The molecular natur" of the fluid 1a 
shown by the presence of viscous stresses in the moment um equation, 
by the equation of state of the perfect gas which is derived frorn 
the kinetic theOt"'J of gases. and by the existence of a certain in-
t e rnal ene rg;y, 
The equa.ttona may be written 
-f :; t- f (Q_' 'juid) Q =? F-~ P+ i ~ ()4 ~ Q )+ c£,u_ (,µ cpu'- Q) (l,11) 
conse~ation of momentum 
(1,12) 
continuity e quation 
0£ ( ~ ) I 0 ( f ) ( - ( I l I . f' ry 0 at+ Q·~ E+P ~ + a. ·r~J -p) = 1odu,...(k~ 7}+71'-+cx. (1.13) 
conservation of energy 
j ou. z {:t?uz z (;Ju.3 )z 1 ou3 auz )2. where /l = di.ssipation function = 2( o"X-;) + :! o'Xz) + z_ CJX-g f- ( oXz + ?JY-.s 
z z +{ou. 1 + aus) +(au2 +- oa1 ) 
.,,x,3 o".L , -ox1 oXz 
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equation of state (1.14) 
~e following notation is used: 
time = t , space coor dinates (x,, :x.2 ~ .x.3 ) = {x i} = ?! 
f1 = density 
T = temperature 
p = pressure 
= velocity vector, (u,,uz,u.3 ) (u,11, u.r) 
= body force vector, per unit m:>.s s 
= gas constant = Cp - Cv 
= specific heat at constant pressure, assumed constant 
= 
= 
= 
specific heat at constant volume, assumed constant 
internal energy= Cv T 
viscosity = .fl (T) in gas 
k = coefficient of heat conduction, assUJI1ed k = k(T) 
:;( = heat added, assumed to be zero, fl.= O 
It might be remarked that in the derivation of the Navier-Stokes 
equations (1.11) two coefficients of viscosity I\. and~ enter natur-
ally and it is assumed t ha t 3.il+ i/ =D Ref.(16, 18). If the as-
~umptions are made that st r e s ses are linear functions of r~tes of 
strain and the usut, condi tions of \sotropy are used the stress in the 
x-nirection on a face p er pendi cu} to t::i.is rec ion m~ be expressed 
as, 
P,.,, = - p + J1 dW- - oVl ~-x: . Q + 2 _,µ oX (l.15a) 
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and the shearing forces in the x-d.irection on the other two faces of 
the elementary cube are 
(1.15.b) 
(l.15c) 
In this case (1.11) would be written 
The assumpti•m that 3 i1+ z ./"- = 0 
and shows that no work is done when an element expands but remains 
similar to itself. Various other approximations for the Tiscous 
stresses have been obtained from the kinetic theory and might have to 
be used in certain applications (Ref. 18). It has also been assumed 
that the pressure does not depend on the rate of expansion but that the 
·perfect gas law holds. 
Since any one of the state variables may be eltminated from the 
equations (1.11-1.13) by using the equation of state (l.14) and the 
~ . 
definition of internal energ-.r, the system (1 .. ll-l.14) should be re-
garded as a set of five non-linear partial differential equations for 
the five unknowns, any two of the state variables and the three com-
ponents of the velocity vector. Each of the equations (1.11) is of 
second order as is the equation (1.13). However it may be noticed that 
if k is put equal to zero the order of (1.13) is lowered by one and if 
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)'-= o t he orde~ of (l . 11) is lowered by one . A solution of this sys-
tem would thus be a s et of f ive functions with certain properties of 
continuity and differentiabil ity, satisfying the equations in a given 
domain and assuming prescribed initial and boundary values. Even for 
the simplest physical problems , no solutions seeJll' t o have been given, 
ma.inly due to the complexity of the system and the non-linearity of 
certain second order terms. Also the proper prescription of condi-
tions to give unique solutions for various problems has not been 
studied in much detail. The underlying structure of this system, 
as expressed through the charact eristics, helps to show what types 
of problems are mathematically sensible and this structure will be 
studied in the next section. In this report various approximations 
will be made and a consideration of the underly ing structure is often 
a help in j udging t heir validity. 
§1.2 Characteristics 
The existence of real characteristics indicates that the system 
of partial differential equations is of parabolic or hyperbolic type. 
Then it can be expected t hat the type of problem t hat can be solved 
and the method of' solution should be similar to those used f or simpler 
cases. The characteristic surfaces or lines are found from t heir 
definitions as surfaces or lines on which certain derivatives in 
directions not tangent to the surface cannot be computed from certain 
prescribed data. The method is dP;cribed in Ref.l, Vol. II pp. 293-294 
in some detail. The charadteri~tics may also be thought of as the loci 
of possible discontinuities or ""'ave fronts" whi ch can occur in the 
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solution. According to the general theo17, the characteristics are 
determined only by the highest order terms occurine in the equations 
and can therefore be expected to change if these term9 change. For 
simplicity, in the computations presented here only one space variable 
'X will be considered, but this does not destroy the essential nature 
of the system. The en trop~· 1 may also be introduced where 
T d I= d£ + ,b d (;) and we r.1ay consider P== P(I,jJ) :> T= T{J, 17) • 
Then the equations (1.11-1.13) for a viscous and heat conductin~ fluid 
can be wr:ltten 
4 ov-
=0 (l.2la) fl u.t: + ~uu.x + ~ 1x + pl' !'/(. - 3 -ox 
;;ux +;&+ufx =0 (l.2lb) 
an 4 au z (l.2lc) T Ii -tu T l'J'.- 3f/A Cz,nJ oX 
where by definition 
(l.2ld) 
and jLU-,r:. = v- (l.2le) 
If y(;i:,,-t) = constant is the equation of th ) characteristics, 
the characteristic condition becomes: 
jJ if -t 12 u j-7- ~ lf~ 1i -y?'- 0 _£-t 3 ~ 
;rJr~ yt +- u. -f y_ 0 0 0 
0 0 f T(~ +uY;_) Y;i;. 0 =O (1.22) 
0 kTl'fx. k 7r -j-?'.- 0 0 
)'- -If 'X.. 0 0 0 
or 
and finally 
0 
0 
!° T ( ~ + u.. -f-xJ 
k ~ y."t-
The characteristics are given by 
0 
=0 
i) or the lines t = constant which occur as a 
quadruple characteristic. 
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(l.22 1 ) 
(l.23a) 
ii) d?:-or 
dt =U , the streamlines (l.23b) 
There are thus fi ve sets of characteristics. It should be noted that. 
~s is typical for non-linear equations. the characteristics (ii) (l.23b) 
are not known in advance but depend on the solution Q (z, t). 
It is intere s ting also to cons ider special cases of simplified 
fl uids. For exam-nle, f o r t he fluid with no vtscosity. ,fl= o 
equat i on (l.3le) must be omitted a.~d the characteristic condition becomes: 
? ( Y.c +- u -f ')'.. ) ~irx Pz fx 
:l-x jJ iJr :x: yt:-+4yx 0 = 0 (1.24) 
0 k7P i'x k Tr. Y-x. 
or 
l r' 71: f: { -'[-•~"' >Vx +~ 1), - P, Tf' iix ){ ~~ + u r., -~~-Ii T ' l _r:_ -t = 0 (1.24') ~ 7i. ~ 
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There are now four sets of characteristics: 
i) or t = constant occurs twice, as in the 
(l.25a) 
ordinarJ heat equation ll"X.7'- = llt • 
ii) 'ffe+(u+c·)if =O +: - l z or d';J:, -= -dt (l.25b) 
where I T, I 
cl= -Y ~ -1J: -G: 
These characteristics are lines of propagation of disturbances, 
with the propagation speed Ci relative to the fluid. 
may be easily evaluated, for 
z 
~ P (.o, I) = ;° e 
I 
T ((J, I)== R p 
;t-1 Ifc v 
e 
tp 
and 1/c = 7 Ca ,the adiabatic speed of sound squaTedD ~~d 
C' l 
(l.26a) 
(l.26b) 
(?J'-1) p 
p so that RT and Ci = isothermal 
speed of solllld. 
A.a another special case one may consider k= 0 or no heat conduc-
tion. In this case equation (l.2ld) must be omitted and the character-
istic condition reads 
(1.27) 
There are again four sets of characteristics: 
i) or i = constant whi ch again occurs 
(l.28a) 
double 
ii) 1( +u. <fr =O. t ?'. or , the streamline which (l.28b) 
also occurs twice 
Finally, as the last interesting case the compressible fluid with 
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no heat conduction or viscosity may be considered, k = 0 and 
/-'" = O • The characteristic condition then r eads 
(l.29) 
There are now only three sets of characteristics. 
i) or = u. the streamlines, which d1:. 
d-1:, (l.210a) 
occur only once. 
U ) 1}-t-+ (I.A :! Ca. ) "f 'J'.. = 0 
z ?!P 
whe re ca. = ~ = 7 
or 
dx + 
dt = U - Ca 
(l.210b) 
the adiabatic speed of sound. 
These characteristics are lines of propagation of disturb-
ance with the velocity ca. relative to the fluid. 
The parabolic nature of the problems is seen when either /A- =l=-0 
or k i= 0 by the occurrence of the lines -t = constant as character-
istics. These lines indicate that the signal speed of certain dis-
turbances is infinite. This phenomenon is familiar from the theory of 
the heat equation u.xx = u..i: • In the case when ,!-'- =le = o the 
problem is purely hyperbol i c and the signal speed is finite, It is also 
possible to discuss what discontinuities can exist and to derive laws 
for the propagat ion of such discontinuities a.long the characteristics. 
It is especially interesting to notice that the characteristics change 
discontinuously as? or le -o. For small values of ;.-< the 11 undiscovered11 
characteristics of r= 0 must play an important role in the solution and 
this particular idea will be discussed in some detail later. 
§1,3 Linearization of the Equations of Motion 
Due to the difficulty of ha~dling the non-linear equations these 
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are not considered in any detail. Instead, in or der to gain insight 
into th3 nature of the solutions a set of linearized equations will 
be considered, for which some specific problems can be solved. The 
linearization can be effected by considering the flow field to differ 
only slightly from a given flow and to neglect the squares of such 
differences whenever they appear. Another procedure, equivalent in 
the first approximation, is to expand th-. solution in powers of a srnall 
parameter € • If d (X£ , i) is a solution , let 
d( X, y, z,-t) := ~ {X, f;f 1 Z, t)-t € .d/(;:,, ~1 Z1 t )-r € 2 S2{ (Z, C_ft Z, i: )+ · .. 
where d ( Z,·, t) is the kno1,,rn basic flow and of:, 4 ... are O (/) 
In giYen problems the parameter 6 can often be assigned a physical 
meaning and the bowidary conditions may also be expanded in terms of 
t hi s parameter. By equating to zero the coefficients of various powers 
of c which occur in the equation, a set of lin'3ar equations is obtained. 
For our purposes it is sufficient to cons i der as the basic flow 
a steady uniform f l ow parallel to the x-axis with the velocity U 
the velocity at infinity , and constant pressure~ , temperatu.re T
0
, 
and density !°o •. The solution may be expanded as 
(l.3la) 
P= ~ (I+ €. fJ T . . . ) (l.3lb) 
(l.3lc) 
f>=?o (/+-€s+ . . . ) (l.3ld) 
*A particula r case is U= O. Conversely, the gene ral case U*-0 may 
be reduced to the case U = O by :i. Galilean transfo r mation ({>1.4) 
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It is also ass~rned that 
(l.3le) 
(l.3lf) 
F=-c.x (l.3lg) 
From the equation of state (1.14) 
p = e +- 5 (1.32) 
5 is usually called the condensation. The equations in € then read 
(1.33) 
5-t -+ aw. f = 0 (1. 34) 
CV 1 0 (8, +- U 8 ) - Po (5 +- U 5 ) 1 T L'.l IZ> 1 A -r X ,P
0 
'-I: x = r.o 1o 0 (1.35) 
With the aid of the linearized equation of state (1.32) @ may be 
eliminated in the left hand side of the energy equation (l.35): 
(1.35 I) 
For the special case of a fluid with no heat conduction (k0 == 0) this 
becomes 
which is the same as the equation of linearized isentropic flow. The 
dissipation, which enters only in the squa red terms, has no effect. 
(1.35 1 ')implies that 
p-~s = f (x - V -t) = 0 (1.36) 
p = Lfs (l.36 I) 
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if the disturbances ere initially zero. Thus for I< =O , the pres-o 
3ure may be eliminated in (l.33). 
If V is put equal to zero, the following equations result: 
-9 a z X- v ,.,,,Ad · - -;;f -f- C ~ 5 = + -1- 3 7~- cUa j r 0LJ. ff (l.37a) 
(l.37b) 
where · -, ~ ;:I' ~: 1 , thu adiabatic speed of sound in the undisturbed 
flo>· , -iJ = b , the kinematic viscosity in the undisturbed J. 1 ..:lw. 
11 
The first equation may be modified by using the vector identity 
(1.38) 
From the system (1.37) an equation for ~ alone is immediately derived. 
Then: 
(1.39) 
For Vi= O the system (1.42) wo•.ild have resulted. In§ 1.4 it will be 
seen, however, tha t (1.42) follows immediately from (1.37) and thus, 
is no more general. 
The main part of this report will be devoted to a. study of (l.37) 
and special cases thereof. -In the examples studied, X will be zero 
except at some singular line or point. 
Vorticity. The vorticity field 73 of a given flow field is defined by 
(1.310) 
A linearized equation for vorticity is derived by applying the operator 
curl to (l.37a): 
- -v6 w +-&Vt.£ X (l.3lla) 
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In addition it f ol l ows of course from (l.310) t hat 
(l.3llb) 
Equations (lo311) characterize the vort ic i ty waves as transversal as 
defined below (1 . 53) . Notice in particular that, within the linearized 
theory t he propagat ion of vorticity is i ndependent of compressibility. 
The problem of dete rmining a flow field from its vorticity is, 
however, consid.erably complicated by compressibility. Some remarks 
wi l l be made about this problem later. 
§1.4 Gal ilean Transformation. Stationary; Flow. 
In system (1.37 ) it is assumed the.t the veloci t y vanishes at in-
f inity. In many problems, particularly those i nvolving moving bodies, 
it i s convenient to introduce a sys t em of coordinates ( X, -;;, :Z, l) 
whi ch moves with r espect to the original system. If the object moves 
i n t he direction of the negative x-axis with the speed U, it is made 
stat ionary by i ntroducing the Galilean transformation 
(1.41) 
Whil e in this syst em the object is ste.tionary, the flow at infinity 
will have a vel ocity VT and 1 wh ich was the f ul l velocity vector in 
the original system, now tecomes a per turbation velocity, the complete 
vel ocity being Q = UL +-- f • In transfo r ming the differential 
0 0 () 
equation one simply has to replace ?il: by -= ./- V --= 
v 7'>-t <?X 
'O 
and 9z· 
l 
by ~ • Thus one obtain s (using unba.rred letters again for the 
'{) J'.. l 
t ransf o rmed coordinates) 
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(l.42a) 
(l.42b) 
Velocity= Q =UT +f (l.42c) 
These equations include (1.37) as a special case (U =O) • How-
ever, :their gt:mera.11 ty is only fie ti tious since they are obtained from 
(1.37) by a simple coordinate trensformation. In the incompressible 
case they reduce to the Oseen equations which have been extensively 
studied by Oseen and others (cf . in particular Ref. 21). The compress-
ible case hns been treated in (Ref. 23) . All references given after 
(Ref. 25) belong here too. since the equations are essentially the 
same. In Osee~' s presentation (Ref . 21) equations are derived directly 
by considering perturbations of uniform flow, rather than by a coordin-
ate transformation of (1 .37 ). This procedure was explained in 9 1.3. 
The stationary case is of course obtained by assuming all time 
deri?ati•es to vanish. In other words the equations are obtained from 
(1.42) by assuming 8 it = 0 or from (1 . 37) by replacing 2'~ by U &~. 
Linearized Equations for Stationary Viscous Flow 
(l.43a) 
(l.43b) 
Velocity= 7I =UT ~f (l.43c) 
Thus in a sense the equations for stationary flow are a special 
case of the equations for non- stationary flow with zero velocity at 
infinity and it is to be expected that solutions to the former ma\V be 
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obtained from solutions of the latter by a method of descent (cf. § 2.5). 
Especially in deriving general theorems (like e.g. theorem about 11 split-
ting"; see below) it is very convenient to remember that (l.42) includes 
(l.37) and (l .43) as speciia.l. cases. In other cases, e.g. in deriving 
the fundamen tal solutions for (1.37) (see Appendix D) it is more con-
venient to work with (l . 37) directly than to use a metho~ of descent. 
Vort icity. - ~ The equations for propagation of vorticity w = ~ g 
are easily derived either from (1.311) by a Galilean translormation or 
from (l.42) or (1.43). They are 
(l .. 44) 
or, in the stationary case, 
0 "(;] u = -.)LJ -;;) + wd x (1.45) aX 
In all cases (l . 3llb) is still valid: dW- Z3 == 0 
§1.5 Longitudinal and Transversal Waves. Splitting of the Linearized 
Egua.tions, 
The basic system of linearized equations for a viscous fluid with-
out heat conduction is (1.37). The main part of the present report 
will be devoted to a study of waves which obey this system. A dis-
tinction between two types of waves, longitudinal and transversal, i s 
of fundamental importance. This is emphasized by a theorem that every 
wave aatisfying (1.37) may be represented uniquely as the sum of a 
longitudinal wave and a transverse1 wave. This representation will be 
referred to as a splitting of the wave. A similar splitting of 
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incompressible waves has been discussed by Lamb and Oseen (ref. 16, 21). 
For the compressible case it hae been discussed and applied in Ref. 53. 
The proof of the possibility of splitting given below is due to A. 
Pleijel. A more general discussion, epplicable to many similar systems 
of equations is given by Duhem in Ref. 22. Only the non-stationary case 
will be treated. As pointed out in ~ 1.4 this includes the stationary 
case as a special case. 
Longitudinal waves: A solution of (1.37) i s said to be a longitudinal 
wave if the velocity field is irrotational: ~ f = o • Because of 
this condition the viscous term v ~ uud r drops out of the 
momentum equation. The remaining term ; v ~ dW.. r mey then 
also ba written ; -i> L'.l r by using the operational ident i ty 
ataf &vLI = ~ dd..t.. - Ll • Furthermore the impressed force field must 
-be i rro tat ional : {]a!rJ. X = O 
• If this were not the case a contra-
diction could be derived by performing the operation curl on both sides 
of the momentum equation (1.11 ). Therefore the Equations for Longitud-
inal Waves are: 
__.,. Je 4/>,1,,,,,/ ·- x-4 -x-~t + c ~ :5:: 3 i) 7~ ~ '1 + == 3 -U..6 i + 
st+~ 1 = 0 
&l/J.f=O 
-~X =O 
(l.5la) 
(l.5lb) 
(l.5lc) 
(l.5ld) 
Thus a longitudinal wave involves a variat ion i n dens i ty and hence 
pressure. It resembles an ordinary non-viscous acoustic wave except 
for ths effect of the term ; v~~<{. Since a longitudinal wave 
is irrotational there exists a scalar velocity potential. Cf{1(,,1 y, z, t) 
satisfying equations aimilar to (1.51 ): 
m -1- c
25 - 4 vLI <p - 3 = 0 
-r-1:: 3 
st +L'.\ Cfl= o 
If 5 is eliminated, one obtains 
(l.52a) 
(l.52b) 
(l.52c) 
(l.52d) 
(l.52e) 
These equations are easily derived from (1.51) if it is assumed 
that the flow field and the force field vanish sufficiently strongly 
at infinity. 
Transversal Waves: A wave is said to be transversal if its velocity 
field is sol.enoidal, i.e. dU,,.. f == O • From the continuity equa tion it 
follows that .5 = 0 
'-t: • We shall further postulate that actually 5-= o • 
-It then follows from the momentum equation that dUi- X = 0 • The 
term ; iJ ~ dW- f drops out of the momentum equation and the 
r emaining viscous term - v &at e.a,zL r may be written Z) Ll f . Thus 
the Equations for Transversal Waves are: 
ft - -v ew.£ &d f +x = vLJf + x 
dU<-f=O 
div- X =O 
5 =0 
(l.53a) 
(l.53b) 
(l.53c) 
(l.53cl) 
Thus the transversal waves are independent of compressibility, and 
bear no resemblance to non-viscous acoustic waves. On the other hand, 
the equations for vorticity of any linearized viscous wave (1.311) are 
the same as the equations (1.53) above (except of course for the equation 
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.5 = O ). For this reason vorticity waves will sometimes be called 
tre.nsversal. 
Si nce the flow f ield is solenoidal there exists a vector poten-
tial A such that 1 = &.tAL A • There is also a force potential B 
such that X = ~ B In two dimensions the vector potential /i 
corresponds t o the stream function "f (which may be thought of aa a 
vector perpendicular to the plane of flow). (For full generality 
a skew symmetic tensor should be used inst ead of the vector /T). The 
f ollowing equat ion is satisfied: 
(l.54a) 
-One may always choose A such that 
-c;UM_ fl = 0 (l.54b) 
However, s ince in general it is not true that the expression inside 
the parenthesis in (l.54d) is zero t his equation will be of little use. 
With the aid of these concepts one may now fonnulate the 
Theorem of Splitting: A wave Cf, 5) satisfying equations (1.37) ~ 
be expressed as the sum of a longitudinal wave (ft 7 5) and a 
transver sal wave ( fz) • Thus ( 1' 7 5 ) satisfies (l.51)1 ( ~) 11atis-
( ) - - -fies 1.53 and 15 = ffi +fz 
Proof. It will be assumed below tha t the force X= 0 • The extension 
__,. 
of the proof to the case X # O is easy. A theorem of vector analysis 
states that any vector f ield •.o1ith sui ta.ble p roperties of continuity can 
be expressed in infinitely many wa~·s a s the sum of an irrotational 
vecto r field and a solenoidal vector field (see e.g. Ref. 15, p. 37) 
Thus le t 
(a) 
where 
(b) 
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-A vector field .A which is both irrotational and solenoidal is called 
ha.rmoni c. It is cl ear that if ( -W.1 7 W.R ) 
fying (a) and (b) so is (UJ-,+7, ;::;.z-7) 
is a decomposition satis-
, and that conversely, 
the decomposition is unique up to a harmonic field. If ~ is a solution 
of (l.37), then ~ and ~ satisfy the following relationships, de-
rived from (l.37a) and (l.3?b), and (b) 
or 
(d) 
(e) 
The general aim is now to separate (c) into two parts each equal to 
-zero, one containing the irrotational field ~ , and the other the 
field -uz • This will be done by adding a suitable harmonic function 
to ~ and subtracting it from f;Jz • It will first be shown that 
~ 
there always exists a harmonic function .A , depending on ;;;J,, such 
that the functions 
- -
--;; = w-. --t. 
tJ2. ~ (f) 
-meet the requirements. If fi is defined by 
<>"' 
7= J { ~~ +cz~ s - _: -z>Llw,} d1" 
t 
J""°c -- "~J = vLl w z - 0  dT' 
(g) 
Then -t 
-&Af A =O for (h) 
~J=o for (h') 
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It then follows from (a), (b), and. (e) that 
where 
eLMI?? =0 
~ ~-=O 
Since f is a solution of (l.37) j; and fz must satisfy 
- -4 vLI. Q - CR,,,,,,,.,.f 5- ~ ~ -0~ Q 
.3 0 1 7~- ot - <Jt o:z 
5t + c:l.W. ft = 0 
Introducing (ht) in the right hand side of (k) 
oli7z - ( allt.:z -+ ) 
= -- - v~ w - -- - vLlw::z =0 
ot z at-
(i) 
( j) 
(j I) 
(k) 
(1) 
(m) 
Summarizing, the system (l.37) is thus split into two parts 
~ 
..£. .:}Lj e - C.e/.IAA,,.I' 5 - ~ = 0 (n) 3 tT 1 7~ o-t 
and 
5f; +r£v, f; = 0 
~r:o 
. -~ a<?z 
zJ LI q - --1L:::.- = O 
oz e>t 
~rz =0 
where the total flow field i s given by 
~ - -:1 = j'1 -rf2 
and the pressure is found from system (n) • 
(n·•) 
(n I I ) 
(o) 
(0 I) 
(p) 
It will next be shown that the decomposition of the flow field 
g iven by (1.55), (n), (o) is unique if the values of 7' at f:= - 0o are 
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specified. ~ That is, regardless of the initial choice of~ and~ 
- -the same functions g-, , g2 result. Assume that there are two 
decompositions as defined in (1.55) 
(q) 
Then if 
(r) 
it follows from the fact t hat f; and {' satisfy (n) that Xis not 
only harmonic but that also 
(s) 
-If the assumption is made that ~ ( ~ - i:') = 0 7 .A is zero i.den-t ~- oo {T 
tically. Hence ?;= r:/ and - _ , 12 - fz 
Conversely , it is trivial that if (j: 
7 
:5) is a solution of 
(n) and {:z of ( o) then ( f>r-fz , 5) sat.i sfies (1. 37). 
It should be noted however that in any given problem the systems 
(n) and (o) are not completely independent. They are in fact related 
in some way through the boundar y conditions of the problem, which are 
in general prescribed for 7j' and s. A more detailed discussion of 
this remark however has to be set aside for a special problem, where 
the boundary conditions are specific. 
Stationary Waves. 
The corresponding definitions and theorems for the stationary 
case follow immediately from the above by the standard methods of 
putting time variations equal to ze ro after a suitable Galilean trans-
formation. Thus assuming that the flow at infinity has the magnitude 
U and the direction of the x-axis and that s vanishes at infinity one 
obtains the equations for the stationary case by replacing 0~ '!ly U ~: 
Eguat i.ons for Stationary Longi ttidinal Waves 
Us x + dlv.- ff= O 
ruai f =O 
-ewtlX = O 
(l.56a) 
(l.56b) 
(l .56c) 
(l.56d) 
Similarly the equations for the velocity potential are found from (1.52). 
. 
Eguations for Stationary TrP.nsversa.l Waves 
ch<-X =o 
S=O 
Theorem about Splitting of Stationary Waves 
(l.56e) 
(l.56f) 
(l.57a) 
(l.57b) 
(l.57c) 
(l.57d) 
(l.58) 
.Any wave obeying (1.42) may be decomposed into a sum of a longi-
tudinal and a. transversal wave as defined by (1 . 56) and (1 . 57). 
Boundary-Layer Equati9ns 
The only two-dimensional stationary flow pattern considered in this 
report is that past a flat plate located on the x-axis . This flat plate 
has zero thickness and is at ze"."o angle of attack. If in those ca.ses 
the customary simplifications of the Prandtl boundary-la.Yer theory 
are applied to the linearized equations the following equations re-
sul t (it is assumed that ther e a r e no external forces applied). 
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U u'X = v u.'J'J 
ll')'.+ V-':1=0 
5=0 
(l.59a) 
(l.59b) 
(l.59c) 
The principles of such an approximation are discussed in Ref. 52, 
Chapter 4.9. This linearized boundary-layer theory is discussed in 
Ref. 43 and Ref. 19, p. 138. 
A compari son with (l.57) shows that the boundary-layer equations 
are closely related to the equations for t ransversal waves. If the 
boundary-layer approximations had been applied to (1.57) directly the 
term -DU.xx, would have dropped out from (l.57a) and the same equations 
(1.59) would have resulted. 
91.6 Types of Problems 
Two main types of problems for the partial differential equations 
given are treated in this report. They are 11 radiation11 problems and 
boundary value probl ems. (bounda.ry value is taken to include initial 
value). 
For the radiation problems the effect of a singular force or of 
certain other singularities is studied. In the non-stationary case, 
it will usually be assumed that the force is applied instantaneously 
(-impulse); for stationary flow, the force has to be stationary. Many 
of the solutions discussed in the Chapter on basic waves are of this 
type, in particular, the fundamental solutions. 
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The type of boundary value problem which is treated dopends of 
course on the type of the partiaJ. differential equations occurring. 
Whenever the real time t enters explici tly {parabol ic or hyperbolic 
type) we can consider two types of problem3• namely: 
i) Initial value problems: In this case the unknown function 
and possibly a certain number of derivatives leading out of the surface 
i=O~(u-1::,uu· ·-) must be prescribed for t=O and then a solution 
is sought for t ~o in a certain domain. A typical example is 
the problem of finding the temperature in an infinite slab given its 
initial distribution. 
ii) Mixed boundary value problems: In general, f or this case, 
initial conditions as in (i) are prescribed, and an additional con-
dition on the time-axis (or time-like surface) is prescribed. The 
solution is then sought for t ::>O in some, usually restricted, domain 
of space. An example of this type of problem is the one- dimensional 
"piston problem" as usually understood in aerodynamics. The gas could 
be taken to be initiaJ.ly at rest and the piston be given a prescribed 
motion with time. Thus there is a boundary condition at the piston for 
all time and the solution might be sought in the space on one side of 
the piston. In a study of mixed boundary velue problems it becomes 
eTident that sometimes not as many conditions can be prescribed along 
the time axis as on the initial surface. 
In this report we shall also treat some viscous equations in 
which the time does not enter (stationary flow ). In this case the 
behavior is like that of an elliptic equation complicated, however, by 
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the partly pare.bolic nature of the equation and the conditions are 
prescr1bed on & bounn~.ry enclosing the fluid. Part of the boundary, 
of course, may be at infj.ni ty. The unknown function itself is usu-
ally given on th~ boundary, and on part of t:r~e boundary some deri v-
a.tives must also be prescribed. This is due to the fe,ct that we are 
now t res.ting equations of order higher tha.n two. An example of a 
problem like this is a flat plate at zero angle of attack in a uniform 
flo· ... ·• It turns out that the velocity must be prescribed at the plate 
and that at infinity upstream the velocity and its derivative in the 
flow diraction must be givene 
In connect ion with all the above problems,_ the following question 
is often of great interest. We are concerned with the dependence of 
the solution on certain physical para.meters .occurring in the equations, 
such afl viscosity~, heat conduction/::, etc. This leads naturally 
to the study of perturbation problems which rela.te the solution for 
a. certain value usually zero of the parameter to the solution for 
other values of this para~eter. 
§1,7 SinGular Perturbation Problens 
For the concepts discussed in this section, compare Ref. 14, 52 
Ch. 4.9, 54. The last paper includes a list of additional references. 
It can be seen from the Navier-Stokes equations (eq. 1.11) that if 
either of the parameters/-'- or k is put equal to zero the order of 
the system of partial differential equations is lowered by one. Since 
the number of boundary conditions necessary for a problem (i.e. to 
guarantee a unique solution) dep ends on the order of the equa.tions, it 
is seen that one more boundc..r;)' condition is needed if /A- and k do not 
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eque.l zero than when either )A- or k is equal to zero. The number of 
boundary conditions necessary thus chenges discontinuously as)"-o• 
If the character of the flow field changes dr astically when )A--+ O , 
as for example when the bounda.ry condition of no slip is relaxed, it 
\ 
might be thought that the solution for small values of,,,u is related tp 
the solution for!'- ==-0 in some special wey. .A.ctua.lly this rela.tionship 
is an example of a singular perturbation problem. 
Now, if a certain equation s.nd possibly bo~de.ry conditions de-
pend on a parameter, €., a perturbation problem is in general defined 
as the problem of finding the solution for small values of € , given 
the solution for €. = O • In geners.l the order of the equa.tions and 
the number of boundary conditions remains fixed in the procedure, and 
then the problem is called an ordinary or regular perturbation prob-
lem. There are many examples of such problems in mathematical physics 
Bl'.l.d the theory of them has been developed extensively, especially for 
ordinary differential equations. However, if the order of the equation 
is lowered when €. = 0 •and if' one or more boundary conditions have to 
be dropped, the perturbation problem is called singular. The theory 
of singular perturbation problems is rather incomplete compared with 
that of regular problems (see Ref. 14). 
It should be emphasized that the "boundary conditions" mentioned 
above sometimes consist of requirements on the continuity of the solu-
tion. This will be discussed in~ 2.3 and following sections 0 
The outstanding examples of treatment of singular perturbation 
problems have thus far occurred in the theory of viscous fluids, at 
least for partial differential equations. The boundary layer theory 
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of Prandtl can be considered a perturbati on procedure for a. singular 
problem. (Ref. 52, Ch. 4.9). The solution in this caP.e depends on 
certain assumptions which ?...re no t proved but are made quite plausible. 
The work of Oseen and his pupils bears on the singular perturbation 
problems in another way. It is an attempt to check the perturbation 
procedure for certain simplified eq_ua.tions for a viscous iii.compressible 
fluid. In this work solutions of the simplified_ equations with -i>-F-0 
are compared fi th those for v = 0 • Outside of these examples the 
theo ry, in <-_,,..plication to physical problems, has been somewhflt neglected. 
The speciBl nature of singular perturbation problems has be-~ 
emphasized in some mathematical papers by Friedrichs and We.sow (Ref. 
14, 54). These authors deaJ. with ordinary different ial equations and 
some cornpari t-i vely simple partial dL~ferential e quations. r.(µali ta-
t.ively, some of their solutions exhibit features which appear in the 
solutions of t~e viscous equations. One of their results is that, 
a.s € - 0 • the solution of certa.in second order differenti&-l equations 
/ I I I 1.€ 0 + y + ... = o) , approaches the solution of the corresponding prob-
lem with € = 0 • IJ.Iliformly, except in a zone of ra.pid readjustment, 
which is necessitated by the extra boundary condition when G >O. 
(A similar sta.tement is true for higher order equations and systems). 
This zone ccrresponds to a boundary layer. Sometimes there are also 
zones of rapid chRnge in the interior which would correspond to shock 
waves. Similarly the results of Ref. 54 show the analogue of the wake 
behind a blunt object which has been studied by Oseen. 
The authors of this report believe thAt it is very important to 
continue the general research on singular perturbation problems and 
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to treat the .slightly viscous fluid from this point of view. It 
should also oe ,noted that other singular perturbation problems can 
occur in the theory of real fluids . Whenever any parameter in the 
equation, the heat conduction, viscosity, or mean density is very 
small (or very large) one should investigate whether putting this 
parameter equal to zero (or infinity) changes the order of the equa-
tion, so that a boundary condition will have to be omitted. In this 
report the approach of singular perturbation problems has not been 
used extensively. Some comparisons of solutions for iJ•O and -i>>O 
have, however, been made. 
2. BASIC WAVE PHJCNOMINA 
In thia chapter simple examples of the various types of wave1 
will be studied. The chapter serves a double purpose. The wave 
phenomena treated will be comparatively simple instances of solution• 
of the equations and thua of interest in themselves. Using them ae 
epecific exa.mplea it will be possible to stwey- some of the problem• 
mentioned in the Introduction. The second purpose ia t o obtain 
the basis for constructing more complicated (but also more realistic) 
solutions by superposition. The solutions will be either so-called 
fundamental solutions (see below). or related solutions. First some 
commenta will be made on the concept of fundamental aolutions. 
§2.l Concept of Fundamental S_glu.tiong •. 
~or the general theory of fundamental solutions and for detailed 
diecusaion o! specific examples the reader is referred to Ref. 1 9 Vol. 
II, Chapter 4 (elliptic equ.atlons), Ref. 12, Chapter X (heat equation), 
Ref. 3 (more general parabolic equations), Ref . 21 (equations for vis-
cous incompressible fluids). For our purpose a few comments on the 
properties of fundamental solutions will suffice. We will consider at 
a. concrete example the fundamental solution of the Poisson equation in 
two dimensions. Thia equation may be regarded as the equation for a 
membrane in equilibriu.m under a distribution of loads. It ia 
where 
L1 W== Wzx + Wyy = - f (x,y) 
W = vertical deflection of membrane 
f = dietri bution of external forces 
(2.11) 
f12. 
The fundamental solutfon is familiar fNlll its interpretation as an 
"i ufluonce f1.10ction, ~ telling what happens at on" point due to a. cer-
tain sing1l.le.r disturbance a t ano t her. In 1 ts more general meaning 
ho~~Ter it is t ha ker:lal of an integral operator which inverts the 
di.fferentia.l opera.tor in question. 
For example, a fund.a.mental solut ion of (2 .ll) is (Ref. 1, Vol. I!, 
P• 242): 
(2.12) 
1rhe fundamental sol ution given by (2.12) reprasent!' i'.he det'le1..:t1•)n at 
the pp"lnt (:x.:v) ca.1.rned by a Dirac f orco applied at the point ( ;, 7 ). • 
A Dirac-force function 8 ("' · t ) 
,._, lj J 'a I? repr.asen ts a for cc dis t ri but l on 
t!u:1 t •lUty be th<li1gh~; nf :u'I .fv'wi.. <>E where 
c.-o 
I 
fJE(X,y; ff , '?)= 11"cz 
=0 
Thus f vani!hes except at 
but it s area integral is unit~. 
• 
for r < E 
(2.13) 
f o r Y" :.> E.. 
At this point it is infinite 
It is impl icit in the diacusslon above that G, regarded as a fWlc -
tion of x and -y-, sa.tlsfies the homogeneous equation L1W=Oexcept at 
:<:. = ~' y=? • In other examples the right hand side f(x,y ) migh t not 
si~ify a force distribution but. for example, a force potential, a 
---------- --
•If W had been requ:lrad t o vanish along a given bounda~r. a ree;ular 
haI""!!loni c funct.t-:>n should. have be en added to (2.12). This will gi-ve the 
Green's f unction for the region l n qmustion (Ref. 1, Vol. II, Ch. 4). 
In t he present r eport we shall mostly be concerned with fundamental. sol-
utions that Tanish a t infini ty in a certain way. 
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distribution of hy'drodynamtcal sources or hea.t sources. The inter-
pretation t hen has to be changed accordi~gly. 
The second propert y has more precise mathematical content~ 1nde-
pendent of any physlcal i n t erp reta.t.11'.>n. It says t hat 
(2.14) 
Thus, in a wa:y , the integrs.l operator c v ::. ·,1-ucted with Gas kernel 
is the inve:l"ti~ of the Laplae i an L} • Th.1.v i ec ond property is of 
course made plBnsil:!l e by the ft rst pr.:rper t ;;r combined with the super--
position principle. 
Although formally much more complicated , the fundamental. soluti~ns 
of the viscoits equat:lcns w:tll in principle bo of the same nature a.a the 
above example. The intui tlva int.erpreta.tion depends of course on the 
i nterpretation of the equa.t1.on. The viscous fundamental solutions 
will not exhibit the strongly singular behavio r of the fundamental 
solutions of hyperbolic equation~ ( such as the supersonic source) but 
will in their con7e~genca and regulari ty propertles behav e more like 
the solutions of heat equations. 
In a system with many dependent variables the fundamental solution 
will be a tensor (Ref . 21, p. 22). This may be made plausible in the 
following ~· If we regard the system a.s a. ve<~'!;'>T' eqlltl.tion, we have 
-a vector function f ins t ead. of { in (2.11 ). It might be a vector 
function of thrse dimensi ons, as for the ac t ual viscous equations. If 
-f is reduced to a Dirac force a.t ~°,!; its direction may still be spec-
ified by a unit vector e • For ea.ch --;,; we obtain a vector field with 
a aingulari ty at ( -g
1 
'? ). The fu.hdtullental solution G is then a tenoor 
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-field depending on g and 1 as parameters such that G·e 11 the vector 
field generated when the Dirac force at{~,?) hat the direction e. 
It ia also clear that if (2.14) is to make sense fo rmally, G ha1 to 
-be an n-by-c tensor when f is an n-dimensiono.J. vector. 
§2.~ One-Dimensional Longitudinal Wavea 
As a simple example of a longitudinal wave let us consider a 
typical piston problem as understood in aerodynamics: waves travel 
in a half-infinite tube bounded at the end b~ a piston. and the et-
fecta of the aide wall• are neglected (or the piston could be conaid-
ered an infinite plane) so that only one-dimensional wavea are pro-
duced. The disturbances produced are aseumed to be small so that 
the linearized equation• are good approximations. Heat conduction 
and external forces are neglected. The fluid is assumed to be initial-
ly at reat when the piston starts its motion, sending out waves. 
The motion of the piston can be described by a curve in the (x,t) 
plane: 'X.= £ 'J,{i) aa;r, where the motion is assumed to have small 
amplitudee, g(i.)=O<r) 
• 
The boundary condition to be aatisfied 
at the piston is that the fluid adheres to the pi ston and has the same 
vdocity as the piaton. Thus, exactly (see §1.3), if u..= u [x,tJ : 
(2.21) 
and thia may be expanded aa 
Eu ( o,t)-r £< <j-(t) u.?C (o,t )+ ... Ecg'(t) (2.21') 
Thus. for the first approximation. the boundary condition is applied at 
~=o: 
U. ( 0
1 
-t ) = <)- I ( t ) (2.22) 
The other boundary condition specifies damping at ~ = oo• 
The equations which apply are a special case of system(l.3~with 
~ 
U = O.,, X = 0 and one &pace variable ;r,: 
5 +-U = 0 
-/;- '.l'. (2.23b) 
Again. P= (f's according to (l.36' ). In this case, the waves are 
purely longitudinal , as can be seen by comparing (2.23) and (l.51). 
If the velocity potential <Ii is introduced, (2.?.3) becomes (cf, l.52e): 
I 
5= -z 
c 
The velocity u satisfies the same equation as~• 
(2.24a) 
(2.24b) 
For iJ= O, equations (2.23) and (2.24) reduce to the ordinary one-
dimensional sound wave equations. Viscosity is sometimes compared to 
a kind of frictional resistance whose main effect is dissipation of 
energy. However, this comparison is quite misleading. First it should 
be observed that when the non-linear terms are left out, the viscous 
dissipation term X (see 1.13) is neglected altogether. As a matter of 
fact, since heat conduction is also neglected, the energy relation is 
the same as for linearized isentropic flow. Furthermore, in the customary 
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examples of waves in a dissipative medium, the terms which account 
for the di ssipa tion are of order lower than two, whereas in equation 
(2.24a) the v i scous term is of third order. It is know from the 
theory of different'la.l equations that this i s a very essential dif-
ference. It will be seen that because of this, the primary effect 
of viscosity ls dispersive rather than dissipative. The theory of 
characteristics at least indicates this, and it can be verified in 
the explicit solutions . 
For vj=O, equation (2.::!4a) is a parabolic third-order equation. 
In th~ (x,t) plane the characteristics are given by the lines x = 
constant and t = constant (cf. § 1.2 ) . The first set is of no inter-
aat in the present connection. The second set comes from a double 
root of the characteri stic equation. It is exactly tha same set that 
appears in the heat equation, which is the classical example of a 
second-order parabolic equation. It in(Uca.tes that the signal velocity 
of a distl1rba:nce ia infinit~. This fact shows that, j11st as for the 
heat equation, the underlying theory is of a stathtical nature. Dis-
turbances are propagated by molecules, and in the act<ml statistical 
model used there is no upper bound on the possible velocities of the 
molecules . 
However, if v becomes zero , the characteristics change discon-
tinuously from lines parallel t o the x-axi9 to the ordinary hyperbolic 
characteristics of th _ acoustic equation, namely the lines ;x,±ct = con-
stant. This means that the signal velocity changes abruptly from in-
finity to the finite value c • We know from acoustics that these 
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hyperbolic characteristics determine the propaga~ion of disturbances. 
For v ;i!= o they are no longer characteristics in the usual sense of 
the word. I n this case. we shall refer to them as subcharacteristics. 
It seems reasonable that . in s ome sense. these subcharacteristics 
should be important even f or v~ o • If this were not the case. the 
non-viscous theory would be a very poor approximation to the theory 
of real fluids. Thus we encounter here a special example of the gen-
era.l situation mentioned in the Introduction. 
To investigate the role of the subcharacterist ic s . we consider 
some specific solutions. Assume that the fluid is undisturbed for 
t < O and that at -t =O a signal is started by moving the p i ston. 
?or v=Othis velocity wave is propagated unchanged with a speed c . 
With the aid of standard mathematical techniques such as the Laplace 
transformation (Ref . 53) or Fourier analysis (Ref. 32. 42) a solution 
is obtained for equation (2. 24). 
As a firs t example, we consider the case when the piston velocity 
is a step signal. The boundary conditions are then: 
u (o,t) = U 0 
t<01 
t:::>O 
condition at the piston J. ( o, t;) = 0 
damping at infinity U ( 001 i ) <. oa 
initial conditions u (x, o) ~ ut (x,o) =0 
(2.25a) 
(2.25b) 
(2.25c) 
Note that, in the inviscid case, the corresponding boundary conditions 
are (2.25a) and (2.25c). Condition (2.25b) is also satisfied, but 
this follows from the character of the solut ion and (2.25b) is not en 
independent boundary condition. 
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The role of the boundary conditions i s clearly seen in Appendix A, 
where the problem formulated above is solved by means of a Laplace 
transformation. Thus, it 115 necessary to spec ify bo t h u. and u.t in the 
initial conditions, because, for the viscous flu i d equations as well as 
for the inviscid ones, the highest order of de r ivative wtth re spect 
to time is twoo Similarly, the transformed equation in either case 
is a second-order total di fferen tial equat i on. Boundary condition 
(2.25b) is autom2.tica.lly satisfied in the case of the invi scid fluid, 
when the requirement is met that tte solution of the transformed equa-
tion be a La.place transform. But, due to the presence of a bra.nch-
point in the solution of the transformed equation of a viscous fluid, 
condition (2.25b) is needed to determine the solution wiiquely. 
There is thus very li t tie difference between the boundary condi-
tions needed to formulate the problem for a viscous and an inviscid 
fluid. It will be seen from the discussion of specific solut i ons that 
the essential condition which may be added fo r v iscous waves is a con-
tinuity requirement on the solution. A similar s ituat i on with respect 
to continuity requirements and boundary conditions holds for longi tud-
inal waves in higher dimensiona, as will be seen i n § 2 . 4 and § 2.5. 
In general, the inviscid fluid has a tangent i al velocity component 
along the boundary; in the case of a viscous f luid, a no-slip condition, 
or some similar condition is then imposed on that tangential component 
and transversal waves also arise. The boundary conditions for 
a viscous fluid, then, differ f rom those applied 
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to an inviscid fluid. However, this added boundary condition JDST 
also be regarded as a continuity requirement (see§ 2.3). 
The solution of problem (2.23) with conditions (2.25) is: 
C+ ioc CTX 
j d't 1cz+~ vu- . Uo dtr u.(x -1:) = -- e e fT I Z'ffi 
c-i. oo 
(2.26) 
In formula (2o26), x and t represent the physical coordinates. The 
formula is obtained from equation (A.9n ) by the substitution 
I C X. 
z =--4-v 
3 
(2.27) 
Without solving equation (2.23), one notices that there is no overall 
Reynolds number for this problem, but there are two independent local 
Reynolds numbers, one based on position, and the other on time. These 
are exactly the combinatior.s K: 1 and t' in (2.27). 
It does not seem feasible to evaluate the contour integral (2.26) 
in closed for:n. It defines a new function, which, together with re-
lated functions, occurs frequently in more complicated problems (cf. 
92.4 and Appendix A). But one obtains a qualitative idea of the behav-
ior of this function by studying various asymptotic forms of the inte-
gral. 
For large values of t, the following formula is useful: 
u..( -x:., t) 1 x - ct =-~ +E 
f..)._o z 1 Bjg -vt' o 
(2.28a) 
where the remainder term &9 satisfies the inequality: 
(2.28b) 
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The complementary error function ~ is discussed in Ref. 12, 
Appendix II. 
Another representation suitable for small values of t is: 
u (x,t) x. 
=~- -+- £ 
Uo z~~ .u-t' 
where Z C Zx, --ft' 
!El< (~ v)f 
(2.29a) 
(2.29b) 
Before disCU$Bing the significance of the formulas for the propa-
gation of a step signal into a viscous fluid, we now give the formulae 
for the propagation of a pulse (Dirac signal). We assume that the 
piston starts moving at -ver-J high ~peed. and then stops after a very 
short time. Boundary condition (2.25a) must then be replaced by: 
/.)_ ( o, t) = U-0 s ( t) (2.~lOa) 
G r:_> 
where a(t)is the Dirac function defined by: 
t J [j(t)d t=I for any E. (2.210b) 
0 
The solution is again in the form of a contour integral: 
C+ioo 0-';X'.. 
trt 
u (-r., t) j -iJc z ~ -J v d" ' (2.211) e e d d" U-o Zfri 
C-i..oo 
e asymptotic formula whi ch corresponds to (2.28) is: 
fa- ct)Z 
u. ( -x-;t) 13:Cv1!t eh -vt e + c, U-o (2.212a) 
where 
It,/< /6v + o ( !z:) 
3-{j' tfrC~-t 
(2.212b) 
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Let u.s start the anal;rsis of these formulas by an examination of 
(2.28) and (2.~12), neglecting at first the remainder terms Eo , c1 • 
For the step signal, the solution of t he ~nviscid flow equation is 
the famil iar discontinuous wave front which moves at the velocity c • 
If u is considered as a. function of x for a given value of -t = t 0 , 
then: 
(2.213) 
= 0 
A comparison of t his result with formula (2.28a) shows that viscosity 
has a "smoothing out 11 effect. Instead of the discon.tinuity at Z = C-t0 
there i s a rap id continuous transition (see Figure 2.1). The smaller 
the value of i> , the steeper the wave front; on the other hand, for a 
fixed value of v , the wave front becomes less ateep as t increases. 
Thus, viscosity has a dispersive effect which increases with time. 
Notice aleo that the signal velocity is infinite: t here are disturbances 
at any value of x. This is consistent with the existence of parabolic 
characteristics for equation (2.24a). The lines x - ct = constant, 
which would be characteristics if v vanished (sub-characteristics), do 
not describe the propagati on of a diacontinuity; but, i n a sense, the 
line x = ct is the center of the wave. And it can be shown by carrying 
out a Fourier analyais of the integral (2.26) that c is actually the 
group velocity of the disturbance (see Ref. 53). Thus. while the char-
acteristics are associated with the signal velocity of the disturbance, 
the sub-characteristics, here, determine its group velocity. 
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It is necessary to add the following remark in coDJlectlon with 
the order of magnitude of the remainder terms, such as £0 • For a 
given value of t = t 0 , the bound on j E0 I is determined by the inequality 
(2.28b). If the parameter x is chosen so that -x- ct0 is sufficiently 
large, then the asymptotic value of ~ given by formula (2.28a) m~ 
0 
become smaller than the remainder term. This f act seems to invalidate 
formula (2.28a) as an asymptot i c formula. 
To clarify that point, examine Figure 2.1. The remainder term 
Fig. 2.1 
€
0 
determines a region in the 
u,x plane for a given value 
of i =.-t0 , inside which the 
correct curve u.("'K.-, t 0 ) lies. 
That shaded region becomes 
t hinner as t 0 increases. Its 
width is negligible compared 
x-d
0 
to unity. A significant quan-
t ity, which measures the steep-
ness of the wave front is defined by 
00 
<5 = z r ~o dx (2.214) 
Ct0 
In the table below, the remainder term c
0 
, t he quantity b and 
the distance L= c-t,0 traveled by the center of the disturbance are cal-
culated for various values of the time interval t 0 • The process takes 
place in air under standard conditions, so that v = o.15 CIVI )lsc-c and 
C = 33 t 100 CM/5t:C : 
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a<t> L 
1 sec -6 6 . 45 :.\ 10 2.10 cm 33,100 cm 
2 see 4.55 :x lo-6 3.03 cm 66,200 cm 
5 sec 2.87 x 10-6 4.81 cm 165,500 cm 
2.os x lo-6 
(2.215) 
10 sec 6.76 cm 331,000 cm 
20 see 1.45 x io-6 9.57 cm 662,000 cm 
Since at the center of the u I it is clear from wave U.o =y • 
Table (2.215) that the asymptot ic formula (2.28) is quite accurate 
for values of t 0 of one second and larger. The Table is also of inter-
eat as it shows how the original sharp signal is diffused by the action 
of viseosi ty. 
Most of the remarks made above in connection wi th the step signal 
also apply to the pulse or Dirac signal, who se propagation is described 
by the asymptotic formula (2.212). The main differ ence between the step 
signal and the pulse lies in the fact that the amplitude of the pulse 
signal decreases with the passage of time. This effect cannot be 
attributed to viscous dissipation, since no dissipation terms eater the 
equations; it is another consequence of the .dispersive action of vis-
cosity. This is seen if one thinks of a pulse as a positive step signal 
of large amplitude A followed after a short time interval Llt by an 
equally strong negative step-signal. T~en the signals are both sharp, 
there is a region of length C~t in which the signal has the strength 
A. But, as the step signals flatten out, the region of strength A has 
the 1 ength CLl t - cS( i ) eventually S becomes equal to CLl-t ; after 
that instant, there is no region of amplitude A. The preceding dis-
cussion merely points up the fact that the palse signal is obtained 
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as the time derivative of the step signal. 
c~t For ema.ll values of the parameter ~ , the preceding descrip-
73-U 
tive i s not valid. Formula (2.?.9) applies to this case. I t shows 
that initially the di s t urbance spreads like heat. ~ The quantity ft 
is a natural coordinate. If t he r emainder t erm £ is neglected, formula 
(2.29a) is a solution of the equat i on: 
(2.216 ) 
There is an initial balance be t ween viscous forces and acceleration. 
Only laterp as the dist urbance develops and pressure fo rces become 
important , does it approach the shape of a signal vi th a steep front. 
Non-linear case : There is some hope that t he corresponding non-linear 
problem ID8\V' be studied. I t is known that t he non-linear inertia terms 
have a tendency to steepen a compression wave and this i s counteracted 
b;y the flat t ening dispersive effect . When these two tendencies balance 
each other, a shock wave is obtained. The fully-developed shock wave 
ha• been studied taking viscosity and heat conduction into effect. In 
this ce.se one introduces a sys t em of coordinate s moving with the shock. 
For the stationary shock t he t ime derivatives then vanish and the 
equation corresponding to (2.24a) ta.kea the f orm of a non-l inear ordin-
ary differential equation. An approximate method of trea ting this shock 
end showing the approach of a non- ateady solution t o a shock wave is 
given in Appendix B. 
~?.3 One-Dimensi onal. Tran.sveraa1 Wavea. 
In the piston problem studied above, a plane (the piston) was 
supposed to move perpendicular to its face. If instead it is moved 
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parallel to itself a transversal wave is generated. In this case 
tLe boundary condition at the plane must be of a. different ty-pe. It 
is not sufficient to have viscosi ty in the equation alone. In order 
to produce a wave at all by a plane moving parallel to itself one 
needs a no-Rlip condition, or some modification thereof. This result 
is very familiar from incompressible fluids. If we represent the 
plane by the entire x-a.xis, leaving out the z coordinate altogether, 
and consider the flow in the upper half of the (x,y) plcme, e.11 the 
quantities involved will be functions of y and t only. For our prob-
lem the flow will always be considered at rest ini tieJ.ly and at ':J = oo • 
If now the velocity vector is given by <J. = E f +E~ fz+ ... , 
where , the boundary conditions at y = o are: 
no slip u(o,t) = g'(t) (2.3la.) 
V-(o,t) = o (2.31 b) 
Here, 'Z= X 0 + L 9- ( t) describes the motion of a point originally et 
x.= x 0 • The ether bounda.ry condition insures damping of the motion 
as l::J -<><> 
l{ ( oo, t) = 0 
v- ( oo, t) = 0 
The linearized system (1.37) is then simplified to: 
u."t = -i> u '1 '1 
z 4 
Vt+ C 5 ':/ = 3 v V-'i'd 
5 t:+V-'1=0 
(2.32a) 
(2.32b) 
(2.33a) 
(2.33b) 
(2.33c) 
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witr. the initial conditions 
U.<=V-=S=O at t:=O (2.34a) 
and the additional boundary conditions: 
u (o,t) = ~1(t) (2.34b) 
v- (o, t) = 0 (2.34c) 
V-(oa,-t)=O~ u(oa,t)=O (2.34d) 
Here u obeys the equation for a transversal wave. There is no coup-
ling between u and v; the transversal waves generate no pressure waves. 
It will be seen later that this is no longer true when non-linear terms 
are taken into account, or when there is also a dependence on x (as 
for a half-infinite plate). The equations for v are satisfied by assum-
ing v and s to be identically zero. Thus the problem reduces to that 
of solving the one-dimensional heat equation for u0 
In particular, if the plate is started impulsively from rest and 
then maintained at constant velocity u.0 , <J 
1(t) is a. step function. 
The solution ie then 
(2.35) 
The function ~ is discussed in 93.3 below and in Ref. 12, Appendix II. 
If, instead. the plate is started suddenly with an infinite velocity and 
then iIDI:lediately stopped, the velocity prescribed at the boundary is 
a Dirac function (2.210b). The solution is then 
_L 
4rJt 
u.. = e (2.36) 
where .£0 is a constant havi.ng the dimension length0 
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If a radiation problem is considered instead o! a boundary-
velue problem, the force exerted by the plate is prescribed, rather 
than the velocity of the plate. If this f orce is a Dirac function, 
the fe:miliar heat-source solution results (of. Ref. 12, P• 219): 
-f:jz 
U= ~~' e 4r)t (2.37) 
Note that (2.36) is obtained from (2.37) by taking they derivative 
and mul tiplying by -...e'0 • 
There is a striking difference between such a transversal wave 
and the longitudinal waves discussed previously. The compressibility, 
as represented by the isentropic speed of sound. c, does not enter the 
equation, so the charb.cteristics '.l'. :t ct = constant cannot pla,y any 
role. However, this does not con tradlct tl:e previous result that the 
propagation of initi.ally sharp disturbances is determined by the non-
viscous charE:.cteristics together with a dispersive effect. In thie 
case a different set of characteristics has to be used. In a non-
viscous fluid, discontinuities in pressure and normal velocity are 
propagated only along the ordinary hyperbolic characteristics whereas 
discontinuities in tangential velocity are propagated along the stream-
lines. Actually in a non-viscous, non-conducting fluid the streamlines 
are alsv characteristics (except in the case of potential flow, where 
irrotationality ia postulated in the equations). This fa.ct, sometimes 
overlooked, is stated explicitly in Ref. 1. Vol. II, p. 375, for example. 
It applies to both stationary and non-stationary flow and is the basis 
for the classical laws about propagation of vorticity. In the 
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present case the streamlines are the lines y = constant in the 
(y,t)-plane (the displacements due to perturbation velocities are 
neglected in the linearized theory). Thus discontinuities may exis~ 
across these lines. This checks with the fact that for v=O, 
(2.33a) reduces to: u.t: = O or 0v= -P{y) • f arbitrary. Thus, if at 
-t= o • u.=u. 0 aJ.ong the plate ('1 ==0) and u..= o elsewhere the discontin-
uity does not spread into the fluid ( 9 > o) but remains unchanged for 
-1:: ::>O • 
Remarks on :Sounds.pr Conditions, It can now be s een that, from a 
more general point of view. the viscous lo!!.gitudinal waves and the 
viscous transversal waves are not very different in their relation-
ship to the corresponding non-viscous solutions. Actually the import-
ant condition that has to be given up in passing from a viscous case 
to a non-v iscous case is the requirement that the solution should be 
continuous. This requirement may be regarded as a generaJ.ized bound-
ary condition. In the non-viscous case the discontinuities in the 
solution can occur across the characteristics. These discontinuities 
are replaced in the v iscous case by a rapid but continuous transition 
which might be called a boundary layer. This state of a.i'fairs exists 
for both longitudinal and transversal waves. 
For example, in non-viscous flow past a flat plate at zero 
angle of attack a condition on the tangential velocity at the plate 
may be imposed if discontinuiti es are allowed. In this case the dis-
continuity exists across the streamline along the plate and is a jump 
from the bounda.ry value to the vaJ.ue normally assumed in the non-viscous 
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flow. In the viscous case this discontinuity is replaced by a rapid 
transition leyer which is the ordinary boundary leyer. Of course the 
same argument applies to ~ slipstream in a non-viscous fluid. The 
similar relationship of the ordinary sound wave to the viscous longi-
tudinal wave has been mentioned before. 
In both longitudinal. and transverse cases simplified methods 
for finding the solution in regions of rapid transition are some-
times used. These methods are exemplified by the classical bound.ary-
lEcy"er theory and a similar procedure for longitudinal waves, in which 
the equations of motion are simplified by an assumption of rapid 
changes in a narrow layer. However, in the actual case such a de-
scription is adequate only for certain regions. In particular, it 
waashown before that for the longitudinal wave the description above 
does not fit the region of small values of x and t. This corresponds 
to the failure of the classical boundary-leyer theory near the leading 
edge of a flat plate. Furthermore in both cases the transition region 
thickens for large time (t) or far downstream (if the stationary case 
is considered). Thus the term 11rapid11 requires a comparison of some 
kind. Finally, it should be remembered that the one-dimensional cases 
are the simplest and that some complications mey be introduced when 
higher-dimensional waves are considered. 
Non-Linear Case. An iteration procedure for including some non-linear 
terms is discussed in Appendix C. The transversal wave in u is coupled 
with a longitudinal wave through the non-linear dissipation terms. 
The heat generated by the shear (as expressed by the energy equation) 
causes an expansion and thus a longitudinal. pressure wave. 
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§..a..±_ General Remarks on Righ~r-Dimensional Waves 
In § 1 .5. the notion of longi tudina.l and transversal wave is 
defined by means of equat ions (1.51) a..~d (1.53). Some one-dimensional 
examples a re given in the two precedine se ctions ~ In the present 
section (and in s ome of the following sections), we try to get a more 
intuitive picture of the two types of waves in higher dimensions. 
This is comparatively easy in the case of longitudinal waves because 
of their similarity to non-viscous waves (cf. equation 2.25 ). By 
analogy with the non-viscous theory and with the one-dimensional 
viacous longitu.dinal waves , one is led to consider viscous waves 
generated by a "spherical piston". If a wave is generated by a sphere 
which expands and contracts according to soma 11piston curve"• it fol-
lows from symmetry considerations that there ar~ no tangential viscous 
forces. and t hat the wave generated is irrotetional. Furthermore, all 
the forces are either pressure forces or normal longitudinal viscous 
stresses. Thus , we have a longitu.dinal wave described by (1. 51) , with 
Ll q> = Prr + f Cf r because of spherical symmet:..7, a.nd the external 
-force X= O. The problem of the spherical piston is solved by separ-
ating variables (Ref. 53). Especially simple solutions are obtained 
by let ting the radius of the pulsating sphere approach zero and spec-
1.alizing the signal to a step function or a. pulse (Dirac function). 
The tec!mique of fundamental solut ions (Appendix D) can also be used. 
More general longi tudinal waves are then obtained by superposition of 
basic solutions. In parti cular, two-iimensional waves are constructed 
by a superposition procedure which makes the waves independent of one 
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coordinate. This is the method of descant which involves integration 
of basic solutions along a certain line. A similar integration pro-
cedure gives s t a t ionary solutions (see §2.6). 
In the linearized theory of a non-viscous fluid, the motion of a 
symmetrical thin wing at zero angle of attack may be thought of as that 
of a symmetrical finite piston of variable position, which sends out 
pulses in beth directi~ns perpendicular to the plane of the wing. The 
same is true for longitudinal waves in a viscous fluid , if no conditions 
are imposed on the tangential velocity at the surface of the wing. 
We also try to generalize the transversal w~ve due to a sliding 
infinite plate (§2.3) to higher-dimensi·'.mal spaces. This is done in two 
different ways. 
First, we study waves produced by a rotating circular cylinder. 
Such a cylinder resembles a sliding infinite flat plate, in that its 
boundary is transformed into itself by the motion, so that only trans-
versal waves are generated. Expressions for such waves are obtained by 
solving simple boundary-value problems. Limiting cases of these are 
constructed by giving either the stream function or the vorticity some 
prescribed (symmetric) singularity at the origin. Another solution of 
particular importance iB the vorticity dipole; its vorticity has the 
singularity of a two-di~enaional heat dipole (instantaneous, or station-
ary in a moving fluid.) 
Another way of generalizing the flow along the sliding infinite 
plate is to assume that the plate extends over only part of the x-axis. 
Un.ie!" these conditions, longitudinal waves are generated along with 
the transversal waves. An impo .. :tant example of this t~ of flow ii 
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the flow pas t an i nfinitely thin semi-inf inite flat plate at zero 
angle of attack (cf. Introduct ion ). This problem is discussed (al-
tho1igh not solved ) i n Chapte r 3.. By analysin~ the boundary condi-
tions (§3.1), one finds that t he semi-infi nite flat pl ate m~ be 
considered a s a superposition of similar finite plates. In the limit. 
one may allow the length of these component plates to tend to zero, 
while their ret a rding action ( i. e . t he value of u prescribed at the 
plate) tends t o i nf inity. Such a plate is called a singular flat 
plate . Unless otherwise specified, that plate is located at the origin 
of the system of coordinates , which is the singular point in the flow 
field. In the non-stationary case , the action of the plate is assumed 
singular in time also; the plate act s on the fluid dur ing a.n infini-
tesimal time interval, and is then removed from the fluid. It is not 
obvious a priori whether a singulari t y pe rsists in the flow field 
after the pla te has been removed. A full discussion of the boundary 
conditions for this problem i s given i n § 3.1. At present, it is suf-
ficient to point out that except a t the singular point the solution 
for a singular flat plate must s a tisfy (1.37) or (l.43) with external 
forc a X= 0 • i n a tw0- dimensional field. The flow must be symmetric 
•dth respect to the x- axis, so that u i s an even function of IJ , and 
V , u'J , u) are odd func tions of y • Except at the or igin, the veloc-
ity compon13nts a nd the i1· derivat ives mus t be continuous. On the x-axis, 
including the origi n, V should be zero. Thus there are the following 
conditions fo r the stationary case: 
For all x , including x = O 
and, except for X = O 
V- ( Z, o ) = 0 
v- (')'.,0o) = 0 
lA.lj (X,O) = 0 
·~hich, because of (2.4la), is equivalent to 
w (;K., o) = o 
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(2.4la) 
(2.4lb) 
(2.42) 
(2.42 1 ) 
In tne non-stationary case the same requirements should be ful-
filled for all values of t • To solve such a degenerate boundary-value 
problem is equivalent to finding the effect of a singular shearing 
stress at the origin. Formulated in mathematically rigorous terms, 
the problem consists in finding the fundamental solution (cf. §2.1) 
of the systems (1 . 37) and (1.43). This is done in Appendix D, where 
the problem is reduced, by means of a Laplace transformation, to find-
ing the fundamental solutions of some simple second-order equations. 
The results of this analysis are presented and discussed in §2.9. The 
solution is given in the form of a contour integral which requires con-
siderable further analysis. 
However, before presenting the fund.a.mental solution, we attempt 
to solve the singular flat plate problem by two other methods. These 
are less rigorous than the mathematical technique of Appendix D, and 
lead only to incomplete res1.ilts; but they are much more intuitive, and 
it is hoped that they contribute to the unders tanding of one of the 
fundamental problems examined in this report: the induction of longi-
tudinal waves by transversal waves , and the related question of how 
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the bounda.ry-l~er solution of a problem compares with the solution 
of the full equations of motion. Similar methods are also used, later, 
f or problems whose complete solut i on is not known. 
First , the vorticity field of the singular flat plate is analysed. 
It proves to have dipole structure. One therefore expects to f~ .id the 
solution of the singular flat plate problem by forming the y derivative 
of the vorticity pole flow field. One obtains i~ this wa:y a transversal 
wave which satisfies conditions (2.41) and (2.42) , except that V-(0,0):=1=0. 
It seems natural to try the addition of a longitudinal wave which makes 
the resultant flov satisfy the condition v-(o, o) = 0 without disturbing 
the other conditions. Such a wave can be constructed by the methods 
discussed in 92.1. A compari son with the fundamental solution shows 
this intuit ive construction to be correct. 
The second method (§2.7) consists in cons tructing a solution of 
the transversal wave equation for the component u. When one attempts 
to complete the transversal wave by determining v from the continuity 
equation, one finds that the boundary conditions on v are not all satis-
fied. This is remedied by the addition of a longitudinal wave. But 
now, other boundary condit ions are not satisfied, and this method leads 
to a somewhat questionable iteration procedure. I t is thus inferior to 
the previous methods. But. as the next ohapter will show, it is closely 
related to boundary-l~er theory, and thus has particular interest. 
This fRct is also brought out by comparing it with the solution of the 
boundary-le.yer equations. 
Generally, three-nimensional transversal waves are not discussed 
since two-dimensional waves disp~~ the complication of the problem 
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sufficiently. However , in Appendix D, the fundamental solutions for 
three-dimensional waveq are derived. 
§2,5, Higher-Dimension_al Longitudinal Waves, Methods of Descent, 
The discussion in this section is mainly from an intuitive point 
of view, Many results a re similar to those found for one-dimensional 
flow (§2.2) so that the analysie is not carried out in detail, 
Non-ctationary waves wi t h spherical symmetry: A simple generaliza-
tion of the results found for the one-~imensional piston problem 
(§2,Z) is obtained from the study of waves generated by a pulsating 
sphere, It follows from symmetry considerations that the waves are 
longitudinal and may be described with the aid of a velocity potential 
cp which satisfies (cf, 1,52) 
(2,5la) 
(2.5lb) 
The boundary-value problems associated with the pulsating sphere are 
treated by standard methods, In Ref, 53, the va.riE<.bles are aepe.re.ted. 
One obtains eepecieily simple solutions by letting the radius of the 
sphere approach zero, 
The solutions of radiation problems with spherical symmetry also 
give simple longitudinal waves. For example, the velocity potential 
of the fundamental solution of system (1,52) is, within a constant 
factor, ioo 
. I J cp( r, t) = -Zff Lr (2.52) 
-loo 
This formula is derived in non-dimensional form in Appendix D (Part c ). 
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It should be noted that the function defined by the Laplace 
integral is related to the functions previously discussed in the one-
dimensional case (See 2.26 and 2.211) by simple differentiations. 
Asymptotic evaluations of (2.52) may be carried out by the methods 
used in §2.2. When the local Reynolds numbers er and 413 'zJ 
(cf . 2.27) are l a rge 9 the relationship between viscous and non-
viscous waves is the same as in t he one-dimensional case. For this 
r eason, further mathematical analysis is not presented here. 
Non-Stationary Waves with Cylindrical SymmetryL Cylindrical longitudinal 
waves are treated in the same general manner as spherical waves; the 
pulsating sphere is replaced by a pulsating cylinder, and the operator 
L) is now 
• 
Some examples of these waves are given 
in Ref. 53. In particular, t he fundamental solution i s (cf . Appendix 
D): 
l oa 
o--t' I ' I e rrr ) rp<r,tJ= T f +-d' K0 (-v /+<r drr (2.53a) z l 
-loo 
where r z== x~+-1/z t c~t I er (2.53b) ::: -- r =--
'o/s v 7 4hv 
Since formula (2.52) is easier to analyse than (2.53), it is s ometimes 
convenient to construct cylindrical waves fro~ spherical waves by a 
method of descent. For instance, t he cylindrical pulse is considered 
as a uniform distribution of spherical pulses along the z-f'Jt'is. Formula 
(2 . 53) then follows from (2.52 ) if one uses the identity: 
r (2.54) 
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General Non-Stationary Longitudinal Waves: A symmetrical wing at 
zero angle of attack which moves with arbitrary velocity and accel-
eration in the plane i:f= CJ in an inviscid fluid behaves as a finite 
piston. At each instant, a vertical velocity is imparted to both 
sides of the ple.ne Lf= 0 • The vertical velocity vanishes off the 
wing, and is proportional to the local slope and instantaneous fox-
ward velocity of the wing. This problem resembles the piston problem 
discussed in § 2.2, the only difference being that the function f (t) 
(the piston curve) now depends on x and z also. In the non-viscous 
case, the problem is solved by assuming a distribution of spherical 
pulses in the ple.ne y=O, the pulse strength being proportional to 
the local instantaneous vertical velocity. 
To formulate an equivalent boundary-value problem for a viscous 
fluid, one assumes no conditions on tee tengential (horizontal) 
velocity component, but only on the normal (vertical) component. 
The solutions of such problems are useful later in superposition pro-
cedures. Then the qualitative ideas described above may b~ carried 
over from the non-viscous to the viscous fluid. Thus, a moving synr-
metrical wing creates longitudin.al viscous waves, generated in effect 
by a distribution of spherical pulses in the plane ':f=O • However, 
the relation between source strength and prescribed vertical velocity 
on the wing mu.st be reconsidered. This problem is not discussed in 
this report. One should expect the correction for viacosity to be qual-
itatively unimportant. 
Stationary Waves, Seco~d Method of Descent: The discussion ia confined 
to two-dimensional waves. The. equation for the velocity potential is 
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then (cf. l.56e) 
The third-order terms determine the characteristics of the equation. 
Two sets of characteristics are imagi nary, indicating t he partly 
elliptic nature of the equation. In addition , t he l i nes y = constant 
are characteristics. These might be call ed parabolic, but they do not 
represent double roots of the character ist i c e quations, a s the t = 
constant lines did in the theory of non-st ationary waves. Thus, even 
in the case of supersonic flow, dist urbances spread over t he entire 
plane (including the upstream region). This becomes clear if the 
stationary case is regarded a s a limit of t he non-atationary case 
(cf.§ 1. 4). The propagation of the disturbance upstream is due to 
the infinite signal velocity of t he corr esponding non-stationary waves. 
Again, the characteristics do not depend on compressibility; but the 
Ma.ch number M determines the subcha.racte r ist ics (cf. Int r oduction p.10). 
In a non-viscous fluid, one- dimens ional non-stationary and two-dimensional 
stationary supersonic waves are described by t he same equation. Thia 
is no longer true for a viscous fluid as a comparison of (l.52) and 
(1.56) shows. The analogy is spoiled by t he presence of the term 9'xx."X-
in (1 . 56). Removal of this term would make x = constant a double set 
of parabolic char acteristics e quivalent t o t = constant in (l.52), and 
destroy the elliptic character of (l . S6). 
The fun~8.Illental solution of (l . 569) m~ be obtained directly by 
the methods of Appendix D. It (and other solutions) may also be ob-
tained by a limiting procedure based on the i deas of § 1.4. That pro-
cedure is actually a method of descent. Assume that the center of a 
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cylindrical pulse travels along the x-e.xie in the negative direction 
with veloci t7 U and passes through the origin at t= 0 • By thh we 
mean that e.t each instant t = 't" a cylindrical pulse is emitted at 
the point ~= - U't, 1= o. If thia process has been going on since 
1>= - C>c:> and if F(x-~, ':f-7, -t - 1:) is the fundamental solution of the 
two-dimensional non-stationary problem then the effect at (x,y) of 
the travelling cylindrical pulse is 
t 
Fs = J F (z+ U't, y, t-7:') d'l 
-oo 
Introduce the Galilea..~ transf0rmation 
x= x.+ Ut 
-y= y 
t=t 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
In the new system of coordinates the pulse is at rest at the origin. 
With (2.56) and the change of intee;ra.tion variable T= t - 'l, F5 
become a 
00 
F;, (x ,. lj)= f F(li-U T, "?j, T)dT (2.55 1 ) 
0 
In the new system of coordinates the wave is thus seen to be stationary. 
Exainples of this pr·::>cess will be given in subsequent sections. 
(See 2,613, 2.614, 2.77). It has not been carrt~d out analytlca.lly 
for the present ca.ae. Neither has the fundament;al solution been deter-
mined directly. Thia would be a straightfol"'~ard procedure by the 
method~ ~f Appendix D. However. the fundamental solution for the full 
equati.:>ns will have a longitudinal part which 111 sufficieut for our 
purposes. It is discuased in §2.8. 
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§?.6. Two-dimensional Transversal Waves, Vorticity Waves, 
Some 111.mple boundary-value p roblems for non-stationary tre.nsveraal 
waves are discussed first. Degenerate cases of these lead to especially 
simple solutions with s ingular ities. The stationary case is then 
treated, both by considering it as a limiting case of non-stationary 
now and dir ectly by constructing solutions with the appropriate singu-
laritiee, Three-dimensional flow is not ta.ken up in t his section, but 
the solutions can be deduced from those i n Appendix D, 
Non-stationary waves: 
Rotating gylinder: Consider an inflnite circular cylinder of radius r0 
with center at t he origin, in a viscous fluid at rest before t-= 0 • 
Let it start rotating at t=O with angular velocity f(t). The resulting 
flow pattern consists of a transversal wave only, since there is no 
motion of the solid boundary in a direction normal to t he boundary sur-
face. The solution is therefo re independent of compressibility effects, 
This classical boundary-value problem is discussed in Ref, 18, P• 212 
(where many additional references are quoted). Only the results need 
be given her e . 
It is found that a stream function '"l/f" ~ be constructed, which 
satisfie s the heat-conduction equation and vanishes at infinity. The 
equations of mot ion are then: 
CJ !Jr 
r atJ- =ur 
aljr 
- M" = ul9-
( r adial velocity component) (2.6la) 
(tangential velocity component) (2.6lb) 
(2.6lc) 
It follows from (2o61) that 
The boundary conditions for the rotating cylinder are 
u..8 Cr;,.8>=- ~: <ro,.9)==- ro f(t) 
1Jr(oo, 8-) = 0 
Note that 1fr satisfies the same type of boundary conditions as the 
potential of longitudinal waves produced by a pulsating cylinder. 
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(2.6ld) 
(2.62a) 
{2.62b) 
Since boundary conditions (2.62) have rotational symmetry, the 
solution of (2.6lc) enjoys the same property. Therefore: 
u.. r = O (2.63a) 
<?u t9-
o t9. = o (2.63b) 
from which it follows that 
ou. 
u) = _.ft:_+ 
or 
(2.63c) 
04) = 0 (2.63d) 
o& 
The simple case in whieh f(t)is a unit step function is given aa an 
example. It yields 
K,(rff') 
k,(ro~JJ 
-loO 
loo 
J 
with the vorticity distribution 
- Lo<> 
st 
e 
ds 
5 {2.64a) 
(2.64b) 
These should be compared with the corresponding formulas for the flat 
plate (2.35). 
Since the flow field is easily determined from the stream function 
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by use of (20 6la,b), one might expect to find simple flow fields by 
givi!lg -t a simple singularity. Thus, if 1/1 has the form of a heat 
source, the following field results: 
r~ 
I - 4vt y~t e (2.65a) 
(2.65b) 
(2.65c) 
However, it turns out to be more fruitful to study waves for which 
the vorticity, rather than the stream function , has simple singularities. 
In particular, we investigate the case when tiJ has a simple pole at the 
origin, and the case when it has a. dipole. The latt.er is directly re-
lated to the flat plate problem. 
Vort:!:_~i tx_ pole: The vorticity pole ma,.v be thought of as the limiting 
solution of the following boundary-value problem: A cylinder of very 
small radius is rotated very rapidly during a very short time interval, 
and then the fluid is allowed to slip. The solution is then (cf. 2.65): 
Y'R. 
I - 4'[)-l 
w=Te (2.66) 
Note that in the limi t(v;-O), udl.at the cylinder does not become 
a Dirac function. After the initial pulse, u~ i s not prescribed to 
vanish, but left undetermined. An alternate interpretation makes 
the problem a radiation problem where the force, rather than the bound-
ary value, is prescribed. The vorticity pole is generated when the 
-rotation of a solenoidal. force field (curl X in equation l.3lla) is a 
Dirac function in space and time. This interpretation explains why u.) 
rather than -.Jr behaves like the disturbance due to an instantaneous 
heat source (cf. also §2.3 and especially equation 2.37). 
Generally, when equations (2.61) hold, one det~rminea the flow 
field from the vorticity field with the aid of the stream fWlction, 
by solving the Poisson equation (2.6li). .But for a problem with ro-
tational symmetry (described by 2.63) there is only an ordina.r;y dif-
ferentiAl. equation to solve 
du.IS. UtJ 
--+ -dr r w ( r ) 
with boundaz:,• condition 
f'U = 0 
6-
When LJ ( r)takes the valuo given by (2066), equation (2.67) becomes: 
rZ 
or 
wher<! 
or 
d r - 4v"t Tr (ru&-) =Te 
c;.ct ) = 0 because of (2o67b). 
Th~ flo~ field associated with a vorticity pole is thus: 
,..z 
- 4i)t 
-z-u e 
u.() = r 
,. z 
2-Vlj - 475r 
u == --z- e 
(' 
(2.67a) 
(2.67b) 
(2.68a) 
(2.68c) 
(2.68d.) 
It follO\fB from the last two equations that the now field. is con-
veniently described. in ter-ns of the stream function i.Jr 
oo ~z 
f - 4Vt y=ir;,<r)=-.Zv .J?. df ~ ,.. (2.69a) 
v = - .Y-x, (2.69b) 
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Note that, as t_,. oo , the flow is not damped out, but approaches 
the limiting flow: 
(2.610e.) 
(2.610b ) 
This flow may be obtainei from a stre8!11 function 
(2.610c) 
Here 1fr ia nor:nallzed so that the streamline 'If== O is at r= I 
rather than at r= oo as in (2.69a). This is the familiar vortex 
flow o! an in~ompressible inviscid fluid. Its vorticity vaniahaa every-
where except at the origin. Since it is given by a harmonic function 
independent of time, it satisfies the equations for both longitudinal 
and transversal waves. Within the linearized theory, the vortex :n.ow 
is thus a p~rmanent configuration fo r a viscous fluid. 
It may be argued that the solution (20 610) should be subtracted 
from (2.68), to obtain damping as t ~ oo 0 However, there 1eems to 
be no compelling reason for requiring such damping. F\lrther~ore, if 
(2.610 ) is subtracted, u and v do not vanish at t = o. This would 
imply more than the infinite signal velocity characteristic of parabolic 
equations. It would indicate an ina t antaneou!I adj~stment off (r) to 
a finite value under the act ion of a f o rce applied a finite distance r 
awa::;. Such an effect is poasible only for an incompressible fluid, 
in which pressure· waveo spread instantaneously throaghoat the field; 
this 1a expressed by the elliptic character of the equations of motion. 
Actaally, the dipole counterpart of (2.610) will appear in the longi-
tudinal component of the wave due to a singular flat plate (cf. §2.a). 
Vorticitz dipole: It is noted that differentiation of (2.66) with 
respect to y gives an expression which has the symmetry properties 
required of the vorticity field associated with the singular fl at 
plate. The singularity at the origin has the nature of a dipole. 
rZ 
_ y - 4vt 
Vorticity Dipole: w= -- e (2.611) 
,Z '[) tZ 
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If one tries to obtain the dipole flow field by so~.v-L.g the Poisson 
equation (2. 6ld), a complicated boundary-val ue problem results. 
However, the u and v components of the transv~rsal part o f the flow 
are found by differentiating (2.68c, d) with respect to y. The field 
so obtained obviously has the vorticity (2. 611) , and u is symmetric 
with respect to the x-axis whil e v is anti-symmetric. The only singu-
lari ty is at the origin, so that V-C~,o) = O for x-:F o . At the origin, 
there is a singulari ty in both u and v. All the conditions for the 
singular flat plate are thus satisfied except V-(o,o) = 0 However, 
a lonei tudinaJ. wave of the type discussed i n§ 2 . 5 may be added, which 
has a sineularity in v at the origin, to CA!lcel the singularity of the 
transversal l.Jlave, '4' ithout disturbing the other boundary conditions. 
Analytical details will be given in ~2.B and Appendix D. The trans-
versal component of the wave generated by the singular flat plate is 
therefore : 
,:/l'Vo 
U= o1./'-
oz1J,; 
V-=- --
'OZoy 
where 'f0 is defined by (2.69a). 
(2.612a) 
(2.612b) 
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Two-dimensi~nal stationary waves. 
Vorticity pole and Dipole: The interpretation of vorticity pole and 
dipole flows as l imiting cases of non- atationary boWldary-value prob-
lems leads to some difficulty ; it is more s t r aightforward to consider 
them as limiting cases of radiation p roblems. I ndeed, the flows can 
be constructed by a superposition of the sol ut ions (2.58, 2.612) 
(method of descent. See Eq. 2 . 55 1 ). Assume t hat vorticity singu-
laritlee of the proper type and of uniform strength are generated 
along the x-AXis in such a manner that a single singularity of con-
atant strength moves to the left along the x-axi s wi t h veloci ty U. 
By the Galilee..~ transformation (1 . 41) , a stationary flow field is 
then obtained. 
't'hus, in the ca se of a vorticity pole , one finds: 
z z 
oo ('X--Ut)-1: Uxoo_rU(~__!_) Vx 
f - 4-Ut dt -= e 2-v jr e 4v 't:" . d'!: = ez-v k ( 1Jr) t,}=.=t.Jo(X,y)= e t 't" o 2v (2.613) 
0 0 
and for the vorticity dipole, 
oc (x-Utf+-/' U x o0 rUr, 1) U:t 
<V=w/X, tf}= __ ':!_ e dt=,,-~ e e :f,J;=- ye K(Ur)(2.614) I - 4vt: v Z'l> J -;r;)'"t-+'F u zv .l.vt~ "- '-' 'l 2-vr 1 zv 
0 0 
The same results can be obtained directly by const ructing solution• of 
the equation for 1tatlonB17 Tortlcity propagation (1.45) with aimple 
pole and dipole singularities at the origin. !n the two-dimensional 
case, that equation ia: 
Here the ei~lar aolution cannot be expected to depend on 
r=MJ only, because the term uJ~ destroys the symmetry of 
the equa.tion about the origin, Thia ia due t o the !act that the 
(2.615) 
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x-direction is distinguished as the dire~tion of the mean flow u. 
However, by the separation of an exponential factor, en equation 
with the required symmetry can be obtained. 
Defi ne a function fl by Ux 
- Zz) 
11 (X,tf) = e w('X,y) 
Then (2.615) is equivalent to 
The "pole" solution of this equation is 
i1 = k (Ur ) 
o zv 
where 2 ~ z r = 'X +y 
end the dipole ia 
i2 = _Q_ [ K (Ur)] __ Jf_ -'L k ( lJr) 
a 9 o Zv - z'j r / 2'V 
(Ref. 1, Vol. I I , p. 137). 
(2.616) 
(2.617) 
(2.618) 
(2;. 619) 
The corresponding values ofuJ are then obtained by multiplying the 
. Ux 
above expressions by e 2V • This yields the previously obtained 
formulae (2.613 ) and (2.614). In interpreting these two formulas and 
similar formulas which arise later in the analysis, the following aeymp-
totic expreHions for K
0 
and K1 are useful (see Ref. 13, p. 374): 
(2. 620a) 
(2.620b) 
4'= .577 . .. (2.620c) 
(2.62la) 
(2.62lb) 
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These formulas, substituted into (2.613) and (2. 614) suggest that, 
in a sense, the situation is similar to that encowitered f or the longi-
tud.inal waves . Vortici t y is propagat ed in two di f f erent ways. It is 
propagated along the subcharacteri s t ics , whi ch, in t hi s cas e, are the 
streamlines; this type of propagation actually means that vorticity is 
not propagated at all with respect to the fluid. But in addition, 
there is a viscous dispersion analogous t o heat diffusion. The effect 
of this type of prope~ation is tha t vorticity spreads throughout the 
entire plane. The form of the vorticity field can be seen better if 
polar coordinates, defined by X= rcos &- and IJ= r S11V~ , are used. Then 
frou (2.614) the dipole field is 
Y' GO S C}-
z i) 
c..J ( r &-) = - .Q_ j f l\I &-e V 
I I 2V K (QI:_) I 2 7) 
and asymptotically for large r 
u~ LJ, ( r, &-) ,.., - z v 1J u;- e 
Ur ) 
- -- (/ - CtJS 8-2v 
(2.622a) 
51#& (2.622b) 
This shows that the vorticity introduced at t he origin spreads 
mostly downstream(~:>o)and is exponentially damped fo r X <O • 
The transversal velocity field associated with the stationary 
vortic.ity dipole may be found by descent f r om equa tions (2 . 612) in the 
sa.zne wa:y that (2.614) was derived f rom (2.611). I t will satisfy all 
boundary conditions for the singular flat plate except for a singular-
ity in v at the origin. This singularity may be removed by adding a 
longitudinal \fave. The explicit analytic expressions are derived by 
different methods in Appendix D and discussed in detail in §2.s. 
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§2.7 Transversal Waves of Boundar,y-La.yer Type. Iteration Procedure. 
It was seen in the preceding section that a transversal wave 
alone cannot sat isf y the boundary conditions for a singular flat plate 
(statio"\ary or non-stationary). In order to make V=O at the plate 
a longitudinal wave ha.a to be added. Using terminology from bounda.ry-
llcy'er theo ry one might say that the transverse~ wave changes the 
apparent shape of the flat plate from an object of zero thickness to 
something like a wedge. It is this apparent thickness that induces 
the longitudinal wave. In order to bring out this connection better 
a new method f or treating the singular plate will be discussed in the 
present section. The method will lead to an iteration procedure which 
is not very suitable fo r obtaining the complete solution. However, 
it has the advant8€;e of being intuitive and showing why a transversal 
wave is insufficient. It also contributes to the understanding of the 
role of boundary-layer theory. This theory actually corresponds to 
the first step in the iteration procedure or an approximation thereto. 
't'hia connect i on v ill be further clarified in the next chapter where 
the same iteration method is applied to the more conventional boundary-
value problem of the half-infinite stationaz-y flat plate. 
First an expression for the hor izontal component u is found 
which satisfies the conditions for the singular flat plate and the equa-
tions for transversal waveso If the complete solution were a trans-
versal wave, then v could be determined from u with the aid of the con-
tinuity equation for transversal waves . But in integrating this 
first-order equation, only one of the two boundary conditions on v 
may be satisfied. This shows that transversal waves alone are not 
sufficient to solve the problem. 
so. 
Non-Stationary Two-Dimensional Case : The appropriate equations are 
obtained from (l.53) with the external force X=O • In view of 
(l.~3a), u must satisfy the two-dimensional heat equation; t he con-
tinuity equation (l.53b) is that of an incompressible fluid. Thus 
ll'.l'. + V-9 = 0 (2. 7lb) 
Since u is symmetric about the x-a.xis, the appropriate singular 
solution of (2. 7la) corresponns to the instantaneous heat source 
(cf. the vorticity pole discussed in §2.6). It is 
rZ 
- 4vt 
u (x,<f, t) = ; e (rz'=' x:<.+yz) (2.72) 
Having u, the next step would be to try to determine v by a direct 
integration. However, there is only one constant of integration 
at our disposal, whereas v must sRtisfy two boundary conditions: 
V(X,o) =- V(;:i::,oo) = 0 (2.41). This difficulty is typical of bound-
ary-layer t heory where the condition on vat ~=0 is us~ally satis-
fied b!1t the co!ldition on v at 9=-- oo is g iven up. In the present 
case we shall inst ead satisfy t he condition at y = oo • 
foo - :X Z foo - <r 2.. -4:-tz. t 1:: 4rJt 'Xe v "' ux d y = -{J' t % e e drr = {;'-0-t-~~'Z- -¥ tJ 
Y 2-Vvt' 
For nege.t i ve val •ies of y, v is determined by the 
Then for ':f? o 
_Y_J 1~ (2. 73) 
z-J ut' ~ 1' 
condition of 
antisymmetrJ: V{x,y,t) = - v(x, - ':l,t) 
see (3 . 38) and Ref. 12 , Appendix II. 
• For the error function, 
On the x-;u:ia we have 
z:, z 
2X -. 4v t: 
V(-x, ,o±, t) = + -v e ffl' t 7:l 
-sign for y = 0+ (2.74) 
+signfory =O -
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Hence we have a. transversal wave (u,v) which satisfies all boundary 
conditions for the singular plate. :ls described in § 2.4 except that 
v is discontinuo•.is and *O on the :it-axi s . 
A natural procedure which r esto res the correct values of v on 
the x-axis is the addition of a longitudinal wave . This wave is de-
termined by the condition that v talces values on the x-axi s which are 
(-1) times those g iven by (2 . 74) . If we neglect viscosity insofar 
as the longitudinal waves are concerned, the solution is very easy. 
It is obtained by placing two-dime nsional non-stationary pulses 
5 (5, o, 't) 
~c ZCt:-'C)z -(x- G)Z-1./·' (2.75a) 
alone the x-axis. Tne pulse s trength S(;,'t) is given by 
the formula 
5 (g ,'t:) v- (s, o, 't) Z'fr (2.75b) 
11/hen X <O t he superimposed longitudinal wave v is positive for O+ 
and neg et i ve for o - . Hence the waves sent o•.it are all compression 
waves. For X. ;:.O , t he situation is reversed. It shoul d be noticed 
that u as g iven by(2.72) is always posi tive. Thus the singular flat 
plate is moved in the direc tion of the positive x-axis. 
The previous study of vi sco~s longitudinal waves (§2. 5 ) indicates 
t hat t he above descrip tion gives a qualitatively correct picture. If 
vi scosi ty i s ta.ken i nto account , the formula f o r the two-dimensional 
long i tudin~.l pulse (2. 75a) and the formula for the s ource strength 
will have to be modified. According to §2.5 this will not change the 
s i tuation quali t a tively. Afte r addition of the longitudinal wave, 
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conditions on v are satisfied both at y = o azid at y=oo. However, 
conditions on u have been spoiled by adding the longi t1.1cUnal wave. 
In particular u~ is discontinuous on the x-:u:is. When instead a 
finite or semi-infinite plate is studied by the same method (g3.3), 
it is seen that the conditions on u are again not satisfied. Thecret-
ically, this error may be corrected by adding more transversal waves, 
etc. Actually, this is not a tractable method. Our interest is 
only in the first two steps. The first transversal wave is related 
to the solution given by boundary-lEzyer theory. The added longitud-
inal wave represents (if viscosity is neglected) the correction of 
the outer potential floy for the apparent change in body shape due 
to the boundary lEzyer. Only a comparison with the correct complete 
solution (see 92.8) can tell us about the validity of the iteration 
procedure. The connection with boundary-layer theory is seen more 
clearly in the discussion of the stationarJ case i:nmediately below, 
and especial!~ in §3.3, where the semi-infinite flat plate is dis-
cussed. 
Tyo-Dimensional Stationary Case: This case may be treated either 
directly or as a limit of the non-stationary case (method of descent; 
see §2.5). The equations are (cf. 1.57) 
(2.76a) 
(2.76b) 
The appropriate singular solution for u is of the source type (cf. 
2.72 and 2.55'), namely: 
2. z 
""' (~ -Ut)+y 
U.(X ,t.j) = t e J 
I - 4i)t: 
dt= (2.77) 
0 
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The associated v velocity which satisfies the boundary condition 
at y = t><> • is, for <:f ~O 
V-(2'. ,y)= z~ e ~~ { rK0 ( u~;:~·· )d7-'.L r 
~ y 
In interpreting these formulas for u and v, the estimates of the K0 
and k 1 functions given by (2.620) and (2.621) may be used. 
The compensating longitudinal wave is that generated by a 
I 
V-(1::,0) 
u • This is symmetrical body whose surface nas the slope 
the "bulging" of the body due to the boundary layer. Note that this 
"apparent body" now extends alone t he whole x-axis, although ita 
thickness decreases exponentially upstream of the leading edge (x< 0) • 
The longitudinal wave is obtained by solving (1.56) with the bowidary 
condition <i?y (x,o) = v-(x,o) equal to the negative of V'"(X,O) given 
by formula (2.78), and w!th no condition imposed on u In the super-
sonic case, pressure disturbances extend along the subcharacteristica 
into the outer fluid at the s a;~e time they are dispersed by viscosity 
( cf. § § 2. 8 and 3 • 4) • 
The added longitudinal wave spoils the boundary conditions on u 
fUld Lly• ju3t as in t he non-stationarJ case, and the iteration pro-
cedure must be continued. 
~oundary-Layer Equations: If, instead of the complete transversal 
wave eqtrn.tions for u (2.76), the simplified boundary-layer equa tions 
(1.59) are considered, the situation is ver-<J similar. The solution 
corresponding to 
I 
u.. = We 
u..=O 
a singular 
- u~/ 
4 r);t. 
flat plate at the origin is: 
for (2.79a) 
for :X. < 0 (2o79b) 
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The main difference between this aolution and (2.77) consists in the 
fact that (2.79) shows no effect upstream of the leading edge while 
(2.77) decreases exponentially (cf . 2.614). An attempt to satisfy 
the continuity equation and boundar.y conditions, using the solution 
(2.79) for u leads to the same difficulties as thoae encountered 
above. 
§2,8, Waves due to a Si!}gular Shearing Force 
In th'ls section au lnt~rpretation will be given of some of the 
reaults derivad ln Appendix D. The relatian9hip of the fundamental 
tensor r to the flow field generated by a singular shearing force 
will be shown. Then ~he exact aolution !or the full equ~tions al 
expresaed _by this fundamental tensor will be compared with the prev-
iou• lntui ttve re 1ml ta (§2.6. § 2. 7) !or treating the problem of the 
singular plnte. Thua an evaluation of these methods can be made. 
The diacuaaion will be baaed mostly on the case of t~o-d\mensional 
etatlonAry flow . and some r~mark9 will be made about the non-atationary 
case. 
Basic ForTDil.lae for T~o-~i~ensionaJ. Fundamental Tensor: In this aection 
we use the following notat ion: 
(x,y) = coordlnateg i n t he plene 
q = veloci t:; Tee tor at a point = -.... ( u.vJ 
X = external f orce per unit ma.aa = ( X, ) 
Xz1 (r. r. ) 
r('z -5° ,tr?)= funQS..'Dental &ol;itlon tensor: 11 IZ G10.2 
Then from the definition ofr 
es. 
0000 
f <"""!·JS r <x -•, ¥-f ! X (<;, ?! d <dr c2.s1) 
- 00 - 00 
Now if X ia an impulse (Dirac) funct i on loca t ed at ( x1 , y 1) , for 
example. 
(2.82) 
=O elaewhere, 
the integrals in (2.81) di• appear as E.- o and 
(2.83&) 
Thu• the fundamental tensor r maps the properly defined singular 
force vector X ot strength z a t a point (x1 • 71 ) into the velocity 
vector rat another point (x,7)., The relationship (2.83a) can be 
written out a• 
(2.83b) 
or 
(2.83c) 
(2.83d) 
7or our purpoaee it l e au:ffieient t o consider the flow field genera.ted 
by a aingul.ar fo rce of unit strength located at the origin (Z-1 =0~ y, = O) 
end directed a.long the negat ive x-axis ( Z
1 
= - /,, z 2 = o) • Then the 
velocity field ~ ia simpl y e:r:preseed by 
(2.84) 
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Then the entire flow f i eld is given by the first colwnn of the 
fundamental tensor, and from Appendix D thi s ~ be written out 
as follo"s: 
(~') 
ZI 
I aI \ Ux 
( f7:, ) ( lc ) f ox) 1 TO ( U I") ( I ) ( f2 ) " t- " = . + 1h) e K - -1- i1 ra r._ I o l 2 . 0 2V 0 r, 
211 cz, \ - c21 
oy 
wher~ 
~ = f undamental tensor fo r an incompressible fluid 
~ = fundamen tal tengor correction to be added for a 
compressible fluid 
I = - z~ 0 \ b;f r • J-:; ko{ 'j:; J 
The compre3slble corre~tlon may be written out as 
where 
t./3X 
g__ 
l f?, u 
;( -~ --- - c 
0 2/fl 
- /ylf 13/ 
(2.85) 
(2.85a) 
(2.86a) 
(2.96 b) 
(2.86c) 
The pressure fiel d, p , is also of i nterest and is simply re-
lated to the c0ndensation 5 by f! = ~<5 • A f 1.mdamental solution vector 
-S r-x- ?;,y f) = (5 1 , 5z) (2.87) 
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is defined by 
O<:> 00 
s<')::,yJ= JJ 5<x-~,t;-?J ·X<~,?Jd!id7 c2 • 88 ) 
- 0-0 - 0.0 
Thus for the singular ~hearing force the condensation field is given 
by 
(2. 89) 
The rGs~lts of Appendix D indieate that 
5, ( x, <j ) = __::!__ f00 e i p ~ i ,., ti~ d /.? 
Z~cz ' k r 
_ oo -z;:-
(2.810) 
wh~ch is proporti::mal t o the first part of rc/1 • 
Decomposition of Flow Fielq._ The formula for the fundamental tensor 
(2.85) showis a conveni ent division into four pa r t s. Thus the velocity 
field ""j" due to the slnguJ.ar shearing stress can be expressed as the 
sum of four separate fields. Each of these fiel ds i s signifi cant and 
has a simpl e physical interprotation. 
Writing (2.Bll) 
and writing each or the fields separately from (2.85), (2.86) 
(2.Bl2) 
(2.813) 
Ux 
_ luz) -/ z v Ko(~:) (
0
1) 
iz = ( L'Z = Z1tv e -<- u (2.814) 
as. 
Before fiiling in the details we can make the following general 
1tatements about thi1 division. __.,. -o -r Q is the longitudinal 01 fflc 
part of the full vel ocity field. ( See 91.5 ) . i; itself is the 
longitudinal part of the incompressible field and ~c represents 
the correction to it which must be added in the compressible case. 
This correction term of course vanishes when c~ "°• as can be seen 
in the formulas for fC (2.86 ). Similarly 'i;._ pressur e fi eld p is 
divided into the incompressible field p, • &l$sociated with "i . and 
the compressible correction part p • ;; +c/ i s the tr!msvereal 
'c tTZ ,rz 
part of the full velocity field and has no pre ssure fi eld associ ated 
with it. 
and ""iz • 
__.,.~ 
The t ransversal wave is itself spl it into t\'llJ parts, g2 
~. expressed as a gradient in (2.815), is irrotationeJ.. 
fz which, as will be shown. corresponds to the boi.mdary layer, 
has all the vorticity associated with it. 
Since a singular flat p~ate is equivalent to a singular sheai-
ing stress, the velocity field as giYan by (2.812)-(2.81 5) sho1l.ld 
satisfy all the conditions on the solution for t~e singular plate. 
(See 2.41, 2.42 and the dise1 sdon g1.ven there). Th:ts is easily 
seen except for the compress i ble correction term (2.812) which will 
be analyzed later in this se ction. Th~ formulas (2.812)- (2.815 ) 
will now be discussed in s ome detail and compared with the results 
obtained by more i .ntui tiva consideration i n the precedi ng discussion 
of the a1Dg11lar plate. 
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VorJicif"loi, Comparison with 92.6, The simplest ~e:y of seeing the 
connection between the formulas given by the fundamental solution 
and the r e sults i n '1 2.6 and § 2.7 ill tc. consider the vorticity w : 
w = ~ r ~ ~~ - ~~ 
curl ( ~ -r- Yc) should be enual to zero because or-~ 
"S. j t ti le. representa 
the longitudinal part, and thia is verified in the !oniulaa (2,812), 
(2,813) , and (2.86). -----">*" ) furthermore curl g. 2 = O from (2, 815 , 
for the singular shearing force 
But (2.814) yields 
u =-· - 1-c 
z ::.11-u 
Ux 
2;J 
v-,., = 0 
80 that 
;. 
u 
- - t 
./fl u 
k (Ur) 
0 2zJ 
Thus, 
(2.817) 
(2,818) 
(2,819) 
(2.820) 
This is, within a c c n!lta.nt factor, the vorticity d11e to tC.e vorticity 
dipole (2.614 ). There lg actually a close relat.ionahip bet'iieen e. singu-
lar shE:a.rlni; force and vorticity. The shearing stress is proportional 
;) (< 
to 8~ and ttis is exactly equal to ttc vcrttctty in tr.e case where 
~ - 0 
()'1'. , as on a flat plate. Thus the vorti~ity f1eld due to a 
singular shearing force corresponds to thet expected for an infinites-
1mnl flat plate, the vorticity dipole field. It cen now easily be 
seen that tl:e determinE.tion of the entire flo'« field from the vorticity-
is rether compl icated since the vorticity comes from only a relatively-
small part of the full solution. 
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Comparison with § 2, 7. The term fz is thus qu ite separate from the 
rest of the terms in the solution. Its c omponent in the x-direction uz 
1a exactly that previously obtained in § 2, 7 by picking a singular 
solution for t he u-component of the traneveraal equation ~.rt). It 
is this u< term which is related to the boundary l~er, and later 
on it will be shown that the boundary layer only approximates to uz. 
Although uz is a s olution to the dynamic part of the transversal 
equations, ~ itself is not a transversal wave. Obviously the 
requirement that c&.u.. j; = 0 (l.53b) is violated since ~ = 0 
(2.819). In 92.7 an iteration procedure starting with uz was dis-
cussed. If such a procedure does converge, all transversal wavea 
ad.dad after the first •tep (c onsidering v- to be zero in the first 
- .. 
Jr- ---. ~ 
step) must add up to 'h. , and all longitudinal waves to <j1 +fie • 
Also each additional wave satiafi~s the boundary conditions at 
infin!.ty. The introd;.iction o f longitudinal wavea in the iteration 
procedure is partially justified by the fact that the transversal 
part of the full solution does not satisfy the boundary conditions. 
For example, in t he incomp:-essible case 
ocity v- is given by 
But frcm (2.812) and (2.815) 
I ':f 
v; = 2'fr u ? 
I 
i-- -
41/V 
l/ 
r 
ux. 
e Tv k, (~~) 
v- =a and the vertical vel-lc 
(2,821) 
(2.822) 
(2.823) 
Thua V -== O for lf =- 0 except at x == 0 al so, The singularities in V; and v. * 
.2 
a.t Z= o just cancel out s i nce from (2.612a) 
Zv 
u 'f 
as 
'j- 0 (2.824) 
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-I< 
The iteration procedure would be very po~erfal 1! \~ were obtained 
immediately from ~, . Then the longitudinal va.ve would be eaaily 
If 
foo.nd by a requirement that the singularity in Vz at the plate be 
cancelled. Thie is clearly not the s tate of affairs in the previoua 
iteration process. A consideration of (2.86) would indicate the 
effect of compressibility and the exact !orm of ~G. This has not 
yet been carried out but it seems clear that ~ must equal zero at 
c 
9= 0 • 
Incompressiple Case, Velocity and Pressure , All the previoua eonsid-
~rations about transversal waves are valid independe~t of compreasibil-
ity. Neither the condensat l on 5 nor the parameter c waa men\iioned. How 
we will discuss the rest of the vel ocity !ield and the pressure, tu..rn-
ing our attention firat to the incompressible case . li!xa.mining the funds.-
~ental tensor (2. 85) and (2.85a) we notice that I ls a reg~lar function 
a.a r- O , because the K
0 
hna a logarithmic singularity also, and that 
I become1 l ogarithmically infinite as r-0o. The component s of 
velocity in the x-direction have the foll owing behavior which is eaaily 
obtained from (2~ 812), (2.814) a.nd (2~ 815) 
(2.825) 
I x 
u..=-- -1 zrru r 2 (2.826) 
Ux 
1 Zv K (Ur) 
u2 = - 2'ir r) e o 2 v (2.827) 
Ux Ux 
"* _ _ 1_ .Zi> (Ur) _1_ E 2V Ur) 
uz - 4fh) e Ko 2v +-411{) r e KJ 2v (2.828) 
ao that Ox Ux 
/ ;:t I W (Ur) I ;:t ZV (Ur) 
u..(X, LJ) = znu r 2 -4f?v e Ko 2i> -t-41TV re k, ).v (2.829) 
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f=(uuVi) is the velocity field. due to an incompressible source 
located at the origin and is the simplest singular solution of the 
potential equati.on. At y = o we have 
Ux 
- I _I __ ,_ 2v (Ulxl_)_t-_1_ 
u..(z,o)- Z'frU .x, 411"-V e l<o 2iJ) 41riJ 
and using the formulas (2.620a) and (2.62la) we have 
• I / _,,,,..,_ 
le 41rv -r 1-x.1 as x - o 
(2.830) 
(2.830a) 
Thus, as was to be expected, the singularity in u due to the potential 
_..,. 
field is cancelled out by part of '3 z* A logarithmic singularity in 
u itself remains, however. The pressure field for this incompressible 
source is also obtained from the solution. For an incompressible 
2 fluid. f = oonst, so that s should approach zero as c - 00 This 
is verified in (2.89) and ( 2 .810) . Hovever the perturbation pressure 
depends on the limit of C z5 as 5 ~ oo as can be seen by comparing 
(l.33) and (l. 37a), or from (1.36 I) 
~ 
c Po (2.831) p =tf5 =--5 ~ 
Now as c 2 ~ 00 (2 .86b ) becomes 
(f ~-' - )yl l~I ff: 21131 e = '1'o (2.832 ) 
so t hat (2.810) indicates 
(2.833) 
I Po x 
= - .<.'fr- Pa ? (2. 83Jn. 
Noting (2. 826 ) we see that 
(2.8~4) 
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The pressure field obeys the suitable form of Bernoul11 1a law ac-
cording to our line~rization. The uniform flow pa.at a 
source for a non-viscous i ncompressible fluid gives a well-knovn 
velocity and pressure field. The flow is that past a blu!'f body 
extending from a small dietance to the left of the origin downstream 
to X: oc• Thus the pressure field as given by (2. 833a) is very rea-
sonable , indicating a compression ahead of the source and an expan-
sion downstream of it. Of course when the pressure field originates 
from a s ingular shearing fo r ce the streamlines are very different. 
The pressure field and the velocity associated with it ( f,, p) 
spread out from the source without eny preferred direction. Hovever 
the disturbances which a re propagated by the shearing action of the 
viscosity ~, g
2
* spread mo stly downs tream, propagat ing upstream 
with very heavy damping . Actual ly this is a process of diffusion 
relative to the moving fluid while the pressure field spreads by 
the usual method of propagation relative to the fluid. These fact s 
are easily seen in (2. 826-8) . 
Corre ction for Compreaaibility. 
7or the compressibl e case some very approximate results have been 
obtained in Appendix D. They in~icate thRt there is a qualitat ive 
distinction between aub1onic and auper9onic fl.ow at infinity. If 
we consider first aubaonic t'low the very approximate f ormula 
. (2.835) 
(2.836) 
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This fornula should be Tslid for large 9 • Remembering that (u,c, V'ic.) 
are given by ( t:: , - 0::. ) 
Ii 21 
we see that the velocity components of 
tho longitudinal wav9 are givan by 
(2.83?) 
or 
(2.838) 
This indicates that far away from the singularity the ~!feet of com-
pre1sibil i ty is to modify the flow field by the usual Prandtl rule. 
'!'he incompressible sourca of "it i s replaced by the corresponding lin-
earized compressible source. We have also the forirr..lla for the con-
d~nsation 
5 = - 5 = _-_!_ ---1-
1 .<'11 c z V-MZ' 
so that the prassur6 
-flo 
Pc = 't!'S = 1!1/l?~ 
% Vfo 
Z. 2 +-(/-M'Z) 1/ = - Pe, Uj. 
(2.839) 
(2.840) 
These approximate formulas have the following defects. They do not 
involve the viscosity v and they are certainly not Ta.lid for M-;;;t • 
The effect of visc•>sity on long:i.t11.dinal waves has been disc:.issed in 
§§ 2.2 and 2.5 where it t.fas shown that the waves are qualitative ly 
unchanged. The second detect is one typical of all linearized theories 
near Al/=-/. However, as /11-? O (incompressible case) the formulas approach 
the proper 1imit ing val~ee 
M ->0 (2.841) 
M~O (2.842) 
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For the supersonic case /r/ >I the anal;rsh has to be ma.de a 
11 ttle more carefull7 but aizailar reaul ta are obtained in Appendix D. 
(Part f) . The result s valid f or large I sr l are z 
-vr;;:JZ/ ( X-~ I y I) ~ I 1( I 1r - ~ z)~<:fl ,M3 ~ff = Z'l/U M ~ r;--:1 8v e 
Ylr-/- 1 3 c IY\ 
(2.843) 
(2.844) 
As before , the effect of the incompreaaible aou1~e i• cancelled out 
and the velocity components &nd condensation of t he longitudinal wave 
can be vritten 
{iiL/ ( x _r;:;;q I YI) 
~~M3 
3 c 
2. 
(2.847) 
The behavior of all these quanti ties ie the &ame. There ia an exponential 
ditt'usion about t he hyperbolic characteristic• extending downatream of 
the origin. x-JM 2-//1J/=0 , and they all reach their maxiaua on 
theae linea. The c~ndenaat 1on is a1w~a poaitive ao that !irat ther. 
ia a eompreaaion waTe followed by expanaion behind the peak. 
Sim1larl7 t he effect of alowing down ( u1 < 0 ) spreads to the entire 
fie ld but i• concentrated moatl;r along the hTJ>erbolic characteriatica. 
There ia a damping as I 
v /yt' 
alo~ the charscteriatic. The beha't'ior 
of the aolut ion aa v-o can be considered. 7or small z) the d1at11rbancea 
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are concentrated closer to the characteristicso When v =o t he die-
turbances are zero everywhere except on t he characteristics 
x-iJMZ-; / Yi =O .. On th.a charactsrist i cG the values are infini te, 
typical of the wave equation. The diffuse disturbance coalesces to a 
sharp wave along t he characteristi cs as ths viscosity decreases . 
However, even when the viscosity ls present we notice t hat 
v-; . CTI 
u.1 = - ~ '1 · v1J1 - -: 
Thia means t hat, j ust as for a non-viaeot:._ ··~~h wave, the r es '..!.l.tant 
per t urbation of t ha longitudinal wave is normal to the Mach wave. 
The sharp .wave obt ained by thi s procedure leaves no disturbance be-
hi nd it. The behavior is that of a aou~-ce in non-viscoua supersonic 
flow and is best thought of as the limit of the flow past a aiaple 
wedge of i n!initeaimal l ength. Thus, asymptotically0 the i nfinites-
imal fiat :plate in a. viscous su.peraonic flow develop• the same type 
of pres sure field ac an infinitesimal wedge in non-viscous aupersonic 
flow plu~ the effects of diffusiono Finally, it can be not iced that 
although (2.846) is s uppo$ed to be valid for large IYI it aatiefies 
t.he correct type of boundary condi Uona at ':1= o. L:f = o at ':f == o except 
when X=O whe!"e there is a singularity-. 
A few general re:ma.rke about this section can be made. I t should 
be noted t hat the expree~ione for the velocity componenta all appear 
-1 2 to have the dimensions (vincooity) , i.e. (length)- (time ). This 
depends on t h e fact that they actuall~ are components of tho funda-
mental tensor . I t can be seen from the definition of the f undamental 
t ensor that its components mnst have the dimension velocity di vided 
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b:r the dimension o f t he quantity JJ X dxdy which ii; ( length)3 
-2 -+ (time) • In t he ca.lcula.t1on a it is a ssumed that X is a. Dlra c 
function such t ha.t t he value o f the integral is the vecto r: { ~) • 
Thus if' it is taken into account t hat the numbe r 1 in this vector 
actually is di!!1enBional, t h e dim(jn s l ons of t he ve bc:Hy ve ctor will 
check. 
Fur thermore. it should be not~d that t he valu~s of the velocity 
component11 do not tend to ze r o:> whein /l-.o. This result is no t para·-
doxieal, as may be •een by t he following a r gument. 
Consi·ier as an approxi.rnat ion to t.he s ingu l a r shearing stre11s .a 
flat plate of very small length ,f with the cond ition t hat on the 
flat plate U= - u 0 1 u0 "o • Also assume f o r c onven i.ence t .ha t the free-
stream density is unity. Then for fixed value s of I' and J. , the given 
retazdJng action u0 of the flat plate may always be adjusted so that 
the total force exerted by \;'.le pla t e on the fl uid is unity . If now? 
tends to zero while L a.~ -... u 0 are kept f ixed, t he per t u rbation fleld 
generated by the plate will t end t o zero. At t h e same t ime the force 
will tend to zero. If one wants t o maintain a force of uni t strength as 
I p-+Othe retarding action uo has to become i n f i n ite as p. Thus th11t 
velocity at the plate becomes infin i t e whi l e the lengt h of the plate 
re tains its fixed fin i te value L. I t is t he c ombina tion of these 
two c:!.reWllstances that l eads to singul.ari ties so stNng that the 
fiel·i does not vanish a s r---o. It is thus s e en t hat in considering 
such a limiting case, it is important to d istinguish between the prob-· 
lem where the velocity at the plate is pre scribed and t he problem 
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where the shearing stress is prescribed. The difference between the 
two types of problems will be further discusaed in Chapter 3. 
In the digcuseion in this section, it he.a a l\ftcy's been assumed that 
Xi• parallel to the free-etream direction. The second c olumn o! the 
fun.damental tensor describes the velocity field due to a singular 
shearing stress at right angles t o the free-gtream direction. Thie 
tlow field is different from the eolu·i .:.:.£: -,'" eviousl;y considered. Thia 
is ao because the x-s.xis ie a preferred ~~ - ~ction and the problem does 
not have rotational symmetry. 
The expres1ions for the fundamental solution should be analyzed 
f~rther. In particular, it is desirable to analyze the singularity at 
the plate and obtain approximate fornulas for the neighborhood of the 
ple.te. 
Non-Stati onary Case, A short discussion of t he two-dimensional non-
stationary flow will now be given. In particular. it will be shown 
that the intuitive considerations of§ 2.6 and§ 2,7 are essentially 
correct. Since the reasoning is ve ry s imilar to that used for the 
stationary case, only a fav details will be given. 
-The symbols X • r end ~j will be used as in the stationary case. 
However. in the present case ,X depends on time also. The fundamental 
solution gives the veloci ty field due to a force vector ~ which is a 
Dirac function in both ~~aee and time. This means that )[ becomes s ing-
u.lar in such a wey that the tot al i mpulse f JJ J X dz dydt. 
finite. In the present case, there is no p~•ferred dh·ecti on. We mr.y 
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-assume t hat X ie directed along the negative x-a:d• wi thou.t an7 
loss of genera.l.1 ty. The flow fi.eld for a force in any other di rec-
tion can easily be obt ained by a rotation which makes the x-axia 
co i nc i de with that direction. 
The f undemen t ll.l t en sor is derived in non-dimensional coord-
ina.tss in Appendix D (Equation D76)e The change to dimensional 
3ct.t 
coordi n a.t.es is made by r eplacing t 7 ?:'., 0· p n -\ er in (D76) by ~ , 
.Jez :icy 4u<r { ' 
4 v , 4 -v , 3
c 2 r e spectively cf. 2 . 2." . - :i'u.rthermore, a uni t 
impulse in dimens i onal coordinates corresponds to a value of ~vz 
for t he x-component of , i:f X h the force 
term in the non- dimenni onal equation. Hence, i n addition to the 
substitution men tioned, the expressions in {D76 ) should be multi-
3c z pll~d by 4 r.J • A s imilar transformation should be carried out in 
th~ for~~la f or the p ressure (D77). 
Thus the f low f i eld due to a singular shearing stress of unit 
iGlJ.;ttls.e. locat ed at the origin and directed along t he negative x-sxh · 
i s. 11:: d.1m6nsionu.l coordi nates 
( (1) ( (Z) - ( ) _ LJ _ - ~I ( r. t ) _ ~I r;, i- z ,y;t -(vJ-(-r;, <r.t.))-- rm - cz>. 
ZI r21 
Th(,? longl l 1.1dina.l pa rt is defined by 
( r,~1>) = 40 ( '3~) r(I> J .2.. 
ZI 'Olj 
loC 
I o I crt 
-- e 
21/t Z!X 
- Loo 
(2.849) 
(2.850) 
and tb~ tra.nave x os l p~•rt by 
(2.85la) 
where ~ z rz 
00 ---
/ 0 f 1 4vt. 1 <7vy - 4vt I= - zrr oy 7 e d ~ = - Z'll 3 r 2 e 
Y' 
(2.85lb) 
The pressure field associated with the longitudinal wave is 
(cf. D77 and 2.831) 
. 
z Loo a- f: 
z (4v) o I f c 5 = 3 3x z:n-l e K (-5!:__r - ; dtr 
z11 1 I c z +- 4.svo- . o G 4vir V yr r-3 
(2.852) 
-LOO 
A comparison of (2~ 851 ) and (2.612) shows that the transversal 
part is. within a cons t ant factor. the transver sal flow field assoc-
i ated with the vorticity dipole (2.611). Note t ha t within a conste,nt 
0 factor I = atj" 1k,, where Y.0 i s defined by (2.69). In particular tee 
vorticity field generated by the s i ngular shearing stress is that of 
the vorticity di pole. The longitudinal part gives the compensating 
longitudinal wave discussed on p. 75. It is r elated to the longit~d-
inal waves discussed in §2.5 t hrough simple different i ations. Thus 
the intuitive approach to +::r .:.1 pr oblem of the singular flat plate in 
§2.6 has been justified. 
As i n the station~ry ca s e. t he i t eration procedure (§2.7. p. 80) 
does not show a s i mple connection wHh t he fundament al solution. The 
first step (2.72) of this iteration does not seem to ba related to the 
transversal wn.va (2.851 ) in a s imple we.y. 
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It can be eeen that aa c becoae• infinite, the expreaaione 
for velocity and pre•aure red\1Ce to thoae given by Oaeen (Ref. 21) 
for the incompreeaible caae. However, thi• queation and other prob-
lem• regarding the nature of the aolutioaa (2.850) and (2.851) will 
not be diacuaaed further in this report. 
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3. :BOUIDU.,RY-VAWI PRO:BLl:MS 
~3.l .Bounda:q QoJ).di tiong. SY!llle1iri.e1. 
Specific 1olutiona of boundary-value problem• which would 1how 
detailed agreement with the b~haTior of a real fluid flowing pa1t 
an obj~ct cannot be expected at the present stage. ~he linearized 
equations are not adequate for a description ~f the entire flov f ield.e 
eTen if they C'>ul.d be completely solved~ • ~.i f!iculty 1a introduced 
by the boundary conditions, even for a 1lender body ~ho•• local angle 
of attack i• s~l eTeryvhere, Th.-, no..--alip condition r equires that 
the m~nitude of the •perturbation~ velocity at the surface of the 
bo~ be equal to that of the free-1tream velocity. Thi• violates the 
condition for li~earization. The difficulty ia especially apparent 
in 1uperaonic flow, Hence, for the problems &olved here we ahall re-
quire the t-...ngential veloci ty at the boq to be giTen by (U-t-u0 ,~) 
where u.0 and v0 are pres~ribed func~iona, everywhere 1mall compared with 
U. The juet~fication fo r thia is diacuaeed in the Introduct ion (p. 7). 
We shall restrict ourselves to treating two- dimen1ional atationar;y 
flow past a half-infinite or finite flat plate at aero angle of attack. 
The boundary and symmetry conditions for ~uch a case will now be 
dl. itJcueaed. Far upstream ( x- -oo) the flow 1hould tend to a unifom 
flow parallel to t he x-e.:._ille Also, all the disturbances ahou1d veniah 
aa ':J- ±oo for a fixed x. On the plAte 1 t self we require that u. = u.0 
and v- = o • We assume that the plate is located on the x-aJCis. Then. 
undt)r the further assumpHon that the flow is determined uniquely by 
the prescription of ·1;h~se conditions alone , 'certain condit ions of 
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symmetry can be deduced. The purpose of imposing conditions of sym-
metry is to enable us to solve the problem in a half-plane (say l.:f :>/O ). 
Under the prescri bed condi tions the flov field must be symmetric about 
the x-axis . If it were not, a different solution could be constructed 
by reflection a.bout y =O. 
Next we discuss the symmetry of uy • which is related to the 
shear ing s tres B at any point . The differential equat ions (1.43 ) which 
describe the local equili brium of forces e.nti accelerations are valid, 
_,.. 
with the external force X=O, i n the plane minus the slit correspond-
ing to the flat plate. Thus in an..v region of the plane (such as the 
rectangles B or C in Fig. 3.1) which contains no part of the plate, 
hydrodynamic atresses alone will balance the inertia forces. Thia 11 
not true for the rectangle A. In this region the plate exerts a 
force on the fluid whose magnitude is equal to the skin friction. 
This has an important consequence xor the derivative u.y . It follows 
f rom symmetry t hat u~ is antisymmetric with respect to the x-axis. 
Hence on the x-axis u<j is either equal to zero or diacont1nuou9. The 
y 
t 
u 
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former alternative occur• off the plate and th• latter at the plate. 
Le t ua consider t he rectangle B. The shearing force of the fluid 
outaide B on b4 b3 i a ?u'11Jz • If B h a)'maetrical.17 located w1 th 
respect to the x- 1ai1 t he force on b, bz ia the same. Bow if u.y 
approached a limit different fro• aero aa Ll '1 approached aero, there 
would result an i nfini te force per unit area on the x-8%11. hclud-
ing the possibility that the other b1'drodynamic&l fore•• al.10 become 
J-i.U4 infinite, this fo rce per unit area 2 · .lly r equire• an external force 
to balance it. Such a force is provi ded by t he plate in the rectangle 
A, but not in B. Hence we conclude that, on the x-axi1, u~=O off the 
plat e whereas we expect it to be diff erent f rom zero on the plate. 
Since bo t h u'1 and v-'.l'.'. are odd t'uncti ona of y , t he 1ame must be 
true of the vort i e i t y ti>= u'f - vx • On t he :ri-axi 1 ~ = o; hence 
SWlll!larising, we obtain the following table of condition• for a 
flat plate along t he x-axis: 
Q.uantity On Plate Off Plate on x-axi• Symmetry 
u U o Unknown s,. (a) 
Uy Unknown 0 Ant1179 (b) 
v 0 0 Ant1•7JD (c) 
c,) LI. y 0 Anti•;,a (cl) 
In addition , we have the condition that di s turbance1 vani•h at large 
distance• f rom t he plate. It h used in the following form: 
(3.11) 
U. ( -oo, if)= V-(- oo, tj) = 0 
u ( 'Z,oo ) = V"(X,oo J= O 
(3.12&) 
(3.l 2b) 
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Thus , the mathematical forma..l.ation of the problem i :a given by e quations 
(1 .43 ) in a two-dimen!Jional field wi th X== O • and boundary conditions 
{3.ll ) a nd (3. 12) . We are not conc erned, here, with t he que s t i on of 
ietermining which of t he conditi ons in the table are r edundant. 
Note tha t u is p r escribed on part of t he x-axis and uy ia pre-
scribed on the c omplement. The boundary conditions a re t hus of a 
mixed type . Thi s is s i mila r t o t he problem of a l ifting wing of zero 
t hi·.::kness in o rd inary wi ng t heory where the downwa sh (Py) is presc ribed 
on the wing and the pressure ( '"'"" cp?f-) is kno·.ni t o be zero off t he 
wing. The mixed bo11nd.ary condi tion explains why the probl em l~ads to 
an integral equation, rather than to a representation a.s an explicH; 
i ntegral. 
The remainder of this chapter is devo t ed to a study of t he f l a t 
plate problem, particular ly when the plate extends to i nfinity along 
the posithre .1:-s..x:h. Several methods of a t tack on the problem are 
di6cussed in the following sections. None of these lead to a com-
pl~te solution of the problem; but it is hoped t hat they bring a 
contrib1.1tion capable of fur ther development. The f irst two me t hods 
a re directly related to Chapter 2. 
§.9..t_2 Iniegra.l Equations Based on the Fundamental Solutions 
In th:l.9 seeti·::>n it wil l be shown that e.ny f inite fla.t plate may 
be considered as a superJ>Osit i on of singular flat plate s. The prob-
lem of finding the distribut i on of singular flat plates leads to an 
integral equation. A solut i on of this integral equat ion is not 
attempted; however, the n~t1.1t"e of the problem is illustrat ed by solving 
a si:mi la.r integral equation r e s ult lJ1g from t he boundar;r- la.yer equation. 
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First lst us consider a simple example of s uperposition. Let 
the flat plate described in the previous section ext end between x= a 
(/) 
and X= 6 and let u. 0 be a fu.nction u..0 (X) defined for a~ .z s b 
Consider also a. second plate between b and c where the u veloci t y 
(Z ) 
is p:"escr1bed to be u. 0 (X) defined for b ~xsc • Nov au.per-
impose the solutions for the two ca ses. It is seen from t he table 
of boundary conditions and symmetries {3. 11) and (3.12) thnt a solu-
tion for a plate between a end c is obtained. Note in particular 
that the condition on u. 9 will be satisfied since it is homogeneous. 
However, the u distribution on the combined plate cannot be determined 
from the boundary conditions on the component pla t es only. For 
(/) 
a is u..0 (X ) plus whatever upstream disturbance i n u. 
is caused by the second plate. Similarly, fo r bsx~ c 
(Z) 
, ll i 8 ll0 ( X) 
plus the downst ream disturbance of the first plate. Thes e upst ream 
end doWllstream disturbances are in general not zero (see, fo r i nstance , 
p. 78) . 
We can now extend this idea to a superposition of »infi ni tely 
ahort~ plates, namely the singular plat es discussed in the p revious 
chapter and in Appendix D. The velocity field due to such a singular 
plate is rGpresented by the first column. of the fundamental solution r : 
u.== - r;, ( x - ~' y) (3.2la) 
V-= -1; 1 (X - 5,y) (3.2lb) 
aa given by (2.84) . (2. 85), and (2.86). Thia solution sat isfies all 
the symmetry and boundary conditions of (3.ll)and (3.12) . The value 
of u is of course infinite on the plate. Still.in a s ense it may be 
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varied by mu.l tiplyi.ng the solution by a stren.gth factor f , which 
correspon.is to the source strength i.n an ordinary eydrodynamical 
problem. If now a distrib1ition of singular flat plates. each of 
strength - f ( ~ / dg , h placed along the x-~is between a and b 1 
the following flow field rosu.lts: 
b 
u (X,y) = If (fi)/;; ( x- fi, y) d!i 
b a 
V('X,!j)= J f(-g) r;1 (:X-~,y!df; 
a. 
(3.22a) 
This solution satisfies all the conditions for a flat plate ex-
tending between a and b • The u velocity on t he plate ia then 
b 
u 0 (x) = J f(lf) r,,rx -r;, o) d;; (3.:13) 
a. 
When f(~)is prescribed, (3.22) determines u . Various solutions repre-
sent.ing flow pa.st a flat plate may be constructed by varying f • The 
velocity at the plate is now given by (3.23). Prescribing f actually 
a.mounts to prescribing the force distribution (skin friction) at the 
flat plate. However, in the boundary value problem described in 93.l 
u
0
(z) r ather than f is given. (3.23) r epresen ts the fundamental 
integral equation for f(g). Once this is sol ved, the value for f (~ ) 
may be substituted into (3.22), which t hen gives the solution in the form of 
explicit integrals. I n part icular, we are i nterested in the case 
u.o{X) = constant. a= O, b = <=><> • This i s ref erred to a.a the half-infinite 
fiat plate .. 
An attempt to solve (3.23) will not be made here. Instead a 
s impler ca.se is treated. whet J- '.:.he equation has the same structure, 
but where t he analysis is simpler. w~ inves tigate the problem of the 
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half-infinite flat plate, using the boundary-layer equation (l.59) 
for u , with the boundary condit ion on the plate u= u. 0 = constant 
and neglecting the ~ component completely. The f undamental solution 
is given by (2.79a. ) . For 9 =o it is simply 
I u(x o ) = - -
, VF 
ll.(Z-,6) = 0 
(3.24a) 
(3.24b) 
Then, the int egral equation correspondit1~ t o (3.23) is Abel 1 a equation• 
:x: 
u =f -{(f) df (3.25) 
0 hT 
0 
In this partic\llar case, the equation i s of the Vnlterra type: the 
upper limit of the integral is x rather than°"'• Thie ia so because 
the fundamental solution (2.79) indicates no propagation of disturb-
ances upstream. ~quation (3.25) is ea sily solved: 
The solution of the flat plate problem is 
x Vyz 
Zu.0 J e- 4-U(X-f;) 
u(-:i:-..,y) = ---;;r-
o 
U('X;y) = 0 
therefore: 
(3.26) 
(3.27a) 
X<O (3.27b) 
This integral can be evaluated, and the re•ult is identical with that 
obtained directly in t ha following section (3.32). 
Returning to the original problem based on the complete linearized 
equations (1.43) rather than t he bowidary-layer equations, we find the 
analytical work enormously complicated because of the structure 
of the kernel a r,, and r;_, • Even the incompressible caae seems 
very difficult. However, it seems reasonable to hope that further 
work along these lines v!ll lead to interesting !"eaalts. Asymptotic 
e~aluations of the solution may be possible. Various iteration pro-
cedures should also be tried. It is also of intergst to prescribe 
the source stl'ength f(5) and :tnwJstigate th1;. a sttl ting values of 
u(-:r..,o) on tne plate. 
§3.3 S~lations of Boundary-Layer Type, Iteration Procodure1 
The ideas presented in the present section are closely related 
to those of Ref. 50, Chap. IIE, even though the mathematical technique 
and the equntion studied are quite different. 
A method for treating the flat plate problem similar to the one 
described in §2.7 will be discussed. As in that case, the method 
will lead to an iteration procedure which it does not soem possible to 
carry out; it will, howev'!r, contribnte to a qualitative understanding 
of the limitations of bounda!'1-la~er theory and of the interaction be-
tween transversal and longitudinal waves. 
~f standard boundary-layer theor;r 1~ applied to the linearized 
equations (l.33-1. 35) with the boanda.ry conditions of the flat plate 
problem, the following e quat ion is obtained (see 1.59 and the ref$r-
ences given there) 
vu -Vu = O 
'd':f z (3.31) 
no. 
TM.s equation is the equa.tion fo r a transversal wave in u (l.57a) 
with the term vu. xx left out . S i nce it is a slmple heat equation, 
t he solution for the flat pla.te problem 
I 
u =u0 ~ (~;:)z 
U=O 
ls obtained i rnruedi ahly 
f or x > o (3.32a.) 
for Z<O (3.32b) 
( 3.:!2 ) is Rayleigh's solution for tht U nee.ri zed boundar.r-l nyer 
problem (Ref. 43). Note that t he two part s of t he function join 
smoothly along the y-axis, the function giv~~ by (3.32) has all its 
partiA.l derivatives equal to zero for x=O. 
If one tries to compute V' f1~m the continuity equation ux +Vy = o , 
one sees immediately that, the two condit ions V = o at '1 = o and 
y = oo IDA.y not be satisfied si.mul taneously. Thi.s is the same diffi-
cul ty which we.a encountered in § 2. 7. Howe'9'9r 1 inst ead of discuss-
ing this difficulty fol' the simple boundary-layer equation (3.31), we 
shall construct a. solution for the full transversal equntion for u 
and then discuss a similar :problem. 
The procedure :l.s as f ollows. The e quation for the x-componont; 
of the treneverse.l wave is rewritten in pars.bol ic coordinates. In 
the resulting equa.tion a natural appro:...ima.tion of the boundary-leyer 
type is made. With t he aid of simila.ri.ty considerations a solution 
for this s i mplified equ~tion is obtained. It then t u r ns out that 
this solution actually satisfi es the full transversal equation: tho 
term that had been left out in the approximation i s identically zero. 
The parabolic coordinates ~ , ? are introduced by 
f and y have the same aign (3.33a) 
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The inverse formulas are 
Z 1 ( rTZ ) ? = 7 -vx +lj - z (3.33b) 
Here the plane is cu t a.long the plat e ( <j= O, ?:: > O) 
discontinuous across this slit, being positive above and negative 
below. The plate is represented by ;;=- O; the half line f:!=O, Z:<O 
is represented by ~= a • The following expansion, valid for ':! < X 
will be needed 
I !f Z 
'? z= 4 7 + x • (fourth order terms in J:: ) (3.33c) 
In these coordin.r:1.tes eq_uation (1. 57a) becomes 
- i) ( ) ~ u~ - ?u1 - ZU u~~ +u'?'l (3.~4) 
and the boundary conditions for t he flat plate problem are 
(3.35a) 
{3.~5b) . 
u(~ 1 oo)=O {3.35c) 
The previous boundary-layer assumption was that t he most rapid 
changes take place in di rections perpendicular to the plate. This is 
obviously not very satisfactory for regions near t he nose of the plate. 
Instead, the assumption will now be made thP.t the most rs.pid changes 
take place in directions perpendicular to the l ines 1 = cona t ant. 
This agrees with the previous assumption far downstream (cf. 3.33c) 
and seems better suited for the r egion near t he nose. If this assump-
t ion is made the basis for a boundary-layer approximation (cf. Ref. 52), 
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the term u ~'G drops out and one obtains 
(3.36) 
Bu.t this equation is inva,ria.nt under a linee,r stretching of the 
f; -coordinate, io e. the mapping '? ~1 • ?f- k ? , k = constant. If 
u.('f;,?) h a solution then so is u(kF,f). If the problem has a 
unique solution, this must then be independent of 5 • Hence, it is 
natural to try a solution of the form u= u('() Such a solution 
is easily obtained. It is 
u('l} ~~ I e -~ :~ -,,. ~c? 1 n 
/ffi 
(3.37) 
or 
(3.37 1 ) 
Since this func t ion is actually independent of ~ , u~; is identically 
zero. Thus since (3.37) is a solution of (3.~6) it is also a solution. 
of the orig inal equation (3o34). 
It might be expected that (3. 37} should agree with Rayleigh's 
boundary-layer solution (3.32) for po1.nts fe,r downstree.m. Actual.ly, 
it follows from (3.33e) that 
for 
which proves the preceaing statement and also makes it more precise. 
Contrary to Rayleigh 1 R solution, (3.37) shows upstream disturbances. 
This should be considered as a definite improvement since we kno~ 
from§ 2.6 tha.t vorticity spreads upstream althotigh with A. heavy 
exponent:hil damping. The actual dampin{!: in t he present. case may be 
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estimated from (3.37 ) and t he asymptotic fornulas (Ref. 12, Appendix 
II): 
g ~1 = 1- ffe. ( :r-; )+ ... for I j-) small (3.38a) 
f or IJI large (3.38b) 
Inane.logy with the procedure in §2.7 we now try t o see if {3.37) 
may be made part of a complete solution which also includes V • If 
this complete solution were a tre.nsversal wave, ~ would be dete rmined 
from u. with the aid of the simple continuity equation u. '.l'. -f- V'y = 0 • 
In parabolic coordinates th.is equation reads 
(3.39 ) 
However, the same difticu.1 ty that was encountered in § 2. 7 arises here 
again. (3.39) i s a first-order equation and v has to satisfy two 
bounda ry conditions corresponding to (3.ll) and (3.12): 
lt =O for '? = o 
lf=O for r= 00 
(3.310a) 
(3.310b) 
These may not be satisfied simultaneously. This proves that the 
boundary conditions for a f lat plate may not be satisfied by a trans-
versal wave only; thus longitudinal p ressure waves will occur also. 
Some concepti .. on of t he se pressure waves may be obtained by using the 
solution obtained as a first step in an iteration p rocedure analogous 
t o the one described in§2.7. Thus we determine Vfrom the solution 
for u (3.37) and t he simple cont inuity equation (3.39) by only satis-
fying the boundary condit ion f o r ?= = (3.310b). In b oundary-layer 
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theory one usually retains t he c ondition V- = 0 at the plate and re-
lax•s the condition at i nfinity in1 .. l.-sad.~ However. the present approach 
i.8 mor e consistent with the i dea , ' .. , ..... ~ blllging of the boundary layer. 
The following e.xpr e stlion for v- i e obtained: 
(~Z-7Z)U 
i) 
I 
"':/ '¥- {2~ (Jx•+/+x) }' 
for ; > o 
for y > O 
Values for £ end 9 < O are obtained by the rule of antisymmetry: 
In particular for y = o 
where the plus sign applies to the top side of the x-axis and t he 
minus sign to the lower s ide. 
(3.311) 
(3.311') 
(3.312) 
In estimating the values of ~. (3.38) should be used. I t follows 
tha.t; v = ± u.0 at the or igin. decreases e:xponen tielly upstream, and I 
decreases downstream a.s ( u:) - Z 
I 
+ Un ( Vx \ - Z v ~ - w -l)J for X large (3.313) 
These estimates should be compa~ed with the corresponding asymptotic 
f ormulas for the aingu :! '. :/'. :;:;Jt:>:t .:.: •. g~;;; .,5 and 2.7. This shows that 
condition (3.310a) is not sa.tis~1~..._ f1.:~ y=O and tha t v actually has 
a discontinuity here if the condition of antisymmetry i s to be maintained. 
Note th.at > 0 thi •• t ogether with the continuity e quation. 
implies that L decreases mono~onely from a positive value at 11 =0 U.o 
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to the value zero at ~=+oo. In thinking in intuitive terms we assume 
that the plate retards the flow, which means that u 0 is .negative. This 
will always be understood when terms such as downwash, compression (as 
OPPOeed to upwash and expansion) are used. Thus (3.312) gives a down-
wash distribution on top of the plate and upwe.sh diatribution on the 
lower side. The same is true on the x-axis ahead of the plate. 
If the formulas obtained are taken as a basis for an iteretion 
procedure, the next step would be to introduce a longitudinal wave 
which would cancel the v -d.h tribution along the x-axia. Thia wave 
would then have upwaah on the top side and a corresponding a.mount of 
downvash along the lower side. It would thus correspond to longitud-
inal viscous flow past a symmetrical body extending along the x-axis 
whose thickness increases monotonely withX. Ii~ 1lope has a maximum 
equal to - u. 0 at -:t=O and decreases exponentially upstream a.nd as 
- I (~) z downs trerun. No condition is imposed on the a-velocity 
of the wave (otherwise one cottld not obtain a pure longUudinal wave). 
It follows from § 2. 5 that in. this ease viscosity has ma.inly a diaper-
sive effect and that a qualitative estima:te may be made by solving the 
non- viscous equation (1-M~) <fzz +- <p'd':I = 0 • The boundary conditions are 
given by (3.312) with a reversal of sign. The supersonic case is espec-
ially interesting. In this case the horizontal velocity component 
(denoted by u ) of the compensating non-v!scous longitudinal wave is 
U ( x- y V M z - ;') 
-c) I 
"'f' { y ( x-y~) r for (3.314) 
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!llld u ( x, If) = u ( x, - y) 
The longitudinal wave would carry a pressure disturbance which in the 
non-viscous approximation is equal to-rUu. Thus compression waves 
are sent out from "the boundary layer" i nto the "outer fl~id" • These 
waves are especially strong near t he nose of the plate . "Compression" 
i s meant r elative to the undistu.rbed fl nicL i n accordance with the 
t e rminology of t he linearized t heory. Thr maximum compression is at 
X=O ; farther downstream the fluid expan~s relative to the upstream 
value s even though it is in a state of compression compared to the 
undisturbed flo\r ( u. is always negative). In the terminology used 
in non-linear waves onfl would aay t hat t here is a sharp compression 
jus t ahead of the nose, followed by a gr adual expansion back to the 
free-3tream value of the pressure. 
The addition of the longitudinal wave ~iolates the original 
boundary conditions on u 0 on the plate and on u'J ahead of the plate. 
Thus, even if formula (3.314) and the corresponding formula for v 
were corrected for vi acosi ty, still more solutions would have to 
be added; there is no reaaon to believe that the iteration pro-
cedurei would end after a finite 11umber of steps or even converge. 
Ac'tiually the magnitude of t.he errvr in·~rod.uced in u. '·" of the same 
order ~s the original error in v • Neglecting vi ~~osi~y. on the tnp 
a i de of the plate u=.~ whe re V- is to be takt. _ :: ::-.:. (_,. 312). Thua 
vMZ / 
after the compensat i ng longi tndinal wave has been added. the value of u. 
at the nose is u0 (1-r ,~) inatead. of u 0 • Further downstream, the vM z.- 1. I 
magnitude of the correction li/ua clecreases aa ( u: )-2 ( see 3 .313). 
Pr~aum:l.bly thi s si t11ation 
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would not be changed in order of magnitude by ta.kine the viscodty 
of the longitudinal wave into account. Thi.a situation mi ght have been 
improved if the origine.l transversal wave had been determj.ned from a 
u -distribution smaller than the one prescribed by the boundary con-
ditions. 
The method discussed above thus has obvious shortcomings as a 
process for determining the complete solution. However, i t gives a 
certain insight into the mutual interaction between tra.naveraal. and 
longitudinal. wa.vea. It is also a logical development of boundary-
layer theory and indicates the limitation of this theory. 
§3.4 Integral Eguations :Based on Fourier Analysig 
Another set of integral equations, equivalent t o that derived in 
S3.3, ia obtained b~ ~onstructing the solution of the boundary-
~alue problems by means of Fourier integreis. 
As an example of this method, consider the problem of steady flow 
past a semi-infinite flat plate. It was shown (§1.5) that tho equa-
tions of motion lead to the following split system for the velocity 
components u. v 
(3.41) 
(3. 42) 
(3.43) 
with the ad.di t.ional conditions 
( 3.44e.) 
l"hi c h can be us er. to find v f r o m u. ( .3. 44 b) 
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It ha1 al10 been shown that the boundary conditions are (see §3.l) 
Uy (01 X) = 0 (- oa < ?::'. < 0) 
V-(o,Z) = O 
(3.45a) 
(3.45b) 
(3.45c) 
(3.45d) 
(3.45e) 
General solutions of equations (3.42) and (3.43) for y > o can be 
con atructed by meens of the Fourier integral. It is found by seeking 
a solution of the form e f (y ) that a sclution of (3.42) is 
Similarly for (3.43) 
l.tl x 
.!±:._ z>!VI .A i - (M 2 - I) 
3 c 
I + 4 vM Al 3 c (3.46a) 
(3.46b) 
These simple solutions a r e now generalized. Considering A as a 
complex variable, one can cut the A plane to determine the radicals 
occurring in (3.46) so that their real parts are positive. 
and 
4 vM /li. --{;V/ <-;) 
:J c 
I + 4 v-11 fl i 
3 c 
=o<. + L13 
~ .A z.+ ~c /l. / == f'+ l. a' 
where C(_ > o 
where ;.; > o 
Thus. 
(3.47a) 
(3.47b) 
Convergence as y -- + ex> h i t hua insured. One is then led to examine 
the following expressions as possible solut ions 
00 l/l.X 
u 1 ~ J U, (ii) e 
- ~ 
- y (cX.+i.13) 
e dii.. 
00 [,r1X. - y(o<. --r t.13) 
v; = J ~ (il) e e d}.. {3.48a) 
-00 
l /l. ?:C 
u.2 = J U..z ( /l) e - ':J(f + i.o-) e d.i't 
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e 
(3.48b) 
These integral•, if t hey exist , aatis£y eq~tiona (3.42), (3.43) and 
vani ah as 'f __,, oo • 
To aatiafy equations (3 . 44a, b), one 111Uat have: 
v:- = I u.., 
, ,_ =:c l:A (jJ - l <!') 
"2' u~ 
0 z Z ,., f +0-
Boundary conditi on (3.45c) i mpl ies t hat 
s o that 
u = z it .z 
(3.49a) 
(3.49b) 
(3.410) 
(3.411) 
One mu.st still det erm1.ne the function U., • which h defined by the 
f ollowing conditions, obtain~d f rom equations (3.45a,b) and (3.411) 
Joe ~ ( L (di. f - (3 tr) f- l { (3 f + cxO-) ) ~ fr z e A 
-00 
(0 < X< oo) (3.412e.) 
(3.412b) 
(-oo<X<O) 
The system of two integral equations (3.412) defines u
1
; if the func-
tion U., (JI. ) obtained by solving t r.is system 1a such that the integrals 
(3. 48 ) exist, then those integrals give the required solution. The 
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system (3.412a1 b) can be reduced to a single inhomogeneous equation 
of the Wiener-Hopf type. which. will be di scussed in a forthcoming 
paper. A:n explicit asymptotic solution, ve.lid for ::t ~ +-oo can be 
obt ained by methods similar to t hose used for constructing asymp-
totic solutions for one-di mensional waves (8ee § 2.2). That solution 
g1ves, for M >I and y 90 
cW/(x- y-Y~/ 
~ vM 3y 
uz "' u.o 1A-fc fN"' z~lf 
(3.413) 
(3.414) 
The v- components v;- and vz can also be computed; one finds that v; 
is given by 
( z-u )Y4 ~~-u e ' 0 s Yz JM (MZ-1) Cy (3.415) 
I 
while V:t vanishes as fX' • 
In particular, one notes from an examination of formulas (3.413) 
and (3.415) that the resulteat velocity vector "j."; i s perpendicular to 
the direction of the Mach lin6 1 just as in the case of the fundamental 
solution (cf. § 2.8) . Its magnit\i.de i~-,jMt -i' (x-yi/A1-<-;'/ 
(: 
Z0 )f4-)j;) = uo (, z :Yz e 
3M M -1} c'd . 
The pr~saure field i s given by 
(3.416) 
c/M 2 -/ (x-y ~M2-/) z 
(3.417) 
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Fo~ulas (3.413-3.417) should be compared with the d1scuseion 
in §3.3. Consi der the values of the :flow f ield for a fixed y • Far 
do•imstream of the Mach line (subcharecteristic) from the leading edge, 
( '.t= y,jMz-/) , t he long1tudlna.l components are small. The u-~omponent 
of the velocity is given ma1.nly by 1 ts transversal part u 2 • This 
mc,a.ns that. the flo•it field is described here by the linearized boundary-
layer theory discussed in §3.3 (see in particular equation 3.32). 
On the other ha.nil, near tho Mach line from the lea.d.1.ng edge the 
longitudinal wave ia not negligible. If u 0 ls nP.guti ve (which i s the 
cast' cf pracUca.1 interest) the ] ongi t11dinal part ropresents a com-
pression wave. It he.s a maxim1.un on the lino X=y-/Mz-/ a."ld decays 
exponent J.s.11y on either el de of this lin"l. Note that the p:r "sa1.ire 
p~rturbatton satisfio!!s the same approximate formula p ~ -f,, au, as 
the corr<@spondint.S for1u·.tla feir tho fundamental solution (c!'o 2.840) . 
It shol.lld bu remembered tho.t n one of t he formulas g:t.ven here a.re valid 
near th·e leading edge. These statements about the longi tll.dinal wav~s 
are consistent w:!. th the d:l.scusslon of the Heration proced11re in §3.3. 
The a.bove analys1.n of tha ooluti-:>n of the integral eqtl.a.tions 
( 3.412) is preliminary and wUl be discussed in more detail in a 
forthcoming report. This report will also contain a d i scussion of 
the subsonic case, which may ba treated in a way similar to the 
sapersonic case. I t 1,a also lntended to investigate condltions near 
the lea.d.1.ng edge (lo~ l~·::u.l Rer.1olds numbers). 
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4. CO'!:CllTDING REMARKS 
In the ma.in body of the report and in the appendices, Yarious 
problems and their solutions are discussed. Now a brief eTal~ation 
of these results will be giv·en with special reference to their 
relationship to the motivating problems mentioned in the Introduc-
tion. 
Most of the work deal t wHh problems f or a set of linearized 
equations of motion of a fluid with negli.g.:.ole heat coriduction. It 
was found that the l:i.nearized waves mey be split into twc types. 
longitudin.a.l and tre.na~ersel. The natur e and propagation of these 
waves was studied in some detail. On the busie of the approximation, 
the question of t~e relationship of the characteristics of the n on-
viscous equations tc. the eolut.:5on of the equations with '\"iscosi ty has 
also been discussed. The linearize.tit>n here permits the treatment of 
a problem which exists f or the full non-lin~e.r equs.tfone and the re-
sults obtained are significant. The results. aG indieated by se~erE!.l 
examples, are the following: The propagation of a viscouo wkve. in 
certain important cases. may be regarded as the superposition of t wo 
effects. The first effect is a propsgation of the non-•igcous type 
which is determined by the characteristics of the non-viscouiJ equa-
tions ( subchara.cter:i.st ica ). The pertinent chare.cteristlcs are the 
hyperbolic characterist ics (Mach lines) for the longitudinal waves, 
and the streamlines when transversal waves are considered. The s econd 
effect p ropagat ing a v~.scous wave is viscous diffusion from the 
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s • .. ibcharacterl .stics. TM s dJ ffusion is dlH! to the parabolic nature 
C':f the eq?1ati ons and 1.s ver.1 s~ mil e.r to the propagation of heat. 
The descript'lon above :1.s a.lwa.ya valid for transversal wave s . with 
the ra.te •:} f diffu~ i.on depending on tile viscosity. However. in the 
case of lont~i.t11dinal waves, the description i s '9'alid only a.symptot-
1c.>tl ly for large values of certain local Reynolds numbers. 
The last remark br.i ngs to light a related problem which also 
ex:l.. atr> fo!' the nc)~-Un'.!!s.r eq•J.atlon s . namely the wa..v in which vis-
eosl ty. as expressed. by <;he Reynolds number, and compress.iblli ty, 
as *'x:press~d by th~ speed of so:md or Ma.ch nu.mber, in!l11ence the 
S:) lu ~ton . X t 'ilfns sPren t hat for h:lgh lozal Reynolds numbers the pro:P-
agat-ion of the l ::mgit;.idinal wo.ve was domina ted by the compressib1Hty 
et'fac.t, s ill.·.!-' the hyperbolic characteristics are j\1st those lines 
along tithl ch dist 11rl:>ances du" to compressib:ili ty propagate in a non-
vl s cm.ia fluid. Hmfever, for lo•,, local Reynolds n111ubers the longi-
t:1d:lnal wave shO'iiB only di!fua l on of parabol ic type. The vlscoll.3 
effe•.:t i s dominant and t he effects of compressibility e.rfl s econdary. 
The subcharacted stica and Mach number do not have any special $ig-
n1fic!l.m~e. No• . i n any gi Vtm problem, both hi.gh and low local Rey-
n,.:i ld.s numbers exist., The domain in which the solution will s how, for 
example, t he lo'"" Reyn-:>lds number b!lhav lor, depends on the actual mag-
n:i.t1.1.·ie c:f tne phys:lcal q•.iantiti.es involved. Bot h cases, l ow and high 
Reynolds nu:1ih~r t woare o b talned as special case s of a. sol11tion valid 
f o r all apac e and time. For longit11:Unal waves tho solutions are 
glven i .o the f·:lrm of conto\lr integrals and further analysis m~ indi-
cate the nA.tj.i:.-• of t he flo'it in the in~ermedlate ran{se of Reyn·;>lds 
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number•. J'or the 1iranaTeraal wavea, 1 t waa 1h0Wl'l that compre1d-
bili t7 hat1 no eff ect at all . In this ca ae,the 1olution1 are ob-
tained in closed form i n terse of function• relat ed to the 1olution1 
of t he heat eq . ..ation. 
After a general atudy ot pure longitwlinal or traneTeraal wavee, 
the interaction bet ween t he two t 7Pe• waa t r eated. In a linearized 
t hen17.., ~ n\lllber of the two t ypes of vavea 1aa7 be auperillpoaed and 
the r eault 1• atill a aolution. Thua t:...~~~ 11 neTer an:r lecal inter-
action or coupling of the wavea at a point i n the tlow. Interaction here 
refer • on17 t o the fact that in certain problem• bot h types of waves 
are needed i n order t o aati1f7 the bowadary conditions. For example, 
i f a tran•Teraal wave i a used aa t he firat appr oximation, i t 1118\V' 
happen that not all boundary condition• are aatiafied. A longitudinal 
wave may haTe to be added to correct this , and i n t his case the longi-
t udinal wave i s said to be i nduced by' the tranaveraal waT•• The 
boundary-value probl em• act ually studied were t hose connected with a 
tlat plate at sero angle of attack moving t hr ough the fluid. 7or the 
f lat plate,there i1 such an interac t i on. Rather compl ete results show-
i ng thi s were ob tained for t he plate of infini teaimal length. They 
are •hown moat clearl7 b7 t he fund.a!lental •olutiona which were fowid 
for t he complete equations . Intuitivel7,the f undamental solution ma;y-
be thought ot a s describing t he flow field ot a ver,y ahort flat plate 
with a Tery s t r ong retardin~ action (ai~ar flat plate). It givea 
the complete picture, involvi~ both types of waves, in one atep. 
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Thesa resu.l ts S!lpply a par~ial answer to the ques tion of what pa.rt of 
the complete solution is g iven by the classical boundary-layer theory. 
I t appear s that t he boun.d.ary-layer theory gives only a transversal 
wave which is not a g oo1 approximation to the transveraal wave gener-
ated by th0 infinites:lmal plate. The plate also generates a l ongi-
tudinal wave, whi le a ccording to boundary-layer t heory there should be 
no longi tudinal d '"lsturt>anc es a.t all. However, the question of t he 
validity o f bom1dary-layer t heorrJ is only partially answered on the 
basis of a singular flat p late beca.1.1se there i s r.o variation of 
Reynolds m1mber along the plate. For that reason, t he caae o f a semi-
infini te p l a t e we.s also s t 11died, a lthough not completely aolved. Some 
int egral eq•.iatlons for the complete solution were found and asymptotic 
or a.:pproxima.te resu1ta w-cre abta ine•i f rom them. Also, a rather int•.ii-
tiv~ i ~erat ion procedure lD'7ol ving both l ong1tndinal and transversal 
waves "Was c a rried 01J.t . On t he bngls of these consl derations , the f ol-
low'\ng comr.ients ca..'l b~ mndoei a.bout tne bo1111dary-leyer theory; the boun•l-
ary- la.yer solution describes the fl!'lw far do·-matrea.m of tne lea.ding 
edge. It is an asymp totlc solut,ion valid Whl!ln the Reyn•:dds number 
based on the di.sta.n•:=e from the leading edge i~ hi.gh. Nt!!ar the leading 
edge , the Reynolds number is lo·"' and the conditions a.re quite dlfterent. 
There the transversal wave is not of the boun1lai-,{-layer type ; e.~. the 
effect of the plate propagat~s upstream, altnough exponentially damped. 
Thi s a.gr19es with the idea of parabolic type ::Uffuaion of viscous waves 
menti-:,ned before. In additi.on, lll indu.ced"' longi\udtnal wavea, which a re 
not pred'lc t ed by th!! bou.nde:ry-layer theory . e:xiat everywhere. They 
are particularly stron.g aroun•i 1'h•= leading e~e. In t he supersonic 
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case these longitudinal waves propagate along the Mach lines (sub-
characteristics) far into the outer fluid. At the same time, the7 
are diffused abo1.it those lines just as the one-dimensional waves 
were . The extent o:t" the "region of the nose" where the Reynolds 
number is low dep9nds on tne magnitua.e of t.ne physical quantities 
involved such aa f • )"- • U and tne lengtn of the bo~r. When the 
oYerall Reynolds number of a body is c~~11 . tne "nose type" flov 
might apply all over the body. This may ~~cur, for example. when 
p is small. Of course. a further stady o:t tne integrs.1 equations 
is needed in order to make the statements above more ~recise and in 
order to describe tne entire flow field at once. Similar problems 
for a finite fiat plate should al~10 b~ s tudied.. 
A special appendix is devoted to the ded"i'at:lon of the funda-
mental solutions for various cs.sea. Such so1u.ti.on.s are of ba.sic 
importance for a treatment of linear equatiein2. Actuu.lly, th.ey were 
used in the treatment of most of the p rt·"til etLlii mentio:ood above. Many 
resul tu are to be expect ed from a furtt.Gr ~tad~ o! th~ :t\mdoonen t.6.1 
solutions. As indicated ln Apper.db: c. tbo:;; mey e·1t,r. be 1J t~ed in. sol"'1-
ing norL-linear pr<:,blems by itere.tion methods. 
In swr.ma:ry, thi s report contain.a tl::.e bnsie: cf a t.tichn! que for 
dealing with th~ linearized equat:icins and 111aey example!a of the uot: 
of this technique. It seems capable of further dev~lopm~nt in ptt.r·t-
iculs-r by further analysis and use of the fundamentEal solutions :md 
by study of the various int,E:1gre.l equations da1•).v-ed fo1· bcunthtry-~alu~ 
problems. As mentioned in the Introduction, m~ch cf the mBterial on 
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the l :tnear1zei t heory is not n•:>"\11,. Ho-111ever, older investigations 
of the vtsco:i-1 ty ha~e th'Hm r ather neglected in aerodyanmic• in 
favor of the boun.ds.ey-layar t h<?Ol"'J• 
It is important to reme:mb~r that all of the comments made 
above ar·a based whol l;r en a li.nearized theory. The restriction 
to linearized flow i s rs.ithe- r· :rnvere. For example, in the case of 
t he flat plate menf.:l on·~d above, t he linear1.za.tion means that, to 
the first ora.er. t he Mnch number la the same everywhere in the 
f l uid. The Reyu.ol d~ m1mhl?-r ,hcwever, shows a wide variation. Thus, 
al though the join t effe~t of :R~yn;:lld.s number and Mach number waa 
studied, no provls:i.on <.itas m..<td.e for 8.ppreciable changes in the local 
Mach numbere In s. snp-=.n·iJonic flow, such changes mus t occur if any 
bod1 es a~e p~~~ent in the fluid. 
Somo preliminary work cf an app roximate natu~ has been done 
in this r~port to find the general behavior of the non-linear effects. 
Non-stationary longitud:lnaJ and transversal wave s in one dimension 
were considered. In the 1ong:l t 1.idinal case the non-linear effect which 
ls accmuted fo r ls the tendency of a wave front to steepen due to 
a non- linear aeceleratton term. The resul ta indicate that the idea 
of a longitudinal wave propagating along the subcharacteristic11 
with a superimposed viscous dispers i on is still valid. Ho•#eTer. the 
non-linearity counteracts t h i s di spersion to some extent so t hat the 
wave does not necessarily .llttenuate b1.1t can maintain a f inite ampli-
tude. In the two-dimensional. s tationary case the non-linearity would 
also permit curved subcha:racteriati.cs and it is to be expected that 
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the longi tu.d.i:'lcl waves d i ffuse about these. In the case of the trans-
versal WO.Vt' a different nor.-11.r~ear effect was studied. It we.s sho'ilt'll 
how a transvt'rsal wave. bec&.use of its dissipation, generates a 
long:Hu.dinal we.ve. The s olu.tion was only appr oximate b11t conld be 
ma.de the bas is of an 1 t;erat.ion procedure. This type of effect is 
very i mportant close t o the plate where the actual vel od. ty gra.d-
~ ent.& of the tre.naversEtl we.~~. are large. ., ,1dging by the results of 
the linear:h.ed bounda1y-l~·~r theory, this t ype o f effec t. may be an 
importE:.nt pa~t of a theory o! flew near the plate, more exact than 
bo~nda~y-layer theor;. 
ln a disccl!t-ion of such di•'tslpative effects. the heat conduction 
become-e import.ant . Frel1.ort r:m7 work i n.dlcEi.tea that temperatv.re. waves 
alao extst which m~y affec t t he .nlj.ti:.1·e of tbe solution considerably. 
Howe~er. in a.l l the- 1 inea:-i zed wo:.;:rk ar,d in the weak non•l lnesr longi tud-
in.;U we'fl~ F;} the effect of th·~ h eat c orrd.t:.o! tion iEi qunlj ta.ti•rely un.1mport.ard .. . 
The hi.mt C(1 nduz~tian ca.n be t nclud 1.1d. a t the cost of compH .c:ating all the 
formula.a w:l.ti;ou", changing thttl ~· chnract er-. The hent condtJ.ction wo•.~ld 
e.lttc b 4l :impt.rtent io fa i r l y s't.1-c·ng s hock 'l•ta."ofes whl)re the dissipation 
The ::.·e ts cr..e. p o tl!:·CU l'1lly lmpcii-tar. t me t hod whi ch has not. be.en 
ut i11zed. in th~- p l.°e of!!r~i r epor t .. Thi u: :t s the p e r t urbfl.ti on method applil!ld 
t o the part:i.meter$ of th.: d.lffieren'tia.l eqUfJ.ticnn (see §1. 7) . Hcwevei· , in 
the light o:f the resul t s o f tld.s r eport some s ignificant, problem!! t.o bei 
tr.1etEd by th 'rn method can b~ ment1.oned.. The outstanding one is the s ig-
nif:i.cs.nce of thl!I subcna.rec t e risti cs 1.n th~ s ing u l ar p e rt urbl:\tion problem 
,µ-0 ,. Th is conl d be cc:i.rried out firs t f or a. linem ..r1zed cas~ in o~.er 
t o se<? jus ~ ho w 
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much a singular perturbation problem can yield,and then it could be 
extended to the non-linear case. The other intAresting perturbation 
problems concern the behavior of the flow as /A - 0o , c -oo 
or f~o • 
Thus,general probl ems h~ve been stud.ied wi. t hin the lineariied 
theory. In addi t ion, some attempts were ma.de at a non-linear theory 
of pure longitudinal or trans•ersal waves. In each of these two 
cases,specia.l non-linaar effects occur in addition to the features 
disc overed by a linearized t?·eutment. Many of the problems mentioned 
in the Introduction concerned an interaction of transversal and longi-
tud.inal wave. The lir:.eari lZed 't.heory developed in this repcrt may 
des cribe some aspecta of these prcblems. There must also occur 
typtcal non-lir..ear effects which have not manifested themselves i n 
the s i mple cases of ptlre waves and wl'.d l!h have no counterpart in lita-
eal'ized theory. Howeve~, a discussion of the exact problem is so 
di:fHcul t. that. it wns felt necea~mry to clenr up the simplest prob-
lems firs.t as a prepal'e.Hon for f11tu~ w0rk. Th•.u , elthcugh we are 
s t i11 rather far f rom a ma.thematical des cr ~.pti c r. of a renl object 
ruo,d.ng in a renl fluid, we hope ~hat son:e stt;ps in the right dh·E:c tion 
ha7e been taken.. 
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APPENDIX A 
Dar!va.tiol'!._Q.f Results by LaRla.ee Trans:formation; Consideration of a 
ln this appendix a. d eta iled p r esent ation will be given of the appli• 
cation of the method of La.pla ce transfo rn·iation to specific problems for 
the eq~ation o! propagation of a one-dimensional viscoua perturbation 
(cf. 9 2.2) 
(Al) 
The prQblems consider the spread of a step or impulse sign~l in gas 
init\a.lly at resto An appl ica t ion of t he s tandard methods yields the 
solu.~~ion j . .mmedlately in the form of a contour int egral. The main work 
ls a.ne.lyaia o! this cont our i n tegral which yields certain approximate 
results. Although only the s imples t problems a.re considered i n detail 
it will be clear how a.nn.logo113 results could be obtained f or arbi trary 
initial conditions and boun.ia.ry values. The integrals which occur in 
the solution of the specifi c problems a.re special cases of a mo re general 
integral, important in the gene ral theory of the l in9arized viscous 
equations, which will also be discussed. 
c'<-t 
If the dimensionless vari ables 41.Jv 
by t, x the equation may be wr1 tten 
• 
x "? 0 
are replaced 
(Al 1 ) 
A solution mu.st be obtained in the region ~ ~o ~ satisfying the fol-
lowing conditions: 
Initial conditions : gas a t rest u(x,o) = 0 7 l(l_{X, O) = O (A.2) 
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end bo11.ndary conditions : 
Either s'tep signal 
Or impulse signal 
u(o,l:)=O 
U ( 0, t) = U. 0 
u (0, t) = 0 
t< 0 
t ;;. Q 
t<O 
Uo 
- S- o ~ i :s- 8 where c5 ...._ o 
=0 t > cS 
end damping out of disturbances at '.X = 0o 
(A3a) 
(A3b) 
Writing u ( x; er) for the Laplace t ranaform of u. ( x~ t) • we have 
00 -o- t 
Li (X;cr) = f e lf.(X,i)cJt (A4 ) 
0 
and taking acco11nt of the zero initial condition (A.2) we obtain from 
(Al 1 ) the following subsidiary equation for u 
(/-1-cr) Zlxx -o-Z U. =O (A5) 
The Laplace transform U: (It 7 cr) is obtained as the solution of (AS) 
under the transformed boundary condition~ 
J
oo - o--1: 
either step signal U. (o ;er)= e u 0 dt = ~0 
0 
or impulse signal 
.s 
J 
-o-t - a- <5) 
Li ( o; er ) = e u.0 d-t == ~ (1 - e = u Jo- 0 
0 
as 6 __,.. o 
a.nd damping of U: ( x ~ cr) at X = oo 
I 
0-
step signal 
impulse signal 
(A.Ga) 
(A6b) 
(A?a) 
(A7b) 
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Thus the problem is reduced to finding the inverae Laplace transform 
and this may be accompl ished f ·::>ma.lly by the use of the complex inver-
sion form11la 
u.(:X.., t) = 
C+ i..oc 
_!__ [ e o-t 
.z f'r i. 
C-lo<0 
(AB) 
where t he cont our lies to t he right o f al l t he singularities of u(-X.?<J") 
in the complex o- - plene. For a discussion ~f the validity of (AB) 
a.nd t he condt tiona a ssumed to be satisfied by U. (X-:, rr) see Ref. 2. 
Renee the solutiona can be expressed as contour integrals 
C+i.ex> 
u ( 'X.,' f, ) = -;;;:-:-Li.a r Z 'ft L 
C-i.o<J 
C -loo 
do--
0" 
for the step signal 
f or the impulse eignal 
(A9a) 
(A9b) 
The singular~. ties of the integrand are a branch point and an essential 
singularity at o-= -/ andin thefirstce.seapoleat v-- =0 , so 
t hat in general one must r estrict I~ ( /Nr) J ~ rr It can be veri-
f ied in the usual ws:y t hat (A9a), (A9b) do satisfy the differential 
equat i on and the proper boundary c onditions and represent a unique solu-
tion. It is possible to derive some approximate formulae for u (x, t) 
from (A9e.) , (A9b) . Results useful .for l arge values of t are 
u(X.,-t)= ( I - ,,,,v z - t; ) + e,_ 
-0 vz:t 0 
(x,,....t; ) Z 
zt 
e 
for step signal (AlOa) 
for i mpulse signal (AlOb) 
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where 
A deriva tion of these r esults follows. 
The integrals (A9a), (A9b) can be considered special case s of 
a slight ly more general integral 
C+loo 
a - I 
O'" F (er J do-J {'X-,t) = Z~i f 
C - ; 'oo 
e 
a= 0, I, 2, . .. 
whi.ch will be dlsc•.issed. here. F<cr-) is a function with suitable proper-
ties of bo•mdedness etc. The contour then can be taken to be t he 
imagtnary axis , ind.anted to the right of the origin if necessary-
( a= O , only) (see Fig. Al). The first step is to show that the 
con·tour AOB can be deformed into a contour l i ke c' since the contri-
b ut ion a.long 
c 
the large semi- circles BC and DA will vanish as R---- = . 
Let. /) 1 = and let O-""'- -l+R e I if!J- onBC. Then B · { ,.., itJ-) t f)) - /+1r:e 
1r ( - !+Re !: - X !/;. l6l-/z . CL- I . 
f R 'lZ e ( {(9) !&. cf) . · !\ ==_I_ e - /+-Re ·F(Re - !)Re Ld61. (Al2) &, 211 i.. 
ft C05 - l_j_ 11 
and let R cf
1 
= f 
I 
and ~z =f so that J1 = ~11 +~z (Al.3) 
Now 
where 
cos-'-J 
and II 1 s arbi tra.ry 
o.. - 1 /l 
I n / R(R- 1) aJI/ I < _2_1/__ /?( ( f2) r 
(R c.05 CJ - 1)-t-x ( R~ -R- ;)cos ~ 
e 
_ JI 
C05 -R 
&. I F (Ret -!) / < YJ((R) 
d&. 
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c 
0 0 
F 
A 
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for 
-I I 
cos R s t.9 ~ / J ~ rr 
so that I ~,, I a s R- O<>. if /71.( R) does no t approach oo 
faster than Next 
CJ.--/ 
! ~ I< R(R- 1) /l(R} l'Z 211 
CL-I 
J?( R-1) 
< ------zrr 
(R co5 IJ - I.) t 
l'UR)(ft - 11) e 
ao that )JJ,z/ ----7 0 as R-oa since cosll< o • and it is assumed that 
. '9-
/? ( R ) = ~fF(Rel -1) / 
R -t Gosll 
/} ~ t). < 11 • does not approach C><" more 
le£ I ~ o It follo•lfs from (13) t hat ~ ~ 0o • and rapidly than e • 
of course the same arguments can be used for the integral taken along 
DA • Hence, the integra1 along a path s tarting at o-- = - = below the 
cut on the negative real a.xis, circling the origin in a. counter-clock-
wise direction, and extendiug to <7'- = - oo above the negative real 
axis, is eq1.ial to tne or1.ginal integral J (X, t) • The n~xt step is 
to choose a contour o f this t ype which aids approximation . It is 
somewhat desirable to have a purely imaginary qua.nti~y for 
purposes of estimation. Hence the negative real axis on botn sides 
of the cut from - (70 to -2 and a circle of unit radius about tr =- / 
• 
i ndented at the origin if ne ce~sary, is taken as t he patn of integration 
(path DEFOGHC ) • For large values of t most of t he conr;ri but.i on comes 
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i·rom small I crl • or from the integral along the path near 0 • Tne 
size or tne integrals on tne other parts of the path can be es timated. 
An expression for J in terms of known. integrals and. an error term 
will now be round. 
1°et 
0 
Then from (11 ) 
- L1/ 
and let o-= /+re 
o<> (: ,of'"') 
on DE 
Q..-/ a-I - t (-) e 
z:rr t 
e e f -r t i 7- -iJY=""' O+r} F;Cr)dr 
where I 
- i 11 
F;(r) = F(-! + re ) 
and we assume 
Then. either a..=- o and 
-t 
I ,P } < k, e z 2fl 
-Zt 
I ~zl < ki~t 
or. a.> 0 and ~ 
I ,,-rt 
I 
di" 
--< 
I +r 
--t 
ke 
2.11 e dr [
O<J - rt 
I 
= K,e - t f -rt a - I K1e -t f e - r-t o.. - I /12z/ < e (/+r) dr < (2 r) 21! zrr 
I< -t o<> I o..-1 J - rt o..- 1 I Jz/ c .:..:.i!:__ Z e r dr Z'fl 
0 
8 0 that o...- Z 
-t I JJz/ < z J<J r( a.J e 
11 ~ 
by virtue of the well known formula 
fooe_rf rm r(m+I) dr = ---m+t t 
D 
I 
dr 
(Al4) 
(Al5) 
(Al6) 
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I n either case jJJz / damps out exponentially in time and of cou.rse 
the same result can be deduced for the integral along HC • 
Next the integrals on the unit circle from 11' to ft • and -11 t o 
- rr will be estimated. 
H ii:J. 
Let J3= J and let o-=-/+e on GH 
6, 
Then. from (All) 
i& 
·!J- (e - !)x 
11" (-f+e 1 }t - ·61- a -I {f). ltJ ) J3 =2~ ( e e e t'o/z ( -!+e 1 ) F_/IJ)e dfJ where F;/&)=F(e - / 
JA ' II ,n-7 if) Al ( "'' / 
(Zi) a.--1 1" ( - !r-e jt -Zt' 51N yX &. 0--/ i& ~) 
= --;;;r- e e (5111y) e F2 (rJ-Jd& 
11' 
a-Z 
.z 
;: a - Z 
fr (co 5 t!) - I) t; o. _I 
l<z ( e ( 511V ff) dtJ. where 
)11 1 
e 
-{l-cos /1 1)t 
11 ' 
511V T 
and 
I 
11 > 0 
Thl.ls ~.J also vanishes exponentially for large t and a similar r esul t 
can be obtained for the integral on EF. Th.us we must eve.lu.ate 
11 ' 1co5& - 1}-t -1-t( {) '1T & · 
J 
_ _I 1 e t, 511V - z l s111 y .62 a - / L t9 i& (e' -!) e F(e -l)dt!J. 4 tfr 
- II' 
First we can tre..ns:form the integral by writing 
and let 
where 
Then 
/1 I 
' ~, = 51111 T 
G (w) (-~ . )a.+t G(w) 
-=:::::::::;;r:;- = y /~ IA) - + L W 
lf - tiJZ ~/ - uJz' 
"ir(w) dw + ~1 
(Al? ) 
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Now we can approximate part of the integral by its· value for 1mall w • 
We may write y(w) = -yrro )+ uJ -v ' (Aw) , 0<4 < / , by- a mean value 
theorem. Thus 
o.-1 (zi.) F{o) 
'1T J
(,1)1 - 21:: tJ:?.. + 2 L. tU (~I - tU Z -1:, - X ) o. _ / 
e uJ dw+~1 
- w, 
( ') a - I t' -Z I: w z + :?. I aJ ( h- uJ z I: -~ ) , 2~ - j e &da. v (AuJ) Jw 
for 
"/r(o) = G,(o) = F(o) and 
But - w, 
a.+! G(w) ( ~ )a+/ { 61 'rw) v)G.(w} l 1/rfw) = i(a-rl}(-/1-wz'+ i w) 
1
_t<J z + -vJ-r,U~+iw ~ + ( z)!!A 
... '1-w 1-w z 
ao that the remainder integra.1 .J41 can now be est imated as 
'
j) /< za-1 JUJ'e -Ziwz/u)a.j'!/G(l1wJI (a+I}+ jG(A wJ l -r /Au)6J(At.U)l l du> 
'4J '(( 1-wz f1 - w/' (11-w/i') 3 
-w Now, by using 1 
w, - 2i u) z CJ"' 
J e llU m} dw < J e 
0 
- tJ, 
ztz 
z 
m - 1 
z r(~N) dz=----
m+1 
(Z-t) z 
and assuming 
we see 
j G ( Aw) I < M, 
I Gi' (ll t.U ) I < l'llz 
I
J / < _z__ (cul) M1 +M,z7J I-~ z + M, z a-I { .r---z-' r (a+!) r ( a+z) ) 
41 11" I - w z a+! .1.. a-t-2 
' (Z-t ) z (1-w/) z (Zt) ::?. 
Next, a slightly more delicate approximation ia needed to see the 
effect of small w in the exponents. We m~ write 
(Zt')a.-1 ft0 - Z t wz+-Zi. u) (t--:L) o..-1 0 
Jl4 = 'fl" F(o) e <j--(u>)uJ dtAJ+~1 
- uJ, 
(Al8) 
where 
so that 
a-I 
n _ (2 i) F(o) 
cdt4 - ,,.,, 
where 
and use 
re -2tw•~21w(t -x) 
-w, 
o..-1 
w dw -r ~z+o941 
a-I (,t) -z-t w 2 +-Zt r,iJ(t;-z) 
n ( z i.) F( 0) . B 2. r I 
tj_l4Z '=-- fr 4Lt e 
-cU, 
Thia may be estimated by 
so that 
o...+-1 
z /FfoJ/ 
1T 
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(Al9) 
i'inally Jl4 can be rele.ted to known integrals by extending the range 
of integration to oo , and the e rror introduced mq be estimated. Then 
two cases must be dist inguished. 
Case 1. a even: 
J
oo -Zl:wz a-/ 
F{o) e 5JtV Zw(i--'X) ttJ dt.Jt- J) rJJ. 
4Z+41 43 
where 0 
z 00 
- Z-l:w o..-1 
F(o) f e s11r2uJ(i - X)w d1.,J 
w, 
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Now 
or 
z 2) -tw a - 3 
e uJ du.J 
a.-3 
J?. I 
d l.iJ 
I fllPl 
Z f ~t \ IF(o)f for 
I r(a-t) 
I z 
o.= 0.,1 (A20a ) 
T a- t ' a= 27 3, 4 ..• 
(Zt) (A20) 
so that /J1-3 ) vanishes exponential.ly for large t . 
Case 2. a odd: 
a CL-I 
J = 4 _!_____ (-) z-1! J
oo - Zt (,I) Z o.. - I 
F (o ) e cos2w(-t--x.)w dti>+-J +.!),.,, 4Z +41 -rv 
0 
where 
I O<> z 
a o.- I -Ziw ~-/ J _g_(- ) -ZF() -:i ( ) d m- o e cos ;(, w i - x w w 44 If 
w, 
and has the same estimate as J43 a bove. 
The infinite i ntegrals occurring in cl4 can be r elated to known 
integral.a by the folloving formulas. If we consider 
-bZ 
4 Joo - .Cf. W ~ -f;jf' - - -
..:r (6,-t.) = e c,o:s Zwbdw = _V'"- .~ e zt 
Z vZ-t 
0 
then 
b o<> -Zl:wz f ./(o{1t) dct. = ; f e 
0 0 
5/N' z tJ b 
uJ 
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Then, defining 
£ 0 (b, t) = (A.21) 
0 
and more generally, defining 
0--1 o..- 1 o<> -Z-tu)z. i.uJb 0--I 
Ea (h, t) = 2rr (i > J e e w dw (A22) 
we notice that 
(.A23) 
Thus, the original integre.l. may be given the following evaluation 
. l·_, i: crx 
I [ o- - l/+o-'' o..-I ['] 
Ja.(Z,-t) = Z'Tl'i. . e o- F(cr)d<T = F(o)Ea(-t - z,,-t)-r S + z (A24) 
- u:x' I 
fer a residue of -z- hes to be taken into account at the origin in the 
~ase when a.-= o • ~ denotes the integrs.ls which have been estimated. 
By considering (.A20). (Al9), (Al8 ), (Al?), (Al5) end (A.14), and the 
number of times which similar integrals occur, an upper bound for the 
error ; can be found. If only the largest terms a.re written out, and 
arbitrarily, (3=- ff, w1 =-y~, 
a+/ a+! 
2 z r (a-t3) T {fa/< ff / F(ol/ ;+-I +fl 1T 3 rr ~- 3 i z 
where o (i 1 ) indicates terms which veni•h more rapidly than o.;1 
as t -'>'0. 
In the special case of F=I, M 1 = I~ M 2 =O • Thus 
I 
a+I 
t -z 
(A26) 
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or if O...=/ I~ I< 4 -r o(t1 ) 
-{3'1'r-t 
AllllO 
E/b, t) = _o_ r _!_ /I, {Ztfbt e - ":,.1 = _1_ e - -Z~-~ 
ab l z 111 -ifz,rrt' 
0 
(A27) 
(A28) 
Taking into consideration t he estimates (..:.26). (A.27) and the integrals 
(A.21). (J.24). and (A28) the previous results (AlOa) and (AlOb) are 
deduced, for 
~- ( z,-t) = ; {I-.;, ( x -t,-t) I .;-£0 (A29a) 
= _!_ } I - 1h/ (-2:.::".£ ) } 1- f z l 1 l/F) 0 
( z-t/-
n I ---z:r-~, (z1 t) == ~~ e + ~ 
vZ'[{i 
(A29b) 
It is also desirable to det e rmine the behavior of the solution 
for small values of t • At firs t let us consider only the integral 
for t he atep signal (A9e.) . A transformation valid for all t >0 , 
which pu.ta the integral into a form more suit a.ble for estima tion is 
d.= cr-t • Then (A9a) becomes 
.2:. o<. 
c;Z - -t 
u('X-t)= u~ f e -'r=t=+=d. =;-, do<. (A9a1 ) 
, Z'frl I t c!--
G 
wher@ G denotes a pa.th along t h e i maginary axis from - loo to+ i oo, 
indented to the right of the pol e a t t he origin. As before. the plane 
is slit, but now from - t: to - oo on the real a.xis. If we regard 
as new variables 
7o1. 
o(- --
r e -vt +d cJ_: 
G 
(A.30) 
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We can now obtain information about the solut ion near t he origin by 
regarding '? as fixed and studying (A30) for small t • :By t he mean 
value theorem 
O<A<I (A31 ) 
Substituting in (.A30) we obtain , 
'!~ 
( "t') Uo r of.. - 'l-fI' do<. 't 'l f c<. .. l)At'+o<. ' do.. u.. 7' == Z'!Ti e ~ 7 T e - ---
(A't-rcX.)3/2 
GI G 
{A32 ) 
The first integral gives the behavi or of the solution for small 1: , 
while the magnitude of the second can be estimated. In order t o ob-
tain the estimate we defo1~ the path of integrati on (G) of t he second 
integral so that it extends from - i. 00 t o - L on the i ll'l8gina.ry axia, 
circles the ori gin to the r i ght on the unit circle , and ext end&. from 
+ V-i 
+ i. to +loo on the imaginary axis. Then putting o< = e - -z 13 along 
the imaginary axis, define 
where 
i cS 
A1:+-i13 = ,/fl zTz+(3'<- ' e 
d /1 
( < < z ) J41 / I t , ,.; 
I 
1~. 
ao that 
Next, on 
dt 
the unit circle, let d..= e • 
i_fi-
it9. "le z 
e - lA't+-e 1~ 
e 
i (). 
e t'dtJ. 
Then 
(A 1: + e i tJ-y"3/z 
1T 
If z 
·m if> 
lv- -' .., I /J'?:+e = ~A 2't ""+.ZA"l' cosc9-+! e 7 then 
- / 6= 7,4,V 
end /a J < I~ I in the range considered. Now 
if) . .5 
z--t-z 
- fr z 
Estill!ating 
l'/e 
e 
-( z z )1/4 A I[ + ZA'l: C05 !).+I 
'1 C0 5 ( f -% ) 
C05 f) - ---------
(II :<. 'l:z+ Z /11: cos {).+-I) 1/4 
e 
' cS t"tJ..- 31. -4 
df) 
(A33a) 
(.A33b) 
Next we evaluate the first integral in (A32) in terms of known 
integrals. In light 
can be deformed into 
axie ie to - oo above 
clockwise direction. 
1 • Then 
of the previous argumcnto (p. A4) the contour 
(o+) 
c '( f ) , which rune from - oo below the real 
- 00 
the real axis circling the origin in a ~ounter-
There is a pole at the origin whose residue ie 
0 
~- = Z1ri-+-de( r 
0 
00 c:( 
= zrr;_ - z i J e - S/111 7-Yot ~o<. 
0 
or putting o<.=13 2 
2 
°"" -13 J = 211 ( - 4 i f e 51# '113 ~ 
G o 
The integral in (A34) is of the form of £ 0 in (A21) and ie 
Thus: 
o<. - '! -ire;: I J f e :~ =' zrrL 1- ffif ( % ) 
6l 
The solution (A9a) then is. from (A33) 
where 
and from (A33a ) , (A33b) 
/ t / ' ~r; [ 4 + rre J 
Similar results ean alao be obtained for the impulse signal. 
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(A34) 
(A35) 
(A.36) 
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APPENDIX ~ 
Non-Linear Longltudlnal WaTes 
A s i mple example of a non-line a r l ongi tudinal wave i s a. shock 
ve.ve. which in a r eal f luid i s of cours e not a dj scontin11i t y bu, t a 
continuous steep vartatl on. The effect of t he n on-line a rity i :n ms.in-
taining the eteepnelils and p reventing vi s com3 dispers ion of t he "llUV '3 
is vital, aJJ.d is los t in any linaarizad. t 1.eorJ. 
The a ct ual non-linear probl ems a r e very d.:tff' i r.:•.11 t and n ot • ;;:.t 
p res ent . c a.pa bl e of s olutiono However, t he mai n ef f -ect s ·:'!an bo shown 
by considering simplified p r ubl s ms. In th~ fallr:iwing s ec tion. G e..n 
appro.xima.te t reatmen·t o f we ak non~atationary wavea wil l b~ gi.v3n~ 
Ba, Baeic _~~tiona for Transg_nic_J!).ow 
Con3ider one• dlmensional long:i.tn.dina l flow with the T:.?lo .:1 t y 
u (x, t ) • The basi.c a.s s umpt i t>n ls tha.t a t x = - <X) t he flo·,.- .:i. s unifol'll 
and ot ead.v. slightly faster t han t he speed of sound; 
'~ 
u. = c +w-
- oo - oo 
(Bl) 
where t he cons tant c* ie tho spee d of soim d a t M = 1 . Under the 
eond i tion3 assumed, the flow i s isentropi c a t - oo and t he Bernoulli equa-
t i.on is 
z CZ 
g_ r -
Z. ~- / (B2) 
The equations to be s a -t;i sfied by the fl ow are c.,nt i~v.i t y. momentum, 
energy, end the perfec t gaa law (cf. 1.11 , 1.12, 1.13, 1 .14) 
(\ +. ( pu )x = 0 (B3a) 
(B3b) 
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{B3c) 
P= pR T (B3d) 
The assumptiona of no heat conduction. no heat addition to the system, 
and a perfect gas have been made. The fi rst step ia the de rivation of 
suitable e quations from (B3 ). 
Derivation of a Bernoulli eguation, includir g Tisoosi~ 
For conveni ence introduce a velocit~ potential P(x,t) such that 
(B4) 
Then integration o f the momentum equation (B3b) from - oo t o x y ields 
(B5 ) 
The r i ght hand side of (B5 ) can be integrated under certain perturb&-
t i on assumptions. For transonic flow assume that all the quantities 
di ffer slightly from the ir values at M = l. Thus 
p == p*"(1+s*) 
T= T*(! +tJ-*) 
and where all the quanti tiea * * * * /0 , 5 , tJ- , o<. << I 
duce a pert1irbation potential g; (X, t) such t hat 
is defin~d from the 
condition at ;t.= - oo 
{B6 ) 
Furtner in1iro-
148. 
(B7) 
where g>x <<co>(-
Then using (Bl), (B6 ), and (B?) and neglecting h igner order terms we 
approximate (B5) by 
* ' 'tf { 4 ,!(- , ,l P (x, t) = P _= +? 3 iJ Cf:z.x - c:ft h.. ( vie "° - Cfx)J (BB) 
(BB) is the required relationship and oxpr~4~ea tne pressure at arJ¥ 
point in t~rms or tne derivatives of the pe rturoation potential Cf • 
J2!..t1YaUon of an ewia.tiQ.A of mot1.2ll....1.n t erma of ttie pertl].rba.tion 
po ten 1!.W gi : 
Multiplying the mo~ent~m equation (B3b) by u yields 
uu +-u.u. =-- P -1- - u u.u.. z u. 4 1 } t x r :x. 3p / ')'.. x (B9) 
The continuity. energy and state equatioLs of (B3) can be used to 
eliminate Px since 
(BIO) 
Then (B9) and (BlO) are combined as 
(Bll) 
Introducing the perturbation &s 8umptions (B6) and (B7) in (Bll) and 
neglecting smaller terms, we have 
-'le { * . *( * *)} c Cfxt -r .<.c Cfx, - a p - s {Bl2) 
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In order to obtain an equation for Cf • we eliminate r; from (Bl2) 
by using the Bernoulli equation (B8) and we relate p-jf- and s* by 
u1ing the energy equation (B3c). Introducing the perturbati on 
assumptions in the enGrgy equations 
... z z 
( 3L-r c-Jf ~)(L - s*),,,, ~ 0 -><- ('<5-1) (~) ?Jt 8X o 3 c* 2 (IX (Bl3a) 
or integrating 
~i!f -}( ~ y-5 =f(x-c t) +J(:i::,t) (:Sl3b) 
where I = integral of the dissipation, and J ( -oo , t) = O 
The flow is isentropic at x= -oo 10 that f=O and 
-If * ~-fl /o - 5 = - ---::-v· w 
-00 -00 c -oo (:814) 
Hence 
"''It - s = -:;r - i> m - Cf} - a co -'<' lf-1 { 4 *' -If l 
r- cit- 3 , x-z , -1: 7 -z (:815) 
Then using (:88) and (Bl5), we obte.in from (Bl2) the followin.g basic 
equation for <f(x,t) • 
Non-linear terms which allo\lt for both the steepenin.g of the wave 
(u ~~)end Tariationa in the local speed of sound are pr~sent in this 
equation. It should be remembered t:ta t the equation ia expressed in 
a 1ystem o! coordinates where the flow is slightly supersonic at -x= - oo • 
Notice aleo that the dis~ipation integral does not occur in the right 
nand aide but only in the lo~er order terms. 
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Bb. Tran~9EiC Flow Through a Shock WaTe 
Ste8.dy-state solution: For a shock wave which ie alr~ndy de vel oped 
Cf - Cj(-z) and (Bl6) becomes 
(Bl?a) 
where 
)'.: 
"J l 9' } "' j ~ ( >f'-I) ( Cf ~zf; d F; 
J 
(Bl7b) 
- 00 
It ia now assumed that the dissipa~~~n in (1317a) ie slll8.l.l enough 
t o be neglected and (Bl7a) is then integrai:ed from -oo to x • to giYe 
z z - dw w-w =i)-
-oo dx where 
8-iJ* 
---=3 
3('5'+1) 
(Bl8) mq also be integrated and if x=O when w-=O we obtain 
Aleo we haTe the potential 
if Cj(o) = 0 
(Bl8) 
( Bl9) 
{B20) 
(Bl9) represents a velocity distribution which is supersonic at x=-oo 
and aubaonic at X = °"' , with a continuous Tariation which is mo s t 
rapid in the neighborhood of the origin ;l'.:= O • For amaller Talu.es of 
v-lf thia region of re.pi.d change becomes increasingly narrower e.nd &J>-
proa.chea ze ro as r>* __,,. O • 
The important effect of t he non-linearity in allowing a t ran-
sition from W > O, (supersonic flow) , tow < 0 , (subsonic flow) is 
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thus shown. This tre.nsi.tion is missing in any linearized t heory. 
As a check on the approximations the o~der of magnitude of the 
dissipation integral (Bl?b) can be found uaing t he aolQtion (Bl8). 
We obtain 
T "'toa 3 { 2 l~0oz. I .J.- /J 3 11"'.':ooz} J(X) =(~-/) - - -+~ -----~ --
C'f- 3 .3 ~ 3 t5" 
so that the total dissipat ion i s 
(B21) 
This indicates that the di ss i pation can be neglect~d if the Ma.ch 
number ahead of the wa~e is sui'!iciently close to 1. Actually the 
1tea.dy state problem including the vi&cosity and dissipation can be 
solved for waves of arb1 tra.ry strength (See Ref 16 ). However the 
viscosity is assumed tc be cona t ant in that derivation. For a strong 
wave the variations of vi scostty and heat conduct i on "itb temperature, 
and the dhsipati on all become important. The weu wa.v~ assumption 
is the onl y one cocsistent with e.ssUll11ng conu t ant viscosi t y. 
An approxim:!lte non-stP.E1dy solu.tion : In this approximatlon th$ integral 
of the dies i pation is again nogJ.ect ed. Fu1·t.her, jr;. o:'d.er to simplify 
tt.e problem, t.te assumption i a 11U.1de that 
so that certain t~rir.e in (Bl6) may be negl&i:::ted. Thie i s an apprc·xi-
ma.ti.on whic h bei:! <"•mt! s bf!· tter for large t wher. the solution will be 
shown to approach the s te ady state. (Bl6) :\a thus apprc..x1.mated by 
(B23) 
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Integration of (B23) from- = to x gi.ves 
(B24) 
since 
equation f or ~hich the general solution of the initial vs.lue problem 
for the domain (-oo < x < 00? -t ~ o) c8l.r. be given. Only a special 
example is treated here which is the diffuaion by viscosity of an 
initially sharp wave front . The initial ciloice is the solution 
for a weak wave witnout viscosi ty and the:: at t =O the •iecosiiy ie 
introduced. The initial condi.tions are 
Cf(X, O) = +- W X 
-oo 
=- w x 
-00 
The solution is found by as2uming 
Cf(x, t ) = F [ti-cx,t) } 
X<O 
I( >O (B25) 
(:826) 
where CJ ( z, -t ) is to satisfy a . linear equation and the function F 
must be determined~ Such an assumption about the solution ia sug-
gested by similarity solutions of (B24). Under the assumption (.B26), 
(B24) becomes 
F
1( CJ.J!1i +~I {F 1~&) &zz - ~,: } = 23°~ { p'(sJ61:-rF(&) &x7- 1 (:827) 
(B27) ie satisfied if -cf+/ F' 2 = Zv* F 11 
4 3 (B28) 
and 
t9 _ _ !_ '2f+I W z = 2
3
vl<' t9,.,,,,, 
-!: FC&) 4 - 00 ,...,._ (B29) 
The general solution of (B28) is 
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The cone tan ts c2 • c, may be chosen l1y haTing Cf~ i9- as 0:1 -o , and 
having F = 0 where {!) = O • Then 
(:830) 
(:831) 
and the linear equations to be satiafied by tJ ia a modified heat equa.-
ti on 
&- _ ';1+1 (i _ _!_ &) ~ z0""' 0 t 4 i) 3 xx (B32) 
The boundary conditions for (B32 ) are found from the formulas rela~ing 
& , <f thr ough t he known function F: 
<Jl(z.,t)=-0~{/- ~ &(x,t) } 
iJ(x,t) • 0 [I-.MJ- [ - ~ 'J'(X,t)]) 
Thua using (B25) the initial conditions for (B32) are 
;1':<0 
(B33a) 
(B33b) 
(B34a) 
(B34b) 
The solution to (B32) sat isfying the boundary conditions (B34) may be 
obtained by Laplace t r1C1sformation or other methods as 
z (i! +I) W:.<><' t 
fJ(')'. t) = ~ {1+ ~ e - z v 
I V 
(B35) 
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It may be verified that (B35) satisfies the boundary condition (B34b) 
by virtue of the formula 
oo ~ -I :J'(: I X, 
~=)'. ~ ~ fE(_ (H~:;;, +~) d'L= e 
0 l/d\ 20 
Thus the potential veloc ity dis tribution and ~>Oare obtained for 
(¥+! )z ~°" Zt Joo e - rr:t ___ Co<V_~(_t~z_:_*_._x-'-) __ d1: 
m' ( (~+!)_::-;;, +i-) 
-v;; Zv 0 
t 0 (~+/) 
e 
(a'+/)W_;-,,tj"" -'tt Coo'(-~31::'i'x) 
,, __ , w-_001'.. I 2-'0 zv 
z~---- -e e ·-----d'L 
15 11'0 (? ((pl~! +r-) 
0 1JZ0* \ 2 'z) 
Thia solution (B37) approaches the steady-state solution (B30) very 
rapidly because of the exponentia l damping with time. The 
may be computed from the solution (B37) and it can be seen 
ratio ?t 
c Cf~ 
t hat for 
t > o this term is very smaJ.1 except when x~o , where Cf-x.=0 • For any 
fixed x# O the ratio becomes very Pmall after some time. 
Thus one simple example has been given where the steady state 
of the shock wave is the limit of special non-steady solution. The 
problem had to be simplified greatly in order to make an analytical 
(B36) 
(B37a) 
(B37b) 
(B3 7c) 
treatment possible. However, the essential features of non-linearity 
and viscosity were r etained. 
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APPENDIX C 
Non-Linear Effects in Transversal Waves (One-Dimensional) 
In this appendix non-linear effects which arise in a transversal 
motion are s t udied briefly. In the cases which are studied hore the 
important non-linear effects are the dissipative ones, due to viaeos-
ity and heat conduction. Aa an example we can consider the flow gen-
erated by the transversal(i.s. parallel to X) motion of an infinite 
plane ( If = o) • Then the component of velocity u parallel to the wall 
will be produced for the moat part by the transverse shearing effect 
(as in 9 2.3). However the dissipative effects, involving squared 
terms such&• u~z, Vyz , produce viscous heating important near 
the wall. This heating aets up a pressure gradient P'f and a longi-
tudinal velocity wave lf' h produced. Thus, the dissipation couples 
longitudinal and t ransversal waves. 
For a more complete di scussion, consider the following equations 
of motion, which can be derived from the fundamental equations (1.11-
1.14) by considering all functions to depend on((f,t) 
put+ ;° 'VU':J= (juLJ)y ~-momentum (a) 
4 fVf+fVVy =y ( !'- V-y)'f - p'j 'f -momentum. (b) 
fi- +(;;v)'f =0 Continuity (c ) (Cl) 
Energy (d) 
Sta.te (e) 
A typical 
problem for the system (C 1) is a determination of the flow field for 
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':f > o when the plane fj= o is given a prescribed motion 
parallel to itself and the tamperat11re at the wa11 Tw- (or heat n ow 
through th~ wall) ia also prescribed with time. In this case trans-
veraal velocit y waves. longitudinal velocity and pressure waves. and 
temperature waves all ariae. 
An exact solution of t he problem is not feasible ao that variou• 
approximate procedures mu.st be used. One ~ethod, somewhat &nalogoua 
to the classical bound.ary'-layer t heory, ha• been carried out by 
s. Oorrgin (Ref. 55) for the plate suddenly starting in motion with a 
constant velocity. In this work the main attention is concent rated on 
the velocity profile parallel to the plate. P is assumed constant and 
\t<< u.. in the first approximation. The verticsl. velocity v- i • found 
from the continuity equation where the variations in f are known. 
The results indicate that the velocity profiles become more nearly 
linear funetion1 of (~Y~) as the speed of starting becomes 4 or 5 
rvr 
times the speed of sound. 
We ta.ke a different viewpoint here in accordance with our previon1 
vork. We attempt again to get the overall picture for a much s impli-
fied problem. First let us eliminate the temperature by means of the 
equation ot atate. Then equations (Cld) and (Cle) can be combined 
to read 
P, + V- 1/, -( ~) ( f't + f'y ) o {?f-1) f' { U:, +; ~y < i H'H) [ k (:d; J.l (ca) 
It can be noted tha.t if the dissipation u ~ ig omitted f rom (C2 ) , the 
three equations (Clb), (Cle),. (02) form a system for (P, f• v) • Then u.. 
could be found afterwards from <Ola). Thus this dissipation term, in 
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a eenae, ia the vital coupling between the longitudinal and transversal 
wave systems. Then, for simplification we adopt a certain "linearizing" 
process which retains this term but eliminates all other non-linear dif-
ficulties. Assume 
1) f = fo (/-t- 5 ) 5 <<I 
ii) P=~ (!+p) p << / 
iii) j'- ~ Jlo k. = 0 (no heat conduction) 
iv) u,v both small 
v-u. '1 <.< I). t: v-v-'1 << v-t 
Then the system (Cl) together vith (C2) becomes the following system 
ot "linearized" equations 
(a) 
(b) 
(03) 
(c) 
(d) 
With this a1mpl1f1cation u is determined as u (tJ,t) , fi rst, a• in 
Ref. 55, under zero initial conditions and the bound&ry condition 
u (o, t) = f(t) t > o • When u. 1a known the right hand aide of (C3d) 
is a known function, representing the distribution of diaaipation due 
to the transverse motion u.. Th::.s, under the proper boundary condi-
tions V-, P~ 5 cen be found from (C3b) , (C3c), (C3d). 
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Equation (C3d) ca.n be integrated with respect 
t 
¥ (a- 1)-V r z 
p (y,t) =Y5(91 -t)+- c z J u 4 (lJ/t)d.1: 
0 
to time to give 
(C4) 
Equation (C4) shows the deviation from an isentropi c process due to the 
dissipation in this approximation. Elimination of the presaure from 
(~3b ) leads to the following system for v-,s 
... 
4 2 0 
- -vv- - \I. - c 5'f == (~-1) -u -
.3 Ylf & 'O':f f u.,: {~,'IC) d'f: 
0 
(a) 
(CS) 
(b) 
When v; 5 are found from (C3) . p(tf , t:) is given by equation (04). 
System (05) is identical with the syst em whose fundamental solution 
is discussed in Appendix D. This permits an interpretation of the 
right hand side of (C5a). 
t 
- y (y t) == (tf-/)-r.J 2-
1 'ZJ '1 I u./·r':f,lf:')d'L (C6) 
0 
as a variable external force in the y -direction. The solution to 
(05) cen be obtained by application of the integral formula (D33) of 
Appendix D. An equat i on for v- iteelf can be obtained also by elim-
inating 5 from ( C5a) 
(07) 
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APPENDIX D 
.Q~tructlon of Fundamental Solutions~ 
In §2.1 an intuitive discussion of the concept of f undamental 
solution was given. In this appendix the fundamental solutions of 
t he linearized viscous equations are constructed for various cases. 
They are found as cert ain integral representations, and approxima.te 
formulas are obt ained i n special cases. A rather general theorem on 
f undamental solutions is proved in the course of t he analysis. In 
addition, it is indice.ted how solutions for boundary-value problems 
may be obtained by using tne f undamental solutions in integral form-
ulas. The basic ideas in this appendix a.re due to A. V. Pleijel. 
See also Ref. 21, 23, and 60 . 
Da. One-Dimensional Non-Stationary Waves 
The equat ions of moti on in one dimension cen be written in terms 
of dimensionless variables and functions as: 
u - u - s = -X (x t) 
X'J'. t X ' (Dla) 
(Dlb) 
The function X is given fo r all x and t >,..Oand i s assumed to be zero 
for t<O. With the aid of a fundamental solution, u(-z,t) and S(:r.,t) , 
the solutions to Dl in (-0o "'° x.,oo, t:>;--O) with homogeneous boundary 
conditio~s. may be expre~sed a.s integrals involving the given func-
tion X • More explicitly, the conditions are: 
Zero initial condit i ons: 
u. ("X.,o) = 0 
5 (':z., (')) = 0 
Conditions of dampine at = 
U (± oa, -t) = 0 
s(± o-o,t) = O 
(D2a) 
(D2b) 
(D3a) 
(D3b) 
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U (X,oo} = 0 
5 (X,oo) = 0 
(D4a) 
(D4b) 
The function X is assumed t c have p r operties whi~'l.1 make these condi• 
tions possible. 
Then a fundamental solution of thia Rystem in the half-plane 
t > O is defined as a pair of functions r(:.._,c; 'ii,'l'), 5(x, -L, -g, 'l) 
such that 
00 = 
u(::r.,t) [ J r(z.,t;'G,1:) XC~,T) d1:d~ (D5a) 
-00 0 
00 00 
.s(x,t)== J f 5 C'X,-t; 5,'l> X(~,'l) d 1: d'f. (D5b} 
- 00 0 
is the solution to (Dl) under the conditions (D2). D3), and (D4). It 
follows from the homogeneity of the system (Dl) that rand 5 ean de-
pend only on the differences -t-1: • x- ~ • Further, it is assumed that 
r and 5 are identically zero for 't> t. This means that the solution 
at a time t does not depend on the behavior of the function X(f,T) 
e.t a time later than t • Thus,.we may rewrite (D5) as 
= -t 
ufa,t) = J J r(z - ~, t - r:) X<?i,'f:) d't-dr; 
- 00 0 
oa -t sc~,tJ=-J J 5('.l'. - ~,-t - 't) X("<i,~)df:d~ 
(D6a) 
(D6b) 
The problem of finding r and 5 for the partial differential equations 
(Dl) can be ~educed to the problem of finding tho fundamental solution 
of an ordinary differential equation if the time varia,ble 1111 eliminated 
from (Dl) by the use of La.place tr&.nsforms. In the following we denote 
Laplace transforms by bars over the symbols. Thus: 
00 - o--t ~ {f / = f(X~cr)= J e f(z, t)dt (D?) 
0 
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An applic.ation of th.is tr-ansforma.tion and of the convol u t ion 
t heo r e m (Ref.2 ) t c (D6) y ields: 
00 
u. ( x .. , cr)= J r (x. -'i:;~rr} x (~;.r)d~ (D8a) 
- ex:> 
s(z,o-) = J 5 ( x - fi,o-) X( I; ;u)d ~ (DBb) 
- C><> 
An application of the transformation to equations (Dl ), ta.king 
account of the zero ini tie.1 condition (D2 ). gives the following 
subsidiary equations: 
d
z_ 
u _ ds -
-- - cru--=-X 
d:i:.z d-:r:. 
du _ 
--t~s =0 dx. 
and boundary conditions (D3) become 
u(:±:oo;o-) = 0 
(D9a) 
(D9b) 
(DlOa) 
(DlOb) 
Now we can obtain the following ordinary differential equation fer 
u. (-x; o- ) from (D9): 
er+! dzu _ -
- - -- - o-u= -XCx-.r> 
<r d'Xz " (Dll) 
The form of (D8a) indi.cates that F (x- ~) la just the fundamen·tal 
solution of (Dll) according to the usual definition {Ref. 1, Vol. II. 
P• 302). We have 
- I r ( z - ~; 0-) = ---=:.;- e 
2 l /h:r 
(Dl2) 
'J.1hu.f; the d.etarmi~w.t ion o f the fun<13Jllenta.1 solu.t.ion r depends on an 
:l.nversion of r. Thia is easily expressud by the c omplex invarallJll 
f ormu 1 a. (Ref. 2) as 
1 62. 
loo cr-(t - 1:) 
r (z-<s t-TJ=-'.-J 
I }!fr£ -"'e---e 
.t. -'/1-1-tr' 
d<T (Dl3) 
-loo 
so that 
The relationship (D9b) is valid for the fundamental aolut ion so that 
er 1x.- ~I 
v1+cr loo cr-(t-1:) 
5 Cx- i; t - 1:) = - 1-. f e e 
' Z'/fl 2 (/+ <r} 
(Dl4) 
-loo 
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Db. Integral Formulas. Boundary-Value Probleme. 
Formulas (D6) show how a solution of the non-homogeneous system 
(Dl) is constructed if the initial conditions are zero and if the 
domain is unbounded ( - oa < -x < 00 ). In order to solve more general 
problems with non-zero initial conditions and with other boundary 
values, more general integral formulas will have to be derived. This 
is carried out below by an extension tu t~- system (Dl) of the method 
used for second order pare.bolic equations ~ '1ef. 56, P• 129; Ref. 3, 
Vol . III, p. 130). This method involves in particular an analysis 
of the singularity of the fundamental solution. An integral formula 
is proved for a rectangle. This leads immediately to a representation 
formula for the solution in a half-plane (t >t17 -oo < '.l:'.<oo) • In part-
icular, this formula includes (D6) as a special case. A representa-
tion fonnula for a quadrant is also found by use of a reflection 
principle. By a similar procedure, integral formulas could be proved 
for the higher-dimensional cases whose fundamental solutions are con-
structed in this appendix. Thia has not been carried out in the 
present report; see, however, Ref. 21 for the incompressible case, 
end Ref. 23 and 60 for the compressible case. 
Consider the original system 
L ( u, s) = u x x - u.t - s-x = - X C-:x., t) 
U.'X-1-5-t = 0 
and the adjoint system. 
Then 
L ( 1.v-1 er)= w-x-x 7- w-t + cr 'X = 0 
w-~ -t-</-1; = 0 
w- L(u..
1 
s ) - u L (w-, o- ) = w-(uxx - ut - sx) - u( w xx-t-wi: +-o-.,J = - w X 
(Dla) 
(Dlb) 
(Dl5a) 
(Dl5b) 
= l w- [ u.x. - s ]- u [wx -1-a--J~~ - wu)t -(so-) t -= - w- X (Dl6) 
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by usin~ (Dlb) and (Ul5b). The equation (Dl6 ) is now integrated 
I 
o, .. er the domain G consisting of the rectangle boimded by x,, 'X0 , t, , t' 
(Fig. Dl). Thus, using (~1 T) as variables of integrat ion. 
or 
t' 
J J wL(u, 5)-uL(w,rr)d'td~=- Jf wXdt-df 
G, I G,' 
'.'.l::o lt0 t' f {w-[ug-5]-u [wf;+q-J} d't-J (w-u. + 5<!") I r/F. = - J f wXd1:df 
ti 
t 
t 
I 
t I 
x, J:-, t, 6' 
G/ 
x, Xo 
Figure D.l 
(Dl 7) 
(Dl 7 1 ) 
A representation for:nula for the solution u. at p oint (x,t) in terms 
of certain boundary valu'3s can now be obtained from (Dl 7'). To do 
this w- is taken to be the fundamental solution of (Dl) associated 
with the point ('X,t) , r(z.-~, t-1:) as given by (Dl3), and <!" to be 
S(x-f;, t-?:) of (.014) . 'l'he f;,r:Uula (Dl 7 ) still holds dnce r , 5 
consi dered. as functions of (fi,'l:) a r e solu.t iong to the adjoint syatem 
(Dl5). As will b e s h1) 'wn;; r'('r.- ~,t-'t) has a sir_gularity at X=~ 
on the line 1:=- t and fo r t hat reason the integr~ls ln (Dl 7 ) a.ro taken 
e n the line t'< t • Tha limi t ing pro..:edu.rrJ t'_,,.t is nNeded to represent 
the soluti1)ns u ( z, t) ti.nd th t s pro C!edura depends varJ m<rnh upon the 
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a 1 ngulari ty of r • By methods s ~.m ilar to those appl hd t •J ( A9a r ) 
in Appendix A a.n evaluat ion of (Dl3) for small t - T can be obt a:l.ne i. 
We have 
where lt;I < c# -1:' 
2 (x-~) 
-4(& -'l) tJ 
e + c1 {D1 8 ) 
C is a poai ti " a ~m•:atant 
Now consider up defin9d by 
Xo 
up= l r(x- ~, t-t') u.(g, t ')d~ {D.19e. ) 
;l:. ( z 
I Xo - :z- 5) X.o 
= ?·~vt -1..l_,, f e 4 (t-t') u(f,t)df+J ~ u(?;,t 1)d"f; ~I'll L (Dl 9b) 
I ~ ~ 
As t--t the eecond integral. in (Dl9b) vanishes whil.e tho fir•J ~.; c a.-; 
be evaluated. We have 
;2'.o Xo 
J -£1 u{ ~ t') d f .::. cft? J /uC~,t'Jld?;~o 
x, 
as 
:r., 
assu.ming 
?:'.o i lu / d ~ 
X-, 
exists. Also, intl'o:iucing t he l.'ra.nafortna.tion 
i nto the first integral of (Dl9b),we obtain 
ftz -ftz ~ u.9 = ,~ k-n_ J u (x+ ZA~, t ' ) e d.it (D2l) -t ~ t Vlt t~t 
.il, 
The limits "'111 i\z have different values depending on the loco.t.ti:>n of x. 
For 
I 
x, < ?'.'. < x0 , as t-t ; .il. 1 ~ - 0<1, Az- +-oo so that 
'"P ~ ;,,, u (-x,t ) r e-A~A - U ( Z ,t) (D22) 
- 00 
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For -::t< x 1 < -x.0 
Also i .f z, = z 
O.t' X, < ;t0 ~ X 
u -o p 
; ;J.1 - ;tz ~ :t = s o that 
/l / - 0 ; /I 2 ----+- -t- oo and 
Up.._.. + ll (~17 t) 
(D23) 
(D24) 
The behavior of the fundament al s olution 5 a.s t'-. t mus t also be det er-
m:i.netlo A t'o:r.rnala dmilar to (Dl8) can be obtaine d which shows that 
fo ·t> small i -'t 
5 ( l: -5 t -'t) = -i ..v.tfc- ! (x-EI} + error term 
I ! 2 -Vt -1:' (D25) 
Ta.king the er~or . term t o be negligible as beforo (Dl9),~~ ob t ain 
Xo 
t'-..t 
5 p = .L,.;.,, 
I ; L + f .<~ } s (~ -t') d 'f ~ Cz - rJ 
!
+ ;, r~ u~:·: 1 S(f, t)df + ~ r~ 12~ 15 (5,t 'J d•-r (H) 
~ X-6 
' -+ I~ Uril 5(f t')d'i j 
-t:--t 
'):'. f-6 
I & , 5p j ~GS (x+fl€. , t) where c. :ls as small as we please, i 1-.t 
since RJrf:- oo = o, / ¥ x /<I 
Thu a 5p - 0 as t'~ t (D26) 
Using t he rG:ml t s of (D22). (D23). and (D26) in t he int egral form-
ula, one finds 
f ~~ x 
[ { r(z -!;, T-T) [ u5-s ]-u [r, +5] / I d'l'- '-'p' f [ru. 5sl. j<· f Jr X d'l:dS (D27) 
t ~ =?::, :r., 6j 
A representation formul a for t he soli.ition in the half-pl ane t > o is 
obtained from (D27) by let ting z_
0
___,,. +oo, x, ~ - °"' • Then the first 
'lntegral.s i n {D27) vanis h due to the exponent.t~l damping of the 
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f undamental solutions as {x, --- -oo} • and u..p is given by (D22). I:f 
at the same time t, = O , (D2?) be comes 
00 00 t 
U. ( X , l) f frc-x-~,t) u. (>;.;,o)+ 5 (x-~,t ) S(~,o)}c/?"; + ff r(x-5,t-'l')X(~, 't)d1"dG (D28) 
-oo 0 
(D28) expresses ll.(z.,t) in the domain (-oo<-X < oo , t:::-o ) in terms of 
the initial values u.(-x.,o), 5(')::.,0) and the given f unction X • It 
should be noted that a knowledge of 5(-:t, o) h equiva.lent to a know-
ledge of u.t (X, o) by (Dla). 
u.. and ut. would be the initial data prescribed if a problem for u. 
alone were to be solved. The equation in that case is 
(D29) 
It ahou1d also be noted that the initial data required(u..,ut) are just 
those needed for the wave equation u.?'-'J'. -u.tt = F( :t, t) • Thi.s is 
consietent 'with a treatment of (D29) by means of the Laplece t rE.ns-
fo rmation. However,the solution of (D29) is very different from the 
eolution of a wave equation in its dependence on the initial data. 
Equation (D28) show that the solution u ( x, t) depends on the enti re 
distribution of initial data (- 0o < x < oo) whereas the solution of 
a ~erbolic wave equation at a point P depends only on t hose initial 
data. on a finite part of the line t = O. 
A representation fo rmula. f o r the domain (o ~ X<=, t·;o;,O ) can alao 
be obtained from (D27) either by constructing a Gr~en 1 e funct i on for 
the domain or by a process of reflection analogous t o that used in 
potent ifll theory. We will t:;.Be the la.t ter procedure. Let X 1 -= o, 
'.l'.-0 __,, oo , t, = 0 in (D27) and obt.ain 
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t s { r I 7', t-1:) [ u.ro, '<) -5 !o,'t-) ]- u(o,1:) [rt (x, t-1:)+ 5( X, t-1:) J l d1:-Up 
0 
00 00 t 
+ f [ru+-5st=0d~=- J d~ f r(x-f.,-t-'l) X ('f;,'l:)d'l: (D30) 
0 ° 0 
For x :::> o , up 13 given by (D22 ), and (D30) becomes the integral 
formula 
t 
u ('X,t) j r(z.,t-T) [u~(c,'t)- 5(o,'t'J] - u(o,1:) [rc:(x,t-'L)+-5 (~,-t -TJ] 
0 
00 
-t- }[r(x--5,'.-) u(-g,o)+ 5fr-r;,-t) s (~1 0)] d"g 
0 
00 t 
+ Jd~ f r(x -f;1 t-'t)X(g,1:)d1: (D3la) 
0 0 
(D3l) ia not a representation fonnula because too ma.ny conditions 
(u.., ux, 5) are required on the line X=O • Two of these mey be el1Dl-
1nated by cons ider:t.ng (D30) at the reflect~d point (- x, t) • Then up~ o 
from (D23), end (D30) beco~es 
t 
o= jfr(-z,t-1:) [u.;(o,1:)- 5(o,'l)J-u(o,'l') [!f<- x,t-'l)+5(-:z,t-'C')Jid'f 
0 00 
+ j[rr-x-~,t) u(Ro ) -1-S ( - x-g,t) s(~,o)Jd~ 
0 
00 t 
+J d~ f r(-x-~, t.-'l) X("F£,1:°)d'l (D3lb) 
0 0 
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Bt'l.t an intJpection o f (Dl3) ·and (Dl4) sho\lls th.at r and 5 have the 
following properties 
rc:x..,t-'t) = r( - z,t-TJ 
5(- x,t-T) = -5(x,t-'t) 
r. (-X t -'t) "' -- ,..,(x t-'t) ~ ' 'i; I 
Hence subtracting (D3lb) frcm (D3la) we obtain, 
t 
u.(x,t)=-zJ { fi<x ,t-'t)+ 5(x,t-'l')1 u(o,'tJd1: 
0 
00 00 
(D32a) 
(D32b) 
(D32c) 
+ j{rcx-f.t) -r(- ~ - .:;t)} u. (r;,,o)df + J { 5 (z.-f,t) + 5 ( - z - ~, t>} s(5,o)d~ 
0 0 
00 t 
+ j df f { r( x- ~Ii- t) - r(- z -f, t-'l') 1 X(f;,'t)d'l: (D33) 
0 0 
for ;t >O, t ::-O 
(D33) is the reqD.ired representt.ticm formula useful for a "piston° 
probl.E11t:1 01· mixed boi;ndary value problem where the ve.lue of u(o,t) 
is given for a.ll t > 0 • 
The representetion formulas thus give the solution and show what 
tou!1.dary val1.ies are needed for a given domain. It should be remarked 
t hat not much additiorr.al work ii> required if a domain more general 
lh~r, G, is considered. nAmely one havine; rather ganera.l curves for 
~;h<' side bounde.ries. instead of x
1 
= ·con st~ant. -x0 = constant. 
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~LongHu~inal Non-station.al';{ Waves in Higher Dimensions 
In this section the method of Da w:ill be appl:1.ed to cases of 
mort:: spa.ct!1 dlmerrnl or,so In pertl.cnle.r, we shall find the veloc:i ~;y 
r'.Jt1 'i'ntie.l p of longitudinal wave~ i.n two a!l.d three space dimen.sionB .. 
'l'he eqi;atioirn fo1• the pot, fmti til (c.f o 1.52 ) wri tt.en in terms of di-
(D34a) 
LJ Cf + 5-t = 0 (D34b) 
L1 = I.a.pla.ctS operEt. ~- ~:i r in. two or t hre-e space dimensions. 
~he fundamental solution. ae bofoi-e, is asst;med t o depend only upon 
n 
lU.:.;tan,-;e r . and time shift t-'t • Here f"'z= "(x -F· )z 
_L.J l l 
1=1 
whe re: n== Z or 3 depending on the nu.ruber cf· space dimensions. 
the fundamtlnt1;1l soluticn is a. pnl1· of fu.n.ctiong: 
if?== p Cr , t-'t) 
S= 5Cr, t -1:) 
(X) t 
<:j(zi,i) = f d?:,i f P(r,-t -1:)2,(5i.
1
1:)d1:' 
- 00 0 
00 t 
s(XL, t) = J dxi f 5 (r, t-1:) ::=:; (~i. 11:)d1: 
- oO 0 
Thus 
(D35a) 
(D35b) 
is th~ solution to (D34) -..-ith homogeneous boundary cond:\ tions a t oo 
oO 
ar"d zero in:l Hal condit i ons. In (D35) J d·;i:i represents integra-
tl~n over the entire two or three dimensional space. The introduc-
t1on of La.pla.ce transforms as i n (Da) s hows that p (r;o-) is the 
fundam~nt&.l solution of the pnrt~~l differentittl equa.tion: 
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(D36) 
The requirement& for e. fundamental solu.tion are similar to those for 
an ordinary differential. equation. Hence, i n two JU!_ace dim~nsions 
the Laplace transforms of the fundamental solut i on are: 
- I ~ ( r · o- ) = - _5!:_ 
' Z'!l' o-+ I K (~) 0 v J+o-' (D37a) 
- z ( I <T <F( 5 (r ; cr ) = - - ( - ) K - ) zrr It-a- 0 -J1+ rr (D37b) 
where 
The complex inversion formula yield~ 
l oc cr (t-1:) 
p(r, t- 'T:)=Z~L )_L: 2~ !~fT Ko(~~:) do- (D38e.) 
i oo o-(t - T:) Z 
5(r t- 1:) = _::_L J e - 1 (~) I< ( err ) do-
, Z fl' l Z'fl t+cr 0 VI t-o-
and (D38b) 
- loo 
In three space dimenaions the Laplace tre.nsfol"1'1\R of the fundamentJ.U 
solution ar~ 
crr 
- I I - V/+lT ti (r;o-) = - - - - e 
4fl'r /+CT 
(D39a) 
o- r 
- - -
- I o- e V 1-t-<r 5 (r ; er) "' - 4 fir (u- crf (D39b) 
where 
The inversion fol"l!lula gives 
loo o-Ct-'l) 
~ (r t -1:) - - 1- J e - 1- --
, - Z'Trl 4'/lr /-f-0-
er r 
e - -Yt+o-' do- (D40e.) 
- i.oo 
5(r ,i -'f: ) = ---1-. f°"eo-(t.-1:) _! __ <r_ e - 1)~:;,. do-
Z'frL J 4frr /+o- (D40b) 
- i.oo 
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Dd. A General Theorem about Fundamental Sol u.t ion1 
We would now like to find the fundamental solut ion of tho full 
system of linearized equations for various cases (e.g. (l .37)). 
These equations are considers.bly more complicated than those ti·eated 
in (Da) and (Db). In order to simplify t~e work . a general theorem will 
be proved in this aection which reduces the problem of finding t he 
fundamental solution fo r a typical system tv that of finding the funda• 
mental solution of a single simpler eque.t :!.~n. This t heorem w:!.11 be 
applied to various cases in the following sections . 
The theorem is derived for solutions defined in an n-o5mensionel. 
vector space Rn whose points are denoted by x , ~ • 
be two linear differential matrix operators defined on vec t or fi;nc-
tion over Rn . Then the problem ia the determinat ion of the f und.a-
111ental matrix (tensor) r (z, !;) for the differential. equat ion 
(D41) 
where& a, b, k are constants 
X(x)i& a given vector function defined over Rn and vani shing 
suitably at infinity~ 
The solution u(x)to (D4l) is also a vector function and the f undamental 
solution is defined by the requirement the.t the sol ution. s a tisfy i ng 
homogeneous boundary condit i ons is 
Theorem: 
u (x) =I r (x, ~) X(~ ) d~ (D42 ) 
Rn 
If M, and Mz are H.near diff'!.!rential ms tri x opera.tors such 
that 
(D43a) 
and Mt -Mz = t9. 1L 
where 1L = n-dimensional uni t mat rix= 
& = a scalar linear differential 
then the fundamental solution r(z,G) 
(' 1. 0) 
0 . I 
oper ator, 
of (D41) is given by 
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(D43b) 
(D43c) 
(D43d) 
(D44) 
where 't!k (1'., 5) is the fwidamental solu~. l n of the scalar dif!e?""-
ential equat ion f o rmed with & , 
(D45) 
is defined, i n t he usual way, by the requirement 
that V(x)satisfying (D45 ) and homogeneous boundary conditions be given 
by 
The theorem will 
YrzJ • J <I:<, <J Yi<! dE 
n 
now be proved. I n the proof 
(D46) 
it is convenient to use 
the fact that 
62~ =O {D47) 
in ord.er to represent ;-. in another form. We may write 
(D48a) 
when we define 
U, = ~ z { ff -x0 } (D48b) 
Uz = k~ { 21' ft -«o} (D48c) 
This is equivalent to (D44). °' and U2 are now regular at :<: ~ ~ 
because the singularity of ~ 111 independent of k. 
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Proof: The theorem will be proved if i t is shown that 
(a. M1 - b/l.12 -k 2 ) J r(z,'f.)X{l;) dt" = - Xc'.I".! (D49) 
; 12h 
wh i ch ii equiTalent to (1>42 ). Us ing the s econd form of r (D48) 
we may transform the equ.ation to be proved (D49) by taking the oper-
atore M, and Mz in r outside the integrei sign. This is allowed be-
~ause u, and U2 are regular for all x • '.J.:.1~us, 
(n/- ~zM,) J ~(x,~,IX(fi)d~ -(-M22 - ;zM,,) [ ~(~,~)X(~)df=-X (D49') 
Rh En 
where we have used (D43). It also fol lows from (D43) that 
2 111 =-M 6J. . 1J. z z 
so that the left hand side of (D49 1 ) ~be transformed as follows: 
M,(tJ.- ;
2
) J U,XdE" - Mz (o- f) J Uz Xd~= 
En En 
=f. M, {-x +x} - :z M2 {-x+x}+(1111 -M2 ) f ~Xd'f. 
Rn 
Tln.ts 
(M, -Mz) f¥0 Xd~=l'.9- f '5aXdf= - X (D50) 
Rn Rn 
which proves (D49) and hence the th~orem. 
Notjl,_ The first form of r (D44) shows a splittint!!: of r into two 
<II (z> 
components r and r , defined by 
175. 
(D51) 
This split ting has t he following properties for r cz .y ) con-
sidered as a function of x. : 
(D52a) 
(D52b) 
except at z = ~ 
In the later applications of the geucrei theorem proved here, 
thia splitting will be shown to correspond to the splitt i ng into 
longitudinal and transversal waves (§1. E). 
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De. General Non-stationary Waves 
Tne theorem of (Dd) ia now applied to find the fun~amental 
solution r. 5 for tt1e <:omple te system of linee.ri zed eqv.ations for 
non-stationary flow in two and three space dimensions. These 
equations, written in terms of dimensionless variables and func-
tiona, are (cf. 1.37, 1.38): 
3 0 '1- - 4 7Z 'l - :1 t -~ 5 = x I' '):_l I t) 
~ff -t st =0 
(D53a) 
(D53b) 
where 'ii and X are vector functions. In three space dimensiona the 
operatora T; and T2 may be defined either by matrices or by standard 
Tector operators: 
ox1 o:Z:z 
Tz = curl curl = 
;?z 0 z 
- ox z - ax z 
3 J 
~D54a) 
,,z 
~ = grad div = (D54b) 
In two space dimensions , the correspond: .g matrix definition may- be 
used. 
It is not possible to apply the theorem of D~ ~~rectly because 
(D53) is a system of equations and because some first uerivatives oc-
cur in these equations. However, if Laplace transforms are introduced, 
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the first derivatives are eliminated and the 1y1tem ia eaaily trans-
formed into the required form. We obtain, under sero initial con-
di tions, the tran.Jformed system 
(D55a) 
(D55b) 
The elimination of 5 gives 
(D56) 
Equation (D56) is of the form (D41) and the operators T,, Tz have 
the required properties (D43): 
T-T. = grad div - curl curl :s t1. 1L 
I 2 
(D57a) 
(D57b) 
An application of the theorem of Dd will enable us to find the funda-
mental solution of the tranaformed equation (D56). :But by the ree.-
soning of Da the fundamental solution of the transformed equation is 
just the transform r of the fundamental solution of the original 
system (D53). Thus, after an inveraion,the fundamental solution will 
be obtained. 
The theorem in Dd is now applied with the following table of 
correspondence; 
M.-T. l l 
/+<r a_.., _ _ 
tr 
z 
k. - <T (D58) 
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Thus, ~ are fundamental solutions for tne different ial operator 
(LJ - kz) , and are \wi.tb. the c•\stomary definitions of r) in three 
space dimensions 
-k r 
I ;/,=--e 
k 41?'r 
and in two space dimensions 
.'.f.~r~e-dimennional case 
From (D44) and (D58) it follows t hat 
r(r·a-J= - T 
- I I' tr I err - V1+0-' e -----TZ 41rr 
in t~:&e space dimensions. 
-r/¥1 
e · 11 
41fr 
r(r,t-~) is now obtained by the complex inversion fornula 
o-r 
loo V!+cr - r J :;-' 
(D59a) 
(D59b) 
(D60) 
r(r t-'t) = - 1- . f I_!_ T _e ____ !._ T, 
' 2'TrL cr 1 4frr v ... l cr(t-1:) e e d<r·1L 4'fJ'r (D61) 
- l oo 
Th('; d t fferenti.al operators oonnnute with the inversion i ntegral so 
that 
<T'i" 
- v1w 
loo q-( i -'l) . LoO (J"( t - t') 
-z,,,_-' l· j e _e ____ do- . Ji - T.. - 1- - 1-. r e 
" o- z 41rr Z'flL J 
-loo 
-Loo 
-r J4f' 
_e ___ d<r·1L (D6 
The first inversion integral is exactly that treated in Appendix A, 
(A9a), while tr-e second is given in (Ref. 57). Denoting inverse La-
_, 
rlace transform by ;;( we have 
(D63a) 
(D63b) 
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Hence 
T _/_ [u(r,t-1': )] ·11.-T 1 r r <r, t-1:: ) == -~ .11 
' 4ffr U.o A z 41/r y3Ct-T:) (D64) 
By usi ng (D55) and (D60) we also obtain 
o-r 
- f!-HJ-
- I e 5 ( r ; a-) = - au_,_ 4'frr ---'----! +-<r-- . 11 (D65a) 
(D65b) 
The inversion of (D65) is also related to '(D62) so that 
5 ( r' i -'?:) == aA/l,./. - 1- _£_ [ U ( r , i-'t)] 
' -q-- 4'frr CJ r u.o 
A 
(D66) 
Note on splitting, 
From the remark about splitting made at the end of (Dd) it follows 
- - {/) 
that the first part of r (denoted by r ) satisfies the equation 
( 
I _ (!) _(1) l+-;;:-)7ir -<r-r =O (D67a) 
Furthermore. since rzJ o ~ r = , it follows from (D55b) that 
. - ( ! ) -
cU.u r +o- 5=0 
Hence, (D67a) becomes 
-(1) - (t) -0r - o-r - F-5=0 
.Applying ,;( - 1 to (D67) end put ting 
one obtains 
( / ) _ _,,, - 1 - (t ) I ' r = ci... r =T -
I 4'frr 
(J ) {!) 
T, r -"t -F 5==0 
. (I) 
du,,, r + 5t =0 
Oun.I r' { J) = 0 
except at X ·=-i;: . i.e. r==O 
l "' l 
(D67b) 
(D68) 
(D69) 
(D?Oa) 
(D?Ob) 
(D70c) 
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The laat equation follow• immediately from the definition of 0 • 
Defining also 
r r z '= ,;(' _, FY· J = r. f-' """'· __ r_ } . u 
z 4trr ~r 3 -Vt:.-'l: 
it tiasily followa that 
except at r = o 
(Z) 
k.r =D 
(D71) 
(D72a) 
(D72b) 
Hence the expression forr as given by (D64) actually represents 
the fundamental field a s t he sum of a. longitudinal and a transversal 
flow field as defined in §1.5. 
Two-dimensional case. The analysis is carried out for the two-dimensional 
case in the same way as for t he t hree-di mensional case. Applying the 
t heorem of (Dd) , specifically (D44) 1 and using (D58), 
f' ( r ;&) ~ ,,;,,. l T,K0 ( 1::,.;- T, K0 H4{) l · Jl (D73) 
The inversion of the second term may be carried out as follows: 
Let 
J
l oo "'t I< (r f'4lr) 
f(rt)= - 1- . e a 1/3 dq-
• Zffl ~ 
(D74) 
Then - loo 
-l ea 
ri 
=- J j'[+ ~~ ·]e -F from (Ref. 57) 
oo o<..z 
f(rt)=f e-Jt do< 
• . o( 
(D75) 
r 
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Thus, using the complex inversion formula. the fundamental solution is 
loo t7'(t - 't) 
l'(ri-1:)=T.·_!__, J e 1 
' I 21'rl Z'ff'<r 
- i.0o 
A• before. we find 5 
cl..z f -3(t-'t ) J ~ e d c1.. 
r 
5 ( r, i -'t) = -~ ~ k ---I [ I ( o r J] 
Z'frv l+o- 0 } /+o-
(D76) 
(D7?) 
As in the three-dimensional case it is easily seen that the flow 
field is split, by the representation above, into a longitudinal and 
a transversal fieldo 
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Df. Stationary Waves in Two Dimension• 
In this section the fundamental solutions will be found for the 
following set of equations of a two-dimensional stationary flow 
(cf. 1.43). 
( j iJ T; - -u ~ - U 7J'Ox) <j- czcpad 5= -X{?C-,y) 
. ()5 
duL i + o ~x =O 
where 
0 =grad div= 
Tz = curl curl = 
q is the velocity vector 
(D78a) 
(D78b) 
(D78c) 
(D78d) 
The equations are given here in the dimensional form in order to show 
more clearly the dependence on the parameters -u, c , M, particularly 
the passage to the limit c- 0o. 
There are several methods available for obtaining the fundamental 
solutions of(D78) •. They could be obtained by integrating the corres-
ponding non-stationary solutions. as described in §2.5 (method of de-
scent). However. the resulting integrals are complicated and difficult 
to evaluate. For this reason it is more convenient to find the fund.a-
mental solutions directly, using the general method of (Dd). 
In applying the genera1 method it is necessary to eliminate one 
of the independent variables by means of transforms, as before (cf. De). 
In this case Fourier transforms are most convenient to use since the 
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solution must be defined in the entire (x.y) plane. The introd1J.ction 
O• the transforms into (D78) immediately reduces the system to a form 
in which the genera.1 theor~m of (Dd) can be applied. 
In this section we denote the Fourier transform of a function 
f ('X-, f:f) by a wav~ bar f ( 13; y) 
(D79a) 
- ex> 
so that 
(D79b) 
In tra.nsfor:ning (D78) we make repeated use of the following relation-
sh:lp 
= i.. /3 U, ( ra; Y) (D80) 
It is valid because u.(!: oo, ':1) is assumed to vanish. 
Thus transfor111ed opo!"J;t.tors T, , Tz_ a.re defined by replacing _i!__ 
9.Z 
byi/3, and the transfo rmed functlons are introdu~ed in (D78) to gi'le 
(D8la) 
(D8lb) 
Upon eliminating 5 
[ 
z ] ~ ~ 4 c ~ ~ _.. -( - iJ+-.-)T- i>T. - t,sU q, =- X J l(3 U I J. r (D82) 
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I t is necessary to verify that the fundamental solution 
of (D81) is actually the Fourier transform of the fundamental 
sol ution r of (D78). Thia follova immediately from the defini-
tion of fundamental solution for the original and transformed equa-
tions and from the convolution theorem. The fundamental solution 
r < x - ~ , y- 7 > is defi ned by 
""'°"' 
q ( ~. '1) = f J I ( ?:: - f; , y- '?) X ( 5, 'l) d g d "/ (D83) 
- .00 - O<J 
But transforming (D83) and using the convolution theorem (Ref. 58) 
00 
9: ( f3; y) = 1 zrr · f ? < 13; '1- r; J X r 13, 1 ) d r; (D84) 
-00 
Thus iJ ;:tr r ie the fundamental solution of {D82) for '{_. The same re-
l ationship is true for the fundamental solution for the condensation s 
00 00 
s<-x, y)-o: J J 5(l>r,~-p) x(-g,p)d;d1 (D85a.) 
-oe - oo 
ao 
5 rp, 9 ) ~ -V21r ' J 5 rra; '1-p/} r fd~ 1Jd1 (D85b) 
- co 
The following relationship between the modified operators is '7e..1.id 
after the transformation 
(D86a) 
T:-'f =!J-11 I Z (D86b) 
Hence the general theorem of (Dd) appUes immedi~tel:v with the follow-
ing table of correspondence 
Mz-Tz 
4 c~ 
a~-v-r--
3 i. 13U 
/./- - 1'(3 u {D87) 
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The fundamental solution ~ of 
(D88) 
is (:f"or ? = O ) 
a' = e 
k 2~k~+1/" ' (D89) 
Hence, by (D48) 
(D90) 
r ia represented here as the difference of a longi\udinal wave 
and a transversal wave , just as for the non-atationary waves. Now, 
as c ~ oo • (incompressible case) t he aecond term remain• unchanged 
since b doe~ not depend on c • 
which is equal to 
I ~ 
The first. term tend• to ? T, ;,;, 
, s ince J ~ = 0 by definition. Then 
(D9l) 
and the fundamental solution for the incompressible case ia obtained 
by inversion as 
(D92) 
Now 
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Thus putting we see 
= r;, '" _I_ 0 IO" L°jB Z l -I LJ/I (3 1 that 
z' zrrU ?J y e e 
-oo - 2 / ~I 
T;, = -2_ 'O Joo l(d;l:: [ - /y// (31 
zz z:n·u ?>x e e I 2 1(31 - ~ 
or defining - = Zvt;•f 
00 . 
L=.!._f lf3X 
I 2 e 
-IY/1(31 
e 
1(81 dp 
~ 
e - 1':11 1J(; +(:J "'<> . 
I = _, J l (3X 
z 2 e 
we have 
~ =!;, - I o . 
ZI l :Z - """'U -- (I I ) 
,<. II CJ'f I - :l 
r;, = - - '- " zz 2'TrU - - (I - 1) oz I z 
Further 
i;u .:: i ~ -{f ! . ,;u { 1:1 e-1 y11 ~1 - {~:·/ e - \YI j f +/ l 
=-. J-{ /(31 - /y/l (J I 2 i.[JV /i.U ' lf3V 2 e _ (3+-v -/yflj~+(3.z l 
, 2 /i.130 i'e v z:) +(3 
From thi • -;; "If + '(; \ 'If f k - <{0 i 
s it follo-• l ... .. that b 
f: = -/- _I __ o ~I ( 211'U 'OZ I 1 - I ) + _ I z Z11'-J I z 
(D93e.) 
(D93b) 
(D94a) 
(D94b) 
(D95a) 
(D95b) 
(D96} 
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Thus the evaluation of the incompress i ble tensor depends on the eval-
untion of I, and 12 and thh ma_y be done expl icitly as follows: 
oc if3X - /!:f/ l (31 00 - /ylj3 
'.:! J e d/3 = ~· 'i J e cosf''X-d(3 = 
0 
y 
= - zZ+'::f1.. 
(D97a) 
and 
(D97b) 
Considered as an i ntegration in the complex /3 plan~ the path of 
integrat i on should be taken as on Fig. D.2. By chooaing 
I 1.. i ,8U 
zheet of the Riemann surface we have if'L y (3 + ~ > O 
the correct 
on the 
contour. The integral is transformed to a known f orm i.f t he contou.r 
is shifted to 
contours are equivalent. 
O R /C.,,//VAL PA TH 
LL 
Z i> 
DEFORMED Pl/TH 
, and of course the integrals on the 
Figure D. 2 
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Thus 
I ~~ Joo i.~% I =-e e z z e 
-oo 
Thia integral is tabulated (Ref. 57) as 
Ux 
I=eZiJK(Ur) 
z 0 Z.i> 
Thus we ce.n write the fundamental solution: 
where 
(D97b 1 ) 
~) (D98a) 
(D98b) 
In the compressible case a correction tensor has to be added 
to ro • We ha.Te 
with 
00 i(3X 
~ = z~ ) ~u (D99) 
Now 
- I <J I 
e 
I 
'(f = -If z (DlOO) 
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where Kt v >0 R 4 ,) u on the contour and where = 3 z- , !rf=c . 
Aezmptotic Estimates of Velocity Field: Subsonic case, It is easy to 
obtain a crude fotm11la i n the aubsonic case ( M < /) • By considering 
only contributions for small f , an asymptotic fornnla tor large ~ 
can oe found and the e rror could be estimated (cf. Appendix A). Here 
only the first term will be obtained. 
Thus we approximate 
ff~ ~ ~ ~ [- IYll (3 1,/J-Mz'] Z(3 t -;v.Z a 
It is clear that this i• a valid approximation also if R = j ~ 
(DlOl) 
small, and is actually the value approached by as R-P o 
Thu a 
- / ':J ll P. i{ / - MZ 
""' i(3Z. ,- 00 l(3~ - ( y ll (.11 
rc// ~ 4~ J e ~!8 _e _ _ f_i--Nl-2'- - d13 -~u J e e ~f3df3 
-oo 
It we now write out (D98) 
Ux ux u~ 
I { ~ U z,y- (Dr) zy- U cur) X l I z.v (Ur) ro,, = - ZmI r2. -+2,J e ko z;) - e Zv K, Zi> r + Ztr1J e l<a Zil 
Adding the correction t e rm re , we have the approximate result for 
II 
large y (M< /) 
I r =r. -t- r __, __ 
11 ° 11 c,, mu (Dl02) 
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We obtain, in the same 'W83'• the following formulae for the ot: ...... 
correction components of the fundamental tensor 
(Dl03a) 
(Dl03b) 
~ 
F.:>rmu.la.s for Pres~ Using (D8lb) anc1 +lie fol'!ilulas for r we ob-
tain 
or 
But 
( _ _!_±)'{ ""/_ /(3 /z(/-MZ)) - Z (Dl05) I (3z ayZ -,: l/ (32 Ji;- M ~ 
to the same degree of approximation as was used for (DlOl). Thus 51 
i• merely a factor times t he first part of r;. C11 or the potential part 
occurring in the solution for G, 
(D106) 
and as c __,, oo (DlO?) 
Similarly /YI ~l-M
21 
(Dl08) 
Supersonic Case 
For M > I such simple considerations do not even g:i.ve a quaii-
tative picture. They lead to divergent integrals which ca.n ba :i.nter-
preted as impulse functicm; (derivatives of atep fanction~). A 
better approximation is now g ivAn which indjcates th'ls in the lbi1t i>-.O. 
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First a determination of the branches of the square root in ~ 
must be given. Wr ite 
2..( z; z 2 4 . s 3 . 
_f3 __ 1_-_M _ _ -r_R._M_rJ __ -.._L _R_M~f3- = '1!? e L ~ 
I+- RzMz (dz 
with the following determination of & : 
where: 
m 
--<;;lr.il:soa MR ,-
0 ~[f.l j .,:_!!!_ 
,- MR 
· 8=oc 
(Dl09a) 
for small (3 (Dl09b) 
and 
for small (3 (Dl09d) 
In thia wa:y .:!: oo is on the same branch. With thi R determination we obtain 
the following exact formula from (D99) for the correction tensor: 
An 
. o( 
...1... lz 
I rR e i(3'X ~ e 
e d 
Zlf31 f3 
-m j - 111 112 2 e 
r::: ( 'X-, y) -= 2. 1r U j iP 0 __ 2_/{'_f_e_i T-ol..--
- oC •(ol. 'Tr) 
. .L l y-y 
o L~-x:. { - 1111 ;iez e - IYll/31 I 
- (ylf(31 ! 
-rnriJ ~T; ..J... i.(°'- - :Il.)- 2 1131 df3 I I e - e e 
2'!(!Ze z. z 
!i-r~ i:(~+.f) 
m i(3'A- l e -f'dl /€'± e 
r _I_ J MR _..!!:___ T 
21rU LA I I L(o<. +'fr) 
,- 2.,eze z. z 
e IYll/31 1 
---- dp 
21 (31 
0 / l~ 
oo i f> ;t. { - IY I '!e Z e Z 
+ -'-\~T. e 
z11u J i~ ' 2'7€1 ei. ~ 
m l 
- /ylJ (31 j 
_e - df3 
2 I (' I 
MR 
approximate formula is obtain~d as before by assuming t hnt most 
0 
of the contribution comes from j and rw J while the other 
- m 
MR 
0 
(DllO) 
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integrals are neglected. It is further assumed that the former 
extend to oa ( m ____,, oo good for small v ) and that only the small 
MR 
Talue1 of f3 a re important. This approximation is of course not 
Talid near the origin (y~o.x = O) . 
Then, neglecting higher po .. ,,ers of f3 we i::J.troduce these approx-
imations into (Dl09) 
wher~ 
I z 
IE7 e 
I 
'Jf?ze 
!3 
o( M ~R 
T = - l. ,.,,,,._ z 
Thus (DliO) ia approximated bT 
[ 
Mg13R ·] 
o i f'x { . - 11111(31 n>'t. - 2 ,,,,,,,z -l 
_ / J e ~ Le r; (X,1.J) = 211U -. - ~ 
l f> 2/pl ;>?V 
-= 3 
e - lyll(Jf} 
Zl;af d (3 
[ IY1(3R ·] 
- /y/1(31,,..,,, z;;:z + t. e -IYll/31 I 
- df 
Z lf3/;wv Zlf.3/ 
00 lf' x { . 1 e ~ Le 
+ - - - -- T. 
21/U f i~ I 
0 
We are thus led to consider 
s lft~ -- /':!// (31 0 
L(3'X - /yl/~lm - IYI RM f'Z r 
r, = _!_ )e - 1- e e zm d(J- - 1- e e e ll Z1T'U Z m ZffU i z 
-= 
df3 
(Dlll) 
d(3 
(D112) 
We notice that as v- o, (the first term in fC 11 ) ~ o , except on 
the 1 in es z = rn 19 1 , where it becomes infinite. In a similar way 
we obtain 
B 0 
myz lYI 
e 
z 
- m(X-Wl /yJ) 
~ ~)y//113 I'd/ } 
- X~&'Z 
In order to deterllline s we haTe again to consider (cf. (Dl04) ) 
as before. 
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(Dll3) 
Thus there 1e the same relationship be tween 5/ and the irrotational 
pa.rt of /'11 as before and 
z 
- m (x - m/y/) 
(D114) 
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Symbol 
c 
C· L 
E 
'J 
I 
-+---i,j,k 
M 
M,,M2 
p 
p 
R 
r 
5 
5 
LIST OF SlMBOL§ 
Meaning 
Adiabatic velocity of sound in the free 
stream 
Adiabatic velocity of sound 
Iaothermal velocity of sound 
Specific heat at constant pressure 
Specific heat at cons~b.!lt volume 
Internal energy 
External force per unit mass 
Piston curve 
Entropy 
Unit vectors parallel to cartesian axes 
Heat conduction coefficient 
Modified Bessel functions of second kind 
Free stream Mach number9 U /c 
Linear matrix operators 
Pressure 
Pressure perturbation 
Velocity vector 
Velocity perturbation vector 
Heat add~d to flow per unit mass 
Gas constant 
Radius 
Condensation 
Fundamental. solution for s 
Page where 
introduced 
24 
20 
20 
15 
15 
14 
14 
44 
18 
25 
4 
77 
34 
172 
14 
22 
14 
22 
14 
15 
22 
94 
t 
I 
t 
T 
u 
I / t I 
'Xi ; x , lJ' z 
-x 
~ 
r. 
L) 
a 
.i\. 
y 
i> 
- Br>* i>=--
3(HI) 
195. 
Time coordinate 14 
Dimensionless time coordinate 49 
Temperature 14 
Linear matrix operators 176 
Free-stream velocity 
Velocity perturbation components 15 
Cartesian coordinates 15 
Dimensionless space coo~dinates 49 
External force perturbation per unit mass 22 
Singular force perturbation per unit mass 85 
Variable of Fourier transformation 86 
Ratio of specific heats, cp/c v- 4 
Fundamental solution 173 . 178 
Fundamental vector solution tensor 84 
Dirac function 42 
8~ aZA 3~ Laplacien ope rat or L1 A= 8XZ + ~ +-~ 23 
Parabolic coordinate 141 
Temperature perturbation 22 
Scalar operator 173 
Basic viscosity coefficient 15 
Potential of external force per unit mass 29 
Basi~ viscosity coefficient 4 
Kinematic viscosity coefficient 24 
Modified viscosity coefficient 152 
Density 14 
Variable of Laplace transformation 49 
Velocity potential 34 
Velocity perturbation pot ential 28 
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(o) 
(-->) 
(* ) 
grad A 
div .4 
curl A 
J1 
er:f o 
Stream function 
Dissipation function 
Vorticity 
Undistul'bed flow conditions 
Longitudinal & transversal parts of field 
Vector 
Laplace transf'on 
Fourier transform 
Sonic flow conditions 
_........,.3 - a --+-a 
Gradient: grad A = i n + j 8 ':1 +k -or-
_,,. 'OA x 3A y 'OA Divergence: div A= -ax +ay--r 9 : 
Operator defined by curl A = 
....... ('dAr _ oAy) ...,. (oAx _ 3A2) T(8A 9 _ ~) 
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Uni t matrix (~··.~) 
Complementary error function 
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24 
22 
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131 
118, 183 
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PREFACE TO THE REPRINTED EDITION 
With permission of the Office of Naval Research, the Durand 
Reprinting Committee, California Institute of Technology, has 
undertaken the reprinting and distribution of this report. 
Pages i-iv and 1-200 are an exact reprint of the original 
edition. The following sections have been added: 
Errata to pages 1-200 
Appendix Es Further Discussion of Flow Past 
a Flat Plate 
Additional Bibliography 
page 201 
page 206 
page 231 
These sections were prepared by J. D. Cole, G. E. Latta and 
P. A. Lagerstrom. .Two papers, closely connected with this report 
are published separatelys Reference 83 which complements some of 
the work of Appendix D, and Reference 84 which surv·eys some of' the 
problems of' the report. 
Line 
11 11 * 
14 Eq. (1.11) 
16 Eq. (1.11') 
18 Eq. (1.22) 
23 io* 
24 6 
30 14 
37 16 
71 Eq. ( 2 .6ld) 
76 Eq. (2.613) 
*Count from bottom of page 
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ERRATA 
Correction 
Replace (2 .·27a) by (2.28a) 
This equation is correct only for constant 
)l . In general, in tensor notation, it 
should read 
Correct only for constant p. In general, 
should read 
fJ ~~i. + ouJ· ()u.~ = F· - _!!_+~(.A auK ) 
1 v... ,- {}..,_ . P i a,,_ . o~· a:t. 
:J l L K 
Add 0 in bottom row, third column 
Delete "the left hand side of" 
Should read : where C = ~ i' Po ' 
f o 
Replace (l.54d) by (l.54a) 
Should read: a certain value, usually 
zero, of ••• 
Sign of u) should be changed here; also 
on p. 89, Eqs. (2.816) and (2.820), and 
p. 104, lines 13 and 14. 
Replace 
(,,_ - Dt)2.tZ 
e 
4vt by e 
z 2 (1--Ut) +y 
4i>t 
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76 
76 
90 
92 
100 
117 
131 
132 
134 
136 
137 
140 
141 
142 
Line 
Eq. (2.613) 
Eq. (2 .614) 
2* 
14 
Eq. (2 .852) 
Eqs. (3 .44a) 
(3.44b) 
Eq. (A6b) 
Eq. (AlOa) 
Eq. (AlOb) 
Fig. Al 
5 
9* 
1 
2 
Eq. (A22) 
Eq. (A30) 
Replace 
Ux 
2v 
e 
Correction 
k (~) 
0 z i) by 
Ux 
2.i) Ze 
Insert minus sign before second integral 
Replace 
Ux. 
2.iJ Uye 
Zvr 
u~ 
z-v 
K' (Uz~) by - _U_y_~-,r-- K (Ur) 
\ '-' v ' \- Zv 
Replace (2 . 612a) by (2.62la) 
Replace 5 __.. oo oy c 2 - oa 
Should read: K0 (-J .-r rl 
ci +- 4-iJ<r J 
!J 
Equations are: u 1y - v, ')'.. = 0 
Should read 
00 
u2 % + .Y2y =-0 
s e -o-t Uo dt 
0 ~ 
Replace t'0 by e0 Uo 
Replace ~, by e, u. 0 
Identation at origin should be clearly 
shown 
E 
r ·~ Should read: .S2 = .) and let er = - / ~re L 
D 
Delete ft in exponential in integral 
for Jl4 
Delete + .9-4 at encl. of page 
' 2 3 {,.() a.-y Replace U) a-3 by 
% a.-g 
w' by Replace w' (Za.-'3) 
Replace e ~wb by e 2i..wb 
Replace t by 'C in both places 
143 
145 
148 
149 
150 
155 
156 
157 
161 
163 
171 
Line 
Eq. (A32) 
Eq. (A36) 
Eq. (B8) 
Eq. (BlO) 
Eq . (Bll) 
Eq. (Bl2) 
Eq. (Bl3b) 
Eq. (Bl4) 
Eq. (Bl5~ 
Eq. (Bl6) 
Eq. (B17a) 
Eq. (Cl) (d) 
Eq. (C2) 
9 
Eq. (C3) (b) 
5* 
1* 
Eq. (D39a) 
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Correction 
Insert brackets so that U.o multiplies 
both integrals 2'ftl 
Replace ~ by ~ u0 
Should read: 
Should read: 
Should read: ( 1l rP) I p UU-1:. -t- LJ.. - p U% :=:. f t + . • • 
Should read: 
C'lt + f 2.c* CP. c• 2 (p" - s*)} co.,,,, Cf-x.t. l 7~ - J ,...,., 
=--
'II 
Should read: 
Replace '11 +-I by 1-/ 
Should read: 
... {; i/' Cf'v,:. - 'ft - e,* C/-y.} + J ( ::r.., t) 
Replace i) by -u* 
Replace - c* .Jc Cf) by -elf Cfx'f.. J<c;r> 
Replace - Pi; - II Py by - Pt - II Py 
Replace ( fe +- fly) by ( P-t -r v Py) 
Should read lVu.y\ 4..:.. \Utl 
Replace Py by Py 
Replace Vol. II by Vol. I 
Should read: 
= { w [u..,: - s] -u [w~ + a-J} - <wu>-c - ••• 
x. 
Replace 
I <r 
-- by 
I+ er I +tr 
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171 
173 
183 
185 
188 
189 
Line 
Eq. (D~9b) 
Eq. (D40a) 
Eq. (D40b) 
Eq. (044) 
Eq. (D8lb) 
Eq. (D90) 
Eq. (D91) 
1 
Eq. (D98a) 
• 2 
Eq. (DlOl) 
8* 
Correotion 
Replace (I+ o-)2 by 
Replace by <T 
I +<r . I +er 
Replace O-J +tr 
by 
Replace 
-Mz /;(Z1 by 
~i 
Replace DIV U by 
Insert brackets in 2nd line so that k 2 
multiplies both terms 
I I 
Replace -.;=z.='fr=k=z"'""• by -ijZ'17", k2 in both lines 
Replace - p2 ,by + f9 2 in first matrix 
Should read: 
Replace I 21rU by Z'fr'-V 
Should read: 
-lyl~ 
i r: = ---.====.- e 
1/0: 2-J :z + (3z 
Replace by 
Multiply both integrals by L : 
-oo 
1 f -IYl ~ 
+ -~-,,.,.-u- j e SIN ~,,_ d(3 Add: 
0 
205. 
Page Line Correction 
U-:t. Ull-
-
189 4 • Replace 
-e 
-0 by -e Zr> 
i"' Replace x/~ by 'X./~ x.t- +- O·M~-) y ~t.+ (/-Ma) yz 
195 12 Adda '1 • Euler' a oonstant • 0.577 = 0 . 577 
9• u Adda )I= -2.v 
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APPENDIX E 
Further Discussion of Flow Past a Flat Plate 
In Ref. 61 Lewis and Carrier found the solution of the Oseen 
equations for stationary incompressible flow past a semi-infinite 
flat plate at zero angle of attack. In the light of this solution 
various ideas discussed in this report may be clarified. Lewis and 
Carrier obtained their solution with the aid of the Wiener-Hopf tech-
nique (Cf. Chapter 3). Their solution will be verified below and 
discussed from the points of view presented earlier in this report. 
Some questions regarding the validity and nature of boundary layer 
theory will be discussed in detail for this specific example. The 
compressible case and the case of a finite plate will also be con-
sidered •. 
Ea. Additional Co:mments on Splitting 
In § 1.5 it was shown that any solution of the linearized equa-
tions for a viscous compressible fluid spiits into a longitudinal 
and a transversal part. It is sometimes convenient to split the 
transversal part further. We shall r e strict ourselves to the two-
dimensional stationary case, compressible or incompressible. The 
transversal wave, q:;: , due to a singular sheari11g force, directed 
along the x-axis, splits into two parts (Cf. P• 87) 
- - -q.T = fl-z t- '4; (Ela) 
--<;/.z = (u.2 ~ o) (Elb) 
--
I u .. tt 
* A= (Elo) q.2 ::r ( U.2 • Vz) ,.._ -- GMD Uz , 2-" Zv 
The signifance of this splitting is discussed on pp. 88-90. 
Actually, any transversal wave may be split in a sim.ilar manner. 
For example, see Lamb (Raf. 16) for incompressible flow; of. also 
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Ref. 62. This general splitting oan be seen as follows. Consider 
a function t (-,:, y) satisfying 
/J. 9 =- 2 fl <J~ (E2) 
Now, construct a vector field ~according to (El), by using the 
-function 9' for ·u. 2 • Obviously the components of q.; also satisfy 
-- -- __. (E2). It is also inmediately verified that r;J_ 7 = ~2. + ~ satisfies 
the continuity equation. Hence <;:;. is a transversal wave according 
to (1.57). -The force X in (1.57) is zero in the field. Conver sly, 
--.. 
given any solution of (1.57) with X = 0 one may find the splitting • 
.,.. 
Since VT = Vz 
00 
u2 = 2 A .s v: dy 
the appropriate u 2 is given by the formula 
--and from this u 2 , q.; is constructed according 
y 
to (Elc). For flow past flat plates at zero angle of attack the com-
ponent u.2 will be closely related to the boundary layer (cf. p. 90). 
This, however, is not true in general. 
Note that vt1- is proportional to the vorticity: w=- ou.z =Z/tv.* 2. 7Jy 2 • 
Eb. General Relations for Flat Plate 
Consider a flat plate of zero thiclmess at zero angle of attack 
along the x-axis between X = a. and ;t = b (where b may be + oo ) • 
Assume the perturbation velocity in the x-direotion to be a constant 
u0 along the plate. For no-slip u0 = - U • Then the boundary con-
ditions and oonditions of symnetry are (of. § 3.1 and Eq. (3.45)) 
U (;:t., O) = U0 
uy (x, o) = 0 
(a<X-<-b) 
(x <a , -x > b) 
(E3a) 
(E3b) 
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v-(x.o)=O 
U ( - oo, y) = V- ( - oa, y) = 0 
u. ( x.oo) = v- ex, oo) = 0 
(E3c) 
(E3d) 
(E3e) 
The following relations are easily proved for the general com-
-pressible case. Let q.
1
=(u. 1 ,V-1) be the longitudinal wave and let 
~ ~ ~ * q. = c;i., + q.7 • Since v- = 0 on the x-axis V-1 = - V-z on the x-axis. 
-- - a(u.,+u.~) _ a('I, +v:> Also, since q.1 and q.2.* are irrotational, and 
-a Y ax. 
au auz the right hand side is zero on the x-axis. Hence - :::. - - =-w along 
'Oy fJy 
the x-axis. This means that the skin friction comes only from the u.z 
component. By (Elc) the skin friction is then proportional to v-; on 
the plate and hence also to V-1 • Off the plate but on the x-axis the 
skin friction must be zero; hence v-; vanishes and consequently also 
v, • and 
'Oy 8y Summarizing 
On the plate (a < x..::. b, y = O) 
~u 8Uz * 
= - - = - w = - Z A V-z = :Z Av, ?Jy ay 
I 
= - (skin friction -/ unit l en gth) 
Z;i-
au., 
- -= -
oy 
Off the plate (;t:.~a or X>b, y=O): 
v., = - v-; = 0 ' (}u, ?Jy ' w = 0 
(E4a) 
(E4b) 
(E4c) 
(E4d) 
Note that if LL.z alone is equal to the constant U 0 on the plate, 
then u.~ is zero there . Hence by (E4c) the longitudinal wave has to 
be such that u, = O on the plat e. In ge nera l, when u 2 is known t he 
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-
complete flow field is easily constructed. * qz is found according 
to (Elc). Then v; is lmown for y = 0 from which the longitudinal 
wave is directly found. In the incompressible case the longitudinal 
wave is most easily found by solving La.place's equation (cf. Ee, be-
low). In general, Uz determines the force on the plate by (E4a.). 
Hence the complete flow field may also be obtained by a superposition 
of fundamental solutions (cf. p. 85 ff) with lmown source strength. 
Ee. Semi-Infinite Plate in Incompressible Flow 
For the semi-infinite flat plate the boundary conditions are 
given by (E3) with a. :. 0 and b = +ao. Furthermore the Oseen equa-
tions for incompressible flow a.re assumed. This is the problem that 
was solved in Ref. 61. This solution will be verified below a.nd pre-
sented in a. form suitable for discussion of t he boundary layer theory. 
In the light of the Lewis-Carrier solution it is reasonable to assume 
that the appropriate u.2 is the parabolic boundary layer solution dis-
cussed on pp. 110-114. The flow field corresponding to this Uz field 
will be construct ed a.nd the boundary conditions (E3) verified. For 
convenience some properties of parabolic coordinates ( ~ , ~ ) will be 
given he r e . 
z = --x, + Ly ., i; = ~ + LY/ • z = ~ Z, x. = ~ z _ "? z , y = 2 ~ f( (E5) 
'Of? I ~ 
--=-0y Z ~Z+ '7 2 
The x,y-plane is slit a.long the positive x-axis and -fZ is pos i tive 
for' y..,,. O on the top of the slit. Hence '{ i s a.lwa.ys positive , -;; 
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has the same sign as y ? "" 0 is the plate, 5 = 0 is the x-axis 
upstream of the plate . 
Now we put 
u z == U.o £RFC ( '? -Vz.A') 
which is Eq. (3.37) of the repor t . 
According to (Elc ) 
---This shows that q; is alway s perpendicular to the parabolas 1 
(E6) 
(E7) 
constant and directed toward s the plate .for u.0 <- O Its u. and II-
components are 
* 
~Ll2 Uo 'l -2-17 2 
u~ =--- --=- e ZA ax 
-J2.1?- A' ~2+72 (E7'a) 
v."* = - I 0LL2 U.o ~ - 2i\ 72 
2.i\ .,,jZ17'i\' ~2 + "l'l. e 2. a'Y (E7'b) 
For 'J = 0 (E7) reduces to 
2ilX (E8a) 
* Uz =0 * LI.a I/ ::: --;:::==::::;-
., 2 -J 2'ft i\';l. I (E8b) 
By the sign convention discu ssed after (E5), .jz11kx.' is positive on 
the top side of the pl ate and n egative on the lower side. 
--A longitudinal wave {[ has to be added to C/-:- to make V- :: 0 
for y = 0 • In the incompressible case --<J, = GR.40 Cf where L1 o/ = 0 • 
This means that u - i, v- is an analytic function of z = x + Ly • The 
I. I 
boundary condition is that on the x-axis y.
1 
= vl, where v-2* is given 
by (ES). This problem has a solution which is easily found, namely, 
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u, - i.v, LUo L.lo ( ~Z+"?I(' 2. EZ:12) = = + L i}ZnA z' -v 2'ftA' (E9) 
For y=O (E9) reduces to 
x ~ 0: Uo v-, = 0 u., = 
-J-2.11J..?2 ' (ElOa) 
x > 0: u, =0 
' 
...,. = -I 
Uo 
l/Z11'A"X- 1 (El Ob) 
The longitudinal wave T, was found from the condition on v- • 
If u, were also prescribed the problem would be over determined. 
However, fortunately the correct L.l1 value is obtained. According to 
(El Ob) u.1 is actually zero on the plate. .... Further U.z is also zero 
according to (E8b) and u.2 was constructed so as to give the value 
u 0 on the plate (cf. pp. 110-114). Hence on the plate 
u. =- u, + u.; + U.z == u.2 = ll0 • Thus the boundary condition (E3a) is 
verified. The condition v- = 0 for y = 0 is fulfilled by construe-
tion and the other conditions in (E3) are easily checked. Hence the 
solution to the problem of the semi-infiriite flat plate has been 
found. It is 
-. ~ __..., ~ 
C:f- = <;J-1 -f- ~; + q 2 (Ell) 
-
where iZ_ == (u2 • o) and Uz given by (E6). ~: is given by (E7) and 
-q-; by (E9) (cf. also (E20)). In Ref. 61 the solution is given in 
form of integrals. It is, however, equivalent to (Ell). In parti-
cular it will be verified below that the two forms of the solution 
give the same values for the skin friction. 
Various other flow quantities, such as vorticity, stream func-
tion, pressure and skin friction may now be obtained from (Ell). 
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These formulas will be listed below. 
The vorticity w is carried by U.z. alone since -q; and q; are 
gradietits. The vorticity is 
ou.2 * f;Fi\ w=---==2i\v, =u .., -
'Oy 2. 0 ft (El2) 
The stream function 
% 
lJIT 
a 
for the 
x. 
transversal wave may be obtained 
as 'l'T = - ~ v-; d-:r. = ;lt r U.zd~ • ?Jy j 
-oo -oo 
The integration is straight-
forward but the resulting expression is rather awkward and does not 
seem particularly use:f'ul. I t is interesting to note how Uz is some-
what similar to a stream function. The velocity components of the 
transversal wave are found from U.z by differentiation and addition 
in suoh a manner that validity or t he equation Div ~ = 0 is auto-
matically assured. 
(El3a) 
The stream function ~L for the longitudinal wave is inunediately 
obtained as 
(El3b) 
In the incompressible oase. the pressure perturbation is obtained 
from u 1 aacording to the linearized Bernoulli's law 
pUu0 
P - Poo = - f Uu., = - ~ ~~+'lf. (El4) 
According to 
-pUu0 is -;=;=:::::;:::::::::;-
(ElO) p = p00 on the plate. On the negative x-axis it 
~-2'f"r A '.t-' 
The skin friction is (of. (E4a) and (ESb)) 
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ou. alL2. Skin friction per unit length • Zp ~= z )-'- --:ay 
I *I z r u I.Lo 
- 2 ;;. w = - 4 p A V-2 = - 1/1..'fr" J\'X, (El5) 
(El5) is identical with the formula for skin friction obtained 
in a different way in Ref. 61. 
Ed. Comparison with Boundary Layer Theory. 
Skin Friction and Displacement Thickness 
The solution presented in Ee shows several interesting features 
in regard to boundary layer theory. The boundary layer which is rel-
avant to the discussion is the linearized boundary layer . See, for 
example, p. 34-35 and 109-110 where the boundary layer approximations 
are carried out on the Oseen equations. The x-momentum equation be-
comes the heat equation (1.59) and has the solution for the u-compon-
ant , u BL ( 3 • 3 2) 
(El6) 
Another way of obtaining (l.59) is to linearize the Pre.ndtl-Blasius 
boundary layer equation. The solution is due to Rayleigh who obtained 
it as a non-stationary solution and identified the time with 'J../U 
However, the first method is the most relevant for our purposes. The 
Oseen equations are regarded as a model for rather than an approxima-
tion to the Navier-Stokes equations. As pointed out in the Introduo-
tion and in § 1. 7, one important aim is to st"ttdy in detail various 
difficulties of the Navier-Stokes equation for this simplified model. 
One of the purposes or boundary layer theory is to predict the 
skin friction. A comparison of (El6) and (El5) shows the following 
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surprising results For the linearized equations, solutions of -the 
:f'ull equation and of the boundary layer equation give exactly the 
same skin friction for the semi-infinite plate including the region 
near the nose of the plate. Incidentally, this is also the skin 
friction given by the parabolic boundary layer ( u 2 ). In formulas 
--= 
fJy 
0uaL 
8y 
for y =0 (El7) 
Another idea of classical boundary layer theory is that the flat 
plate has an apparent thickness due to the boundary layer. The ex-
ternal, that is non-viscous, flow around a body with thickness may 
then be computed. This would give an external pressure gradient. 
which might be used for recomputing the boundary layer eto. (cf. Ref. 
63). The notion of apparent thickness is made precise by the intro-
duotion of the notion of displacement thickness, a~(X} .• Its defi-
nition, (motivated by the continuity equation) and its value in our 
special case is 
00 
~1' ('l'.} : - ~ ~ (E18) 
0 
The apparent shape of the body is thus parabolic. Various interpre-
tations of this notion will now be discussed: 
1. The customary procedure is to ~ompute the potential flow out-
side the parabolic body defined by (El8). That is, this potential 
flow exists only for x .t.. 0 and for :r. > O , \ y I > a* (-;t.) It is 
patched onto the boundary layer solution along the parabola y = ~·("):'.,) • 
This new external flow would give a pressure gradient along this parab-
ola. With the aid of this pressure gradient the boundary layer may be 
recomputed. However, no matter how far the iteration is continued, the 
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flow will be patched along the edge of the botmdary layer. Inside 
the boundary le;yer, the customary approximations will be made, i.e. 
Py will always be zero. 
2. A second procedure is to satisfy the boundary oondition 
(condition of tangency) required by the parabolic body on the x-axis, 
in the manner familiar from linearized non-visoous theory. This 
would give 
v- = u 
d (~11(-x.)) I.(., ~ >O, y=O =- 1)211" ~ x' for d'X. (El9) 
v- = 0 for X.t.0, y=O 
But the problem for linearized non-visoous flow defined by (El9) is 
identical with the problem of finding the longitudinal component q_, 
of the complete solution. Hence this interpretation yields the cor-
reot longitudinal wave, in particular the correot pressure field. 
Note that this longitudinal wave exists inside the boundary layer. 
In particular, Py is not zero in the region of the boundary layer, 
not even for y = 0 • On the other hand p~ = 0 on the plate- so that 
the iteration procedure described above would terminate. Note also 
that in this procedure the use of the displacement thickness amounts 
to determining the value of the v-component at the plate from an 
00 
integral of the continuity equation. This gives v- c-x,o> = - \ B ( usL) dy J fh .. 
Ud (a* <x>) o 
which is seen to be equal to d'J{. • On the other hand, u 8 L 
plus the longitudinal wave does not satisfy the continuity equation. 
3. These ideas should be compared with the disoussion of the 
bulging of the boundary layer discussed previously in i 2. 7 and § 3 .3. 
Here the starting point was u 2 rather than u 8L • From u.2 and the 
continuity equation a v-component was determined which will be denoted 
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by V-z here. ( u 2 , V.z) is then a transversal wave. This V-z is 
not equal to zero for y = 0 , even for X < O Then a longitudinal 
wave was added to satisfy the condition v- = O for y = 0 The sum 
of the longitudinal wave and the transversal wave then satisfies the 
complete flow equations and the condition v- =0 for y= 0 but vio-
lates the conditions on u and Lt.y on the x-axis. 
The three methods will now be compared. The first two methods 
are similar and only the second one has to be discussed. It gives 
better results than the first one, whose accuracy would even decrease 
if iteration were used. .An interesting aspect of method two is that 
it gives the correct longitudinal wave in spite of the fact that it 
is based on u 8L rather than u 2 • On the other hand it gives very 
little information about the transversal wave except at (the very im.-
portant~ region close to the plate. In particular it indicates no 
upstream spreading of vorticity. Its results may not be improved by 
iteration. 
The third method yields the correct vorticity and a better ap-
proximation to the transversal wave. On the other hand the longitu-
dinal wave is only correct asymptotically far downstream where u 8 L 
-approximates u 2 and q~ becomes less important. Note that the as-
ymptotic formula (3.313) agrees with (El9). On the other hand, the 
third method may be iterated and will presumably give increasingly 
better results. 
All iteration methods are based on the idea of satisfying the 
continuity equation and the condition V-= O at y =0 This may 
be compared with the splitting discussed above . If one starts with 
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-- --t.J, , then ~; may be added to satisfy the continuity equation. 
Finally the longitudinal component has to be added to satisfy the 
boundary condition on v • However, in general it is of course dif-
ficult to fi.."'1.d the true u.2 -component, whereas u 6L is easy to find. 
Above it has been shown that boundary layer gives the exact 
skin friction and the exact pressure field for a semi-infinite plate. 
Later it will be shown that this is only approximately correct for a 
finite plate or when compressibility is taken into account. Presum-
ably it is also only approximately true in the non-linear case. From 
the linearized point of view it is easy to verify that Prandtl's 
physical ideas about boundary layer theory are correct (orders of 
magnitude of various quantities in the bo1.ll1.dary l~yer may also easily 
be checked from the solutions given). A different a spect of boundary 
layer theory will be considered in the following section. 
Ee. Boundary Layer Theory as First Step in an Exact Expansion 
In § 2. 7, § 3 .3 and in Ef boundary layer theory was regarded as 
the first step in some rather loosely defined iteration procedure. 
The question of making this iteration ex~ct will now be discussed. 
In particular one may ask: Is it possible to expand the complete 
solution of the Oseen equation in some power series such that the 
boundary layer theory gives the first term in the expansion, and in 
general the nth term is obtained from the preceding terms? The nth 
term would have to satisfy an appropriate differential equation which 
together with its boundary conditions may involve the lower order 
terms as known functions. 
In order to study this point consider the solutions obtained 
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previously 
* U 1 + LLz = 
V" = v-, + v-£" 
As 1/i\ (,..,; v) tends to zero this solution behaves properly. 
(E20a) 
(E20b) 
(E20o) 
It tends to the non-viscous solution Ll = V-=0 , except on the plate 
( 1 = 0 ) where u. = u.0 • However it is apparent that in the neigh-
borhood of the plate the convergence is non-uniform. This phenomenon 
is typical of singular perturbation problems ( § 1. 7). 
The ma.in problem is the behavior of the solution for small values 
of t/i\ or i). If one could develop u and If in power series of 1/;t 
around · i/il =O, then the coefficient of 1/?i in this series would be 
regarded as the perturbation of the non-viscous solution for small 
values of -iJ • However, regarding -g and r; (or X and y ) as para-
meters it is immediately obvious that u. and v- have a singular de-
- iJ12. 
pendenoe on -i> at v = O • The term e v , regarded as a fl.motion 
of iJ has a complicated singularity at i> =0 • The flmction itself' 
and all its derivatives artj zero at i) =O • Hence it may not be de-
veloped in power series around this point. In the theory or a com-
plex varia:ble one expresses the equivalent fact by saying tha.t e z 
has an essential singularity at z = oo • A similar statement is trut. 
for the error function. The situation is not remedied by introducing 
i> •Ii or any other fractional power as a new variable ( e z is single 
valued at z = oo ) • Thus this simple type of perturbation procedure 
is completely useless in the present case. These complications are 
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typical of a singular perturbation procedure. The type of singular-
ity encountered above occurs frequently in singular perturbation 
problems. An instructive example is discussed by Friedrichs in Ref. 
52, p. 71, ffs another example occurring in hydrodynamics is studied 
in Ref. 83. As a contrast, compare the interesting example of non-
analytic dependence on a parameter in a regular perturbation problem 
given by Oseen (Ref. 21, pp. 18-20). In this example, suggested by 
hydrodynamical equations, the solution is a power series in the abso-
lute value of the parameter. 
Now it might be thought that by a different choice of variables 
the singularity could be eliminated and the solution given a reason-
able expansion. This can be done and improves the situation to some 
extent, as will be shown. It is clear from (E20) that if (/ is com-
bined with -{X1 the singularity in J.. may be removed. That is, 
u and v- regarded as functions of ~ , '? -{X1 , and / /...J"X1, are ana-
lytic functions for all values of the last argument including zero. 
Uz and the expressions in brackets in (E20a) and (E20b) are thus in-
dependent of 1j{A'. Power series de~elopment in 1/--..r;v depends then 
I ~ I i 
only on the factors~ ~2. + ? 2 and$ ~2. + Y/ 2 These may be 
written as 
I 
/'\ (
'1 i ~ ) ( I 4- ) ~ ~) +··· 
In such an expansion u.z is of order unity, v begins with the 
(E2la) 
(E2lb) 
term 1/-{R and with the term (I / -./A)2 • However, it is seen 
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that this expansion converges only for ~ < I , that is 
1t? ' l~I or x ~ 0. The choice of variables ma.de and the expansion 
in I /fA' is very close to boundary layer theory. The first terms 
in this expansion are the most important for f( << 1~1 The first 
term in the · expansion of u. is · u 2 which for '? <:.< 1~1 or ~ £.4!:./ fX1 
is approximately u 6L · (of. (El6) and p. 112). v starts out with a 
term of order . 1/fX which is thus of higher order than Uz but of 
lower order than. the correction to uz : u, -r u~ • 
Up to this point the results are a further confirmation of 
Prandtl's boundary layer theory which could be followed up in detail 
by checking the order · of magnitude of the various terms Ux~ , uyy 
etc. in the Oseen equations. However, the ma.in problem of interest 
in this section is: Is it possible to expand u. and v- a.s 
. . 
L=oa . / l 
u = .z fi. (~. ?1X) t~j 
l= 0 ' 
l=oo 
v = 2:: 
t=O 
(E22) 
and then determine the differential equations and boundary conditions 
which fi. and '!~ would have to satisfy? We have already seen that 
such an expansion fails completely if fi. and <Ji. are required to be 
functions of 1; and r; • Even with the improved variable Y/ -f;:' the 
answer is negative. From (E20) and (E21) it follows that the expan-
sion (E22) exists for x > 0 but diverges for X < 0 • In the first 
region the lowest order term would satisfy the boundary layer equa-
tions. Formally one may obtain equations for the higher order terms. 
However, even this method cannot give the correct flow field since 
(E22) is divergent for x < O • For x < D , the expansion procedure 
would give an expansion in powers of i\ rather than its inverse. From 
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the point of view of dimensional analysis, u /u0 is a function of 
only two variables such as ~ --1};1 , r; -{};' or x" and y i\ Thus 
an expansion depends actually only on these local Reynolds nwnbers. 
This is implicit in the statement above that the boundary layer ap-
proximation is good for · ~ << l~I , which is equivalent to 
1~ « 11i;; ...r>:11. 
In Ref. 68 an expansion of the type (E22) (actually an equiva-
lent expansion for the strea.m function) was assumed, based on some 
remarks in Ref. 67 (p. 565). The author studied the non-linear 
Navier-Stokes equations rather than the linearized Oseen equations. 
A second-order approximation was found which, however, showed some 
pathological features such as an non-integrable singularity of the 
skin friction at the nose. Perhaps this is connected with the non-
existence of the expansion (E22) for x < 0 • 
Summarizing, it may be said that the original claims of Prandtl's 
boundary layer theory are verified from various points of view, in 
the linearized solution. On the other hand it is not possible in the 
linearized case to regard the boundary layer as giving the first term 
of a power series expansion which would describe the flow field every-
where. It is almost certainly also not possible in the non-linear 
case. There still remains the possibility that boundary layer theory 
is the first step in some expansion of asymptotic nature or in some 
"patching" procedure. These possibilities will not be discussed here. 
However, the explicit solution (E20) should furnish a good method of 
testing any such procedure. 
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Ef. Semi-Infinite Flat Plate: Compressible Case 
A brief discussion will now be given about the effects of com-
pressibility in the problem of the semi-infinite plate. For the 
discussion the Oseen equations are replaced by the more general sys-
--tam (1.43) , with the force X = 0 • In this application to the flat 
plate problem the .linearized equations are more unrealistic for high 
Ma.ch numbers than they were for the incompressible case. For high 
Mach numbers dissipation of energy, conduction of heat, and variation 
of Ma.ch number all become important in the boundary layer and these 
effects are neglected in the linearized equations. However, these 
equations are useful as a model in illustrating the relationship of 
the outer flow and the boundary layer. 
The boundary layer equations of (1.43) are the same as for the 
incompressible case. Thus according to boundary layer theory the 
skin friction would be given by (El5). That this result is not cor-
rect for the general compressible case can be seen as follows: Con-
sider the flow field arising from the external force distribution 
given by boundary layer theory. It consists of the flow field for 
the incompressible case (E20) plus a field arising from the compres-
sibility correction to the fundamental solution (p. 93 ff). The 
boundary layer solution for the skin friction would be correct only 
if Uc, , the u. component of the compressibility correction, were 
zero on the plate. This, however, is not true. The value of uc is 
3,.\ 
2M 2 
- ~er 
e 
3;. 
---q-
.zM.2 
___ :3_/\ ____ d<r x. >0, M~I (E23a) 
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(E23b) 
As x-oo 
M <-/ (E24a) 
l..Lo M >/ (E24b) 
The case M = I must be treated separately. 
It is thus plausible that boundary layer theory gives a good ap-
proximation far downstream. However, near the leading ed.f!;e the flow 
field and the skin friction are given incorrectly. The magnitudes of 
the error.s depend on the Mach number M • 
The"exact solution for arbitrary Mach number cannot be given at 
present. However, one interesting limiting case may be treated. It 
can be seen from (E23) that as M -- oo , Uc -- 0 on the plate. Hence 
in this case boundary layer theory again gives the correct skin fric-
tion from the leading edge to infinity. This result could also be 
derived by a comparison of the fundamental solutions for the velocity 
field at zero and infinite Ma.ch numbers. It now follows that the 
transversal part of' the f'low f'ield is the same f'or M = 0 as for 
M- oo • However, in the latter case the potential of the longi tudi-
nal waves no longer satisfies Laplace's equation but satisfies instead 
the equation derived from (1.56e) by letting M--oo : 
(E25) 
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This equation is identical with the dynamical equation for transverse 
waves with -i) replaced by 4: · Thus the longitudinal wave, to with-
-in a multiplicative constant, is given by r;;; with v replaced by 
4i) 
---:g-· The pressure for this case is no longer fotmd from the line-
arized Bernoulli law but can be found from the condensation vector 
with M-- oo (p. 183 ff). The pressure perturbation in this case is 
not zero but constant on the plate and it has the value: 
P00 2 
(E26") 
As mentioned before, although this solution may not be considered 
a description of hypersonic flow of a real fluid past a flat plate, 
it still has interest as a model for this flow. For hypersonic Ma.ch 
numbers the idea of a boundary layer and a separate outer flow has to 
be revised, for the following reason: The Ma.ch waves of the non-vis-
cous flow lie very close to the plate for high Ma.ch numbers, parallel 
to the plate at infinite Ma.ch number. If, as before, the longitudinal 
part of the flow is considered as a disturbance diffusing about the 
sub-characteristic, it is clear that most of this wave is very close 
to the plate. Thus, in a sense, the longitudinal wave is within the 
boundary layer. The entire flow field must be considered. 
This is what has been done above and the results are quite inter-
esting. It was shovm that the linearized botmdary layer theory (i.e. 
Rayleigh's solution) gives the correct skin friction all along the 
plate. However, the velocity profile is nowhere given correctly, not 
even far downstream. This happens because the longitudinal part of 
the solution does not vanish far downstream. In addition, one of the 
usual assumptions of boundary layer theory is violated, namely the 
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assumption that the pressure is constant across the boundary layer. 
The pressure on the plate is given by (E26) and the pressure pertur-
bation drops to zero quite rapidly on going away rrom the plate. 
The usefulness of boUn.dary layer .~heory in this case is somewhat 
paradoxical. 
It should be remarked that the skin friction depends on the 
value of -l) which is assumed. In the linearized theory this value 
is supposed to be taken in the free streaJD.. Thus, although the form 
of the skin friction is identical for zero and for infinite Mach num-
ber the actual values predicted by this theory will probably differ 
in any given case. 
Eg. Flat Plate of Finite Length in Incompressible Flow 
In this section .a brief discussion will be given of stationary 
incompressible flow past a finite flat plate at zero angle of attack .• 
The boundary conditions are given in §Eb. The coordinates of the. 
leading and trailing edges will be assumed to be (-b, o> and (b,o) 
respectively. The general discussion in §Eb, in particular (E4) ap-
plies. The Oseen equations are equivalent to the integral equations 
(3.23). In contrast to the semi-infinite flat plate this problem has 
an overall Reynolds number based on the length of the plate: 
2Ub 
R = 4bA = ~. The nature of' the solution will depend on the value 
of this parameter. Two extreme cases have been studied previously, 
namely the singular flat plate ( R= 0) and the semi-infinite flat 
plate (R = oo) • 
Boundary layer theory predicts the same flow near a finite plate 
as near the leading part of a semi-infinite plate. This is so because 
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the boundaz-y layer equations a.re parabolic in x. and show no upstream 
influence. For these linear equations the flow field of the finite 
plate can be regarded as composed of that due to the semi-infinite 
plate from the leading edge plus that due to another special semi-
infini te flat plate extending downstream from the trailing edge. Thia 
second flat plate must have such a d·istribution of slip that the skin 
friction due to the first plate is cancelled out. The combination or 
these two flow fields will be referred to as outting off a. semi-infi-
nite plate. According to bo~da.ry layer theory this cutting off oan~ 
not spoil the boundary conditions on the remaining part of the plate. 
On the other hand, according to the full Oseen equations the cutting 
off must have an upstream effect. In particular, there might be a 
profound modification of the flow right at the trailing edge. The 
rest of the plate will be less affected. It can easily be shown that 
a simple solution like that for the semi-infinite flat plate does not 
exist. In particular u 1 and u~ will not be zero on the plate, and 
not even constant. 
A large number of papers have been written about this problem. 
A brief survey of this literature follows. 
One approach is to use the integral equation (3.23). An exaot 
solution to this equation has not been given. However, various ap-
proximations have been carried out. For example, Bairstow, Cave and 
Leng (Ref. 70) treated numerically an integral equation equivalent to 
(3.23). They obtained the local and total skin friction for Reynolds 
numbers of 4 and 4 x 104 • They found that at the low Reynolds number 
the local skin friction was almost symnetrical about the mid-ohord 
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and had singularities at the leading and trailing edges. At the 
high Reynolds number the distribution was 'Im.symmetric, the location 
of the minimum friction moving toward the rear. The singularity at 
the leading edge was still in evidence and one at the trailing edge 
was also indicated.. By generalizing a solution of Lamb (cf'. Ref. 
16, p. 606) Bairstow et al obtained the first approximations to the 
skin friction and drag, which in our notations are 
f(~) = 1 
(-' 16 L06 - - 'lf+I 
R 
t • Euler's oonst. (E2?a) 
- 0.577 
/6 (-~o) 
lo'- - - 'll+I 
R 
These solutions should be good for R ~ 4 • 
per unit span (E27b) 
The distribution of skin friction as given by (E24b) is symmet-
rical about the mid-point of the plate and there is a square root 
singularity at both the leading and trailing edges. The effeot of 
the trailing edge is thus felt strongly in the skin friction on the 
plate. The results (E27) can also be derived by solving the integral 
equation approximately for low R • If the kernel r,, is expended for 
mnall ~ and only the largest term kept (3.23) beoomea 
+b 
u 0 = - i:u ) f (I) {Lob 1-x- fl + c, l df 
-b 
A 
where c, = J..06 2 + ~-I • Thia bas the solution (l!l27a). 
(l!l28) 
This pro-
cedure was in f'act carried out by Piercy end Winny (Ret. 76) and 
they also obtained a second approximation for low R which shcnnl how 
the distribution of akin friction tends to become unsynmetrio aa R 
increases. The skin friction ia of the fora 
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t(X.) '? A+B~+Cx.
2 
(E29) 
In addition Piercy and Winny considered the high Reynolds number case 
and solved (3.23) approximately for large values of A • The asymp-
totic fonn of -ko is substituted in r11 and in the first approxima-
tion no upstream spreading of transversal waves is considered. The 
integral equation (3.23) thus becomes identical with (3.25) discussed 
previously and the skin friction is identical with Rayleigh's value. 
The typical singularity of skin friction near the nose remains but 
the trailing edge has no effect on the skin friction. The drag coef- · 
I 
ficient C0 is as usual proportional to l/R . In other words, this 
solution is simply an applicat ion of boundary layer theory. Piercy 
and Winny also obtain a second approximation, a term in I 
R 
, for 
large R.. They approximately check Bairstow et al' s values for low 
and high R • In any of the approximations above it is difficult to 
estimate the error which is being made. However, Piercy and Winny 
show that their two formulas for Co fit together approximately and 
give values for C0 over the full range of R • Various other 
writers have tried similar methods and some of these are listed in 
the bibliography. 
Meksyn (Ref. 80), T. Lewis (Ref. 81) and Davies (Ref. 82) have 
attacked the problem of the finite plate in another way by using 
elliptic coordinates. This method leads naturally to a solution in 
terms of Mathieu f\mctions. In the last paper, which is that of 
Davies, the analysis is heavy and no essentially new results appear. 
The drag coefficient at low R is found in the first and second 
approximations and a small discrepancy is noted between the seoond 
approximation of the author and that of Piercy and W~. 
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Carrier and Lewis (Ref. 61) indicate, but do not carry out, still 
another method of solving the problem for the finite plate. In the 
form suggested. their solution seems imsuited for describing ·the flow 
near the trailing edge. 
In conclusion, in spite of the fact that no exact solution exists 
for the finite flat plate even in incompressible flow some general 
statements can be made about the flow field. Consider first the case 
of low Reynolds number. Then one may use an approximation for the 
fundamental solution that is valid in a small neighborhood as done in 
(E25). This approximate keniel is symmetrical and the resulting solu-
tion for the force distribution is symmetrical. Near the plate one 
has app~oximately symmetrical Stokes type flow. However, at larger 
distances from the plate even a symmetrical force distribution gives 
an asymmetric flow field since the other terms of the fundamental 
solution have to be taken into account. Actually the force distribu-
tion is symmetric only in the limit R -- 0 • As the Reynolds number 
increases the minimum of the skin friction shifts towards the trail-
ing edge while the singularities at both edges remain. In the high 
Reynolds number case the values of the fundamental solution both near 
and far from the point of application will influence the solution for 
the flat plate. However, using an expansion valid at large distances 
from the fundamental solution actually gives a good approxima~ion 
except at the trailing edge. This may be seen from the cutting-off 
procedure discussed above. 
230. 
The role of boundary layer theory ma.y be summarized as follows: 
First of all. boundary layer theory for the finite flat plate has 
all the limitations of that for the semi-infinite plate. In addition 
it is a good approximation only for high overall Reynolds number. In 
this case it is valid locally only some distance downstream l'rom the 
leading edge. It gives tha correct forro of the skin f'r:! .ction singu-
larity at the leading edge. In addition, it is not valid near the 
trailing edge. The sk1n friction becomes infinite as the square root 
of the distance from the trailing edge. Boundary layer theory shows 
no singularity here. The upstream influence of the trailing edge 
dies out very fast. All distances are of course to be measured non-
dimensionally. that is multiplied by A • 
231. 
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